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General Studies Paper - III
Topic: Indian Economy and issues relating to planning, mobilization of resources, growth, development
and employment. Inclusive growth and issues arising from it.
Q) Multiple rate structure of GST makes the tax structure more flexible and not complex.
Discuss citing global experiences. (250 words)
Financial Express
Why this question
Implementation of GST has thrown up several challenges which has enabled us to refine GST laws.
One of the striking feature of the new tax law is the multiple rate structure which was included for
the purpose of equity. The experience of multiple rate structure needs to be examined in light of
global best practices to understand whether it makes the tax structure flexible or complex.
Key demand of the question
The focus of the question is on analysing the pros and cons of multiple rate structure and whether it
simplifies or makes the GST structure more complex. There have been several issues that have
cropped up due to this provision such as classification of sanitary napkins etc which has caused
controversy. In this light, multiple slab provision has to be examined. The question also asks us to
analyze the experience of other countries and institutions to understand what the global best
practice is.
Directive word
Discuss – This is an all-encompassing directive – you have to debate on paper by going through the
details of multiple rate structure in GST concerned by examining each one of them. You have to give
reasons for both for and against arguments.
Structure of the answer
Introduction – Explain the multiple rate structure of GST.
Body


Highlight India’s economic performance since implementation of GST. That will lead to
examining the provisions of GST such as multiple rate structure.



Highlight the impact and benefits that has accrued out of this provision – equity, protecting
revenue etc. The benefits should be seen in the context of whether they bring greater flexibility.
Here quote from the reports of international institutions.



Highlight the issues with such a regime. Analyze whether they bring in more complexity.



Bring out the global experience with multiple rate structure to show that India is acting as a
pioneer when it comes to implementing GST

Conclusion – Highlight that still a long way to go in adjusting to this massive reform in the indirect
tax regime. Also provide a conclusion to highlight whether it
Background:

GST is an outcome of a political process in which 29 States and seven Union Territories agreed to give up their
right to impose sales tax on goods (VAT) and the Centre gave up its right to impose excise and services taxes

Multiple rate structure of GST:

GST has been fixed for more than 1,200 categories of goods and services consumed in the country at 0.25%, 3%,
5%, 12%, 18% and 28%, along with cesses to be imposed additionally in some cases.
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Benefits:

The World Bank in its March bi-annual India Development Report had endorsed the GST as a historic reform
with the long-term benefits far outweighing the short-term adjustment costs.



Other countries experiences:

Most large countries that implemented VAT have now settled on having multiple rates.



A multiple-rate structure is less regressive, with the higher rates on some commodities compensating for
reduced rates on others.



Amongst similarly placed federations, Argentina has six rates, from 0% to 27%; Brazil has four rates, from
4% to 18%; China has eight rates, from 3% to 17%.



Between 1999 and 2015, Portugal had 10 VAT reform periods affecting the standard rate on 242
commodities.



Changes in the rate structure to simplify the framework or on equity and efficiency considerations are not
uncommon and demonstrate the flexibility and responsiveness of the tax system.



GST collections are expected to increase further in the coming months due to an expanding tax base and better
compliance, with more states using the e-way bill system.



While a single-rate structure might have made the tax system simpler, it would neither have been equitable
and revenue-neutral nor would it have been acceptable to all states

Problems:



It is too complex:

A modern tax system should be fair, uncomplicated, transparent and easy to administer. It must yield
revenues sufficient to cover the cost of government services and public goods. India’s GST does not pass
these tests convincingly.



Indian GST system is even more complex due to the number of different GST rates applicable on different
categories of goods and services.

The present taxation system has not been given the boot yet leading to complications:

Electricity, real estate and alcohol will remain in it, exempt from the GST.



Petroleum products will be in both systems, old and new, but with zero-rate GST.



Over half the items will be taxed at 18% or 28% GST, the steepest rates in the multi-rate structure. This skew
violates the basic principle of revenue collection: the lower the taxation rate, the higher the compliance.



India has the highest standard GST rate in Asia, and second highest in the world after Chile.



High compliance costs are also arising because the prevalence of multiple tax rates implies a need to classify
inputs and outputs based on the applicable tax rate.


Along with the need to apply the correct rate, firms are required to match invoices between their outputs
and inputs to be eligible for full input tax credit, which increases compliance costs further.



Multiple rates create problems of classification, inverted duty structure and large-scale lobbying.



It enormously complicates the technology platform to ensure input tax credit mechanism.

Conclusion:

Despite the initial hiccups, the introduction of GST is having a far-reaching impact on reducing tax-related barriers
to trade barriers, which was one of the primary goals of the introduction.



It reintroduces cascading where an exempted good or service is an input into another taxable good or service,
create incentives for vertical integration to keep the exempt status.
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Q) Discuss whether priority sector lending norms need to be done away with? (250 words)
Livemint
Reference
Why this question
Banking sector in India is reeling under several challenges. Access to credit for certain sectors is a
huge challenge too. This makes the issue of PSL slightly complicated. In this backdrop, the decision
of RBI to tighten PSL norms for foreign banks in India makes it imperative for us to discuss the issue.
Key demand of the question
The question is fairly straightforward. We have to analyze the pros and cons of PSL and evaluate
whether the scheme needs to continue in its present form , needs to be scrapped or modified.
Directive word
Discuss – This is an all-encompassing directive – you have to debate on paper by going through the
details of the issues concerned by examining each one of them. You have to give reasons for both
for and against arguments.
Structure of the answer
Introduction – Explain the move of RBI which necessitates an evaluation of the effectiveness of PSL
norms.
Body
Explain PSL norms in detail along with the sub categories and the reforms brought in over the course
of last three years. The aim has been to address credit woes of vulnerable section


Mention the benefits of the scheme



boosts inclusive growth reducing inequality and helps in capacity building of masses



Etc

Mention the disadvantages


Accentuate the banking crisis – bad loans



Role of specialist agencies in giving loans to sector like agriculture. Eg nabard



IMF report



Etc

Discuss what should be the way forward. What kind of reforms are required should be mentioned
here
Conclusion – mention the advantages that access to credit would have for Indian economy and
inclusive growth and the need to re-examine PSL norms to make it more effective.
Background:

In a recent report the IMF, raised concerns regarding the role of the public sector in the financial system and has
advised the RBI to review its PSL policy to allow for greater flexibility in meeting targets

Priority sector lending norms:

Currently, all domestic and foreign banks with at least 20 branches are required to lend a minimum of 40 per cent
of their total loans (Adjusted Net Bank Credit (ANBC) or credit equivalent amount of off-balance sheet exposure
(whichever is higher)) to the priority sector (agriculture, micro enterprises, education, social housing, etc).



They are also required to meet sub-targets, such as 18 per cent for agriculture (8 per cent for small and marginal
farmers), 7.5 per cent for micro enterprises and 10 per cent for weaker sections.
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Those with less than 20 branches will also need to fulfil the overall PSL norms of 40% of adjusted net bank credit
(ANBC) in a phased manner by 2020

PSL norms are needed because:

Those who are directly affected comprises of mainly weaker sections of society like farmers and small scale
industries.



PSL was created to ensure support for sectors of the economy that do not receive adequate credit or support
from financial institutions due to questions of profitability.



It is also claimed that PSL results in social returns and improved lending portfolios of the banks.



The directed lending promotes social equity and facilitates increase in employment and investment in less
developed regions and the vulnerable sections of the society.



Average PSL ratio overall is well above the target over the entire period, with some degree of variation. However,
the average lending to agriculture and weaker sections is much below the RBI target. All banks have defaulted
on their sub-sectoral targets, especially that of 18% for agriculture, in most years.



Priority sector loans have contributed far less to the gross non-performing assets (NPAs) .priority sector lending
may not be responsible for compromising banks’ credit risk minimization strategies, or risk accumulation.



Removal of existing loan limits of up to ₹5 crore to micro and small units and up to ₹10 crore to medium
enterprises, will help banks make good the shortfall in MSME loans that qualify as priority sector lending.

They need to be done away with:

It diverts funds from the productive sectors, imposes economic burdens on the banks in the form of loan losses
and payment defaults and also imposes opportunity costs of lending to non-priority sectors of the economy.



These negative effects are increased transaction costs, increased NPAs and the decreased deposit
mobilization. Since the subsidized nature of loans under the directed credit forces the banks to pay lower
interest rates on deposits, this makes the deposits a less attractive avenue for the people which ultimately
impacts the banks.



Foreign banks



They have cited their lack of knowledge, and fear of stressed assets, as reasons for their reluctance to lend to
these sectors.



A foreign bank, desirous of opening a bank branch in some remote area to service agricultural borrowers, neither
understands its borrower, nor is clearly aware of the legal provisions to recover stressed assets.



Agriculture and credit risk:

Problem with priority sector loans is the lack of understanding of the sub-sectoral target groups, especially
agriculture and the small and medium sector, as also weaker sections.



Further, given the vagaries of the monsoon that agriculture is susceptible to and the undiversified risk
portfolios in such rural areas, the credit risks for such banks from such PSL would be extremely high.



The guidelines for agricultural credit and lending to weaker sections are extremely complex the commercial
banks may not be the best equipped to handle beneficiary identification, credit risk assessment and loan
disbursement to these sectors.



Same would be the case for PSL to the micro, small and medium enterprise (MSME) sector. The sector, with its
unorganized operations and lack of proper accounting records and financial statements, poses higher costs and
greater risks in credit disbursement.



IMF recommendations:

It also suggests a gradual reduction in PSL as a means to move funds into more productive activities and
greater participation of the private sector in capitalizing public sector banks, together with full capitalization.



Since all banks need to follow guidelines and meet targets on PSL, it compromises their independent, riskbased credit allocation policies and strategies.
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At a time when non-performing assets (NPAs) are weighing heavily on banks’ balance sheets, this poses a
challenge to attract credit to productive sectors and enterprises that the economy desperately needs.



As the IMF report suggests, sectoral lending targets should be in the exclusive domain of specialised
institutions such as NABARD, regional rural banks, small finance banks and other development finance
institutions, and not general commercial banks as is currently the case.

Way forward:

Banks should be allowed to choose the category they wish to lend to. Foreign banks may then choose to lend
in the form of export credit rather than to agriculture.



Creation of a development finance institution that would provide a mix of grants and loans to under-served
sectors and geographies.





The new institution can raise capital from commercial banks through existing innovative instruments like
the PSL certificates, specify minimum sectoral disbursement targets and choose projects based on
independent risk assessment and intended outcomes.



This will support the policy objectives of increased credit and reduce systemic risk, making PSL work in the
long run

Similarly, private sector banks may choose to lend housing credit in urban areas, rather than being forced to
lend agricultural finance. The government may rely on specialized institutions such as the National Bank for
Agriculture and Rural Development (Nabard) to fulfil sectoral lending targets, while at the same time ensuring
structural reforms in these sectors to make lending to them more viable.

Q) “Decline in manufacturing jobs is not necessarily a cause of concern”. Critically examine the
issues created due to premature deindustrialization in India and ways to address them. (250
words)
Financial express
Why this question
Creation of jobs is one of the most critical step required for India in light of its demographic situation.
The lack of growth in manufacturing sector raises many issues for Indian economy. The focus of the
government on programmes like make in India and skill India makes it imperative for us to analyze
why despite sustained efforts, commensurate benefits are not being reaped.
Key demand of the question
The question demands us to examine the issues created by premature deindustrialization in India,
whereas also stating that decline of manufacturing jobs is not necessarily a matter of concern.
Following points are to brought out in the answer


Status quo – lack of productive jobs



Why the lack of productive jobs is a problem



Also need to examine how non creation of jobs in manufacturing sector is not that big an
issue



The new challenges that employment situation in India poses to us



Ways to deal with the challenge

Directive word
Critically examine – When you are asked to examine, you have to probe deeper into the topic, get
into details, and find out the causes or implications if any. When ‘critically’ is suffixed or prefixed to
a directive, all you need to do is look at the good and bad of something and give a fair judgement.
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Structure of the answer
Introduction – Discuss in brief about premature deindustrialization and the problem of employment
in India, particularly acute due to lack of new jobs creation.
Body


Present the status quo of employment in the country – sectoral division, nature of jobs etc



Examine the issues raised by premature deindustrialization in the country



Examine in light of WEO and IMF report, whether the assertion made makes sense for India.
Whether transitioning to service sector jobs directly is sustainable.



Discuss the concerns that we have to be mindful of in light of lack of manufacturing jobs –
productivity of jobs, social security etc



Discuss the steps by government to deal with unemployment and ensuring the health of our
economy – make in India , Skill India and what more can be done to boost employment

Conclusion – mention your view on whether manufacturing jobs is critical or not in Indian context.
Background:

India could serve as growth engines for the world as all of those people creating new households provide almost
unlimited consumer demand. But for consumer demand to flourish there must be a strong economy endowing
consumers with spending power. History teaches that a strong economy begins with a viable manufacturing
base.



Premature deindustrialization happens as manufacturing shrinks in poor countries that never industrialized much
in the first place. India with its armies of low wage workers could have gone on a manufacturing binge like China,
but its manufacturing output is actually declining as a percentage of the economy.

Issues due to premature deindustrialization:

Lack of infrastructure:



Manufacturing needs a solid infrastructure to enable efficient transfer of raw materials and shipment of
finished goods to market. The roads, rails, ports and air service in India are woefully inadequate.

Unskilled labour:

India like the rest of the world are today flooded with low cost manufactured goods made in China and other
Asian nations, and with the advent of the robot age the value of unskilled labour is declining everywhere.

Why decline in manufacturing sector is not that of concern ?


A smaller manufacturing sector implies slower economic growth and a scarcity of well-paying jobs for low- and
middle-skilled workers therefore contributing to worsening inequality might not hold true.



Declining share of manufacturing jobs need not hurt growth or raise inequality, provided the right policies are
in place.



Some services sub-sectors can match the productivity levels of manufacturing.



Bypassing traditional industrialisation and shift of employment from the agriculture sector directly to the services
sector need not hurt growth.

But this approach is not valid for India:

The share of agriculture in employment has not come down drastically, with the sector still accounting for
almost 50% of overall employment.



In the recent decades, the manufacturing sector has been a laggard in capturing the share in employment and
has lost it to the services sector.



Skewed labour and output distribution has implications for India’s labour productivity.
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Lack of labour productivity:

Data by the Conference Board the global business membership and research association shows that while
India’s labour productivity has improved by 70% over the last decade, the overall productivity levels still
lag behind those of other developing Asian economies.



Average growth in labour productivity at an aggregate level for India during the period 2011-12 to 2015-16
stood at 5.8%, as against 7.4% in the preceding five years.



While Make-in-India is trying to focus on improving the country’s manufacturing base with a special focus
on labour-intensive sectors, data shows that labour productivity growth fell during the 2011-12 to 2015-16
period across major manufacturing sectors.



Barring business services, the growth in labour productivity in the rest of the sectors has remained
negative. This essentially means that India kept pushing employment in unproductive sectors. While the country
is undergoing a structural transformation, the economy is not benefiting to the full extent.



Movement of labour from manufacturing and agricultural to services may not be a positive trend for India.




In fact, movement to low-skill and low-income services such as security guards and hyperlocal delivery
personnel will not benefit India in raising the income levels and labour productivity at an aggregate level in
the long run.

Growth of high productivity sectors can be constrained by skill shortage.

Ways to address them :

There is a need to re-look at the Make-in-India initiative and realign the focus on manufacturing as well as
services.



Government policy should focus on promoting productivity enhancement across all sectors through technology
adoption and skill development.



The blurring of lines between manufacturing and services sectors further necessitates the need to focus on a
broad range of sectors, rather than a few.



While there is a growing wave of protectionism across the globe, research has shown that increased trade and
financial integration can help in faster convergence of sectors.



Best way forward would be to align “Skill India” and “Make-in-India” with a focus on India’s comparative
advantage. As mentioned in the IMF WEO and the Economic Survey, a single-minded pursuit of increasing India’s
manufacturing base might not yield the best results.

Q) Discuss the reasons behind farmer suicides in some of the agriculturally most productive
regions of India like Punjab. (250 words)
EPW
Why this question
Farmer and farming distress is one of the burning issues for India, which witnesses one of the highest
farmer suicide rates in the world. However, not only agriculturally impoverished states but also
agriculturally productive ones like Punjab are grappling with the situation. The issue is related to GS3 syllabus under the following headingIndian Economy and issues relating to planning, mobilization of resources, growth, development and
employment.
Inclusive growth and issues arising from it.
Key demand of the question
The question wants us to highlight and explain the reasons behind farmer suicides in agriculturally
productive regions of India.
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Directive word
Discuss- we have to write in detail about the given issue- reasons behind farmers suicide in regions
which are agriculturally very productive, like Punjab.
Structure of the answer
Introduction– Give a brief description of farmer suicides in India, worst affected states, share of
agriculture in GDP and employment etc.
Body– Discuss in points, about the probable causes of farm suicides in agriculturally
prosperous regions like Punjab and briefly elaborate each point.
e.g Low per capita land, financial intermediaries, high loan rates, high costs of production and
labour, inability to pool up resources, need for hiring labor due to shortage of time, low
agriculture products prices and low MSPS, decreasing water tables and increasing costs of
pumping water out, economic exploitation by dealers selling agriculture equipment, seeds,
fertilizers etc.
Conclusion– Suggest some measures to ameliorate the situation. e.g Waiving off loan of small and
marginal landholders, enhancing institutional credit, Zero Budget natural farming etc.
Background:

The changed pattern of land holdings, changed cropping pattern due to shift from light to cash crops,
liberalisation policies which pushed Indian agriculture into the global markets without a level playing field,
growing cost of cultivation, uncertainty of crop output, lack of profitable prices, indebtedness, neglect of
agriculture by the government and its agencies, decline of public investment, individualisation of agricultural
operations, so on and so forth. This constitutes the vicious cycle a farmer is trapped in.

Punjab farmer crisis:

Due to unseasonal rains and hailstorms since mid-February last year Rabi crops like wheat, cereals, mustard,
vegetables (potato) have been damaged greatly. Consequently, many Farmers in the state have ended their
lives



Magnitude and seriousness of the farm crisis can be gauged from the fact that 6,926 farmers and agricultural
labourers committed suicide in the state during 2000–10 as per the census-based study .Among the victim
farmers, about 79% were small farmers cultivating up to two hectares of land.

Reasons behind farmer suicides in India in agriculturally productive regions :

The high debt burden was the primary reason behind 75% of farmer suicides.



Large chunk of persons were underemployed or disguisedly unemployed during 2016–17 in Punjab.



In Punjab, the annual income of farmers from crop farming is found to be insufficient to meet their expenditure
and debt servicing.




The mismatch between farm inputs and output prices, crop failures, and unfavourable terms of trade
between prices paid and received by the farmers have contributed fairly to declining farm incomes.

Cost of cultivation:

The MSP of wheat and paddy increased at the rate of 2% per annum while the cost of cultivation increased
at the rate of 7.9% during the last one and a half decades.



With a growth rate of around 1.6% (during 2012–17) and the stress on natural resources, thefarm sector is
trapped in a vicious circle of crisis. Expectedly, small farmers are the worst sufferers.



Due to the declining water table, the cost of irrigation structures has increased as the farmers have to replace
centrifugal pumps by costly submersible pumps.



The farmers are being exploited by traders and dealers providing them spurious seeds and agrochemicals.



Plummeting incomes, mounting debt, and high interest rates (particularly of non-institutional sources) have
pushed the peasantry towards deprivatio
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Agriculture in Punjab suffers from mono-crop culture of mainly wheat and paddy. With this cropping pattern,
farming itself is becoming an unviable occupation, due to rising fixed and variable input costs, and low
remuneration leading to falling profit margins.



Cost of inputs:

Variable costs increase due to rising prices of inputs like fertilisers, pesticides, weedicides, diesel etc.



Fixed costs like installation and deepening of submersible pumps due to the dipping water table increase
the financial woes of farmers.



For a small and marginal farmer, it is economically unviable to make such investments, especially by
borrowing from informal sources at high rates of interest

Way forward:

The “Scheme for Debt Swapping of Borrowers” should be made more effective for converting the noninstitutional debt into institutional debt.



Also, the MSP as per the Swaminathan report (cost plus 50%) needs to be honoured and implemented



The AMSCs should be set up at every village to provide custom-hiring services to small farmers on a priority
basis.



Quality farm inputs like seed, fertilisers, and pesticides must be supplied to the farmers at subsidised prices.



Rationalisation of subsidies, especially in favour of small farmers may control appreciating farm costs and making
small farming viable.



For alternative employment, the Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Scheme should be
effectively implemented by ensuring stipulated annual employment of 100 days, rather than the existing 30 days,
to each family in the state.



Identifying and developing crop niches that will encourage allied activities in appropriate agro-climatic zones of
the state, and developing cooperative primary processing and marketing units for crops and activities in these
zones can help improve the economic well-being of the farmers.

Q) Discuss how India can use its market power to create rules that will produce home-grown,
locally-owned internet economy giants. (250 words)
Economic times
Why this question
India us a huge marketplace and as the economy grows, it will become even more lucrative. The
recent deal between Flipkart and Walmart highlights the significance of Indian market and also
points out the inadequacies on part of Indian businesses.
The question is related to GS-3 syllabus under the following headingIndian Economy and issues relating to planning, mobilization of resources, growth, development and
employment.
Key demand of the question
The question wants us to write in detail about the importance of having homegrown internet giants
and how India could use its sheer marker power to achieve that.
Directive word
Discuss- we have to write at length that how can India use its market power to facilitate creation of
homegrown internet giants, what are the tools / strategies through which Indian can achieve that.
Structure of the answer
Introduction- Highlight India’s economic potential, human resource availability and market size
which make it likely to have homegrown internet giants like facebook, google, amazon etc.
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Body- Discuss in points, what strategies and tools could be deployed by India to achieve the same
target.
e.g corporate structures which allow promoters with minority stake a proportionately greater say in
the decision making, restrictions at foreign e-commerce agents selling at negative margins or
involved in deep discounting at the back of the foreign capital, incentivising investment in domestic
ventures, protecting internet privacy etc.
Conclusion- mention the importance of home grown internet giants and possibility of achieving the
afore discussed goal.
Background :

Recent deal between Flipkart and Walmart highlights the significance of Indian market .Smartphone penetration,
data transmission capacity and vernacular interfaces for internet transactions are all growing rapidly. Per-capita
income and, therefore, consumers’ spending power will also keep growing. That means India’s ecommerce
market has staggering growth potential.

Need to create rules :

Stakes for the Indian technology sector are high. Last year, $13.5 billion was invested in Indian tech startups.



Stakes for Indian consumers are higher still.


India’s middle class participates in 325 million monthly mobile wallet transactions. The digital divide is being
overcome as mobile penetration increases.



By 2020, half of India’s internet users will be rural.

Rules needed are:

There must be restrictions on foreign e-commerce companies selling at negative margins by using capital
sourced from other geographies. This will help level the playing field substantially.



Corporate structures used by US and Chinese internet giants, where promoters own a minority of stock but still
call the shots, must be allowed in India.



There must be incentives for Indian investors who bet big in home-grown internet firms and new technologies.
Indian capital should be incentivised to invest in such local technology ventures.



Government should hold firm and put in adequate privacy controls so that Indian law enforcement agencies can’t
abuse locally stored digital data, and just go ahead and mandate data localisation.





Increasingly, countries are fixated on government access and mandating data storage in local servers. China
has been undertaking data security legislation since 2006.



France, Germany, Malaysia, South Korea all have consent requirements for critical data transfer outside
their borders. India needs to take heed.

Giving incentives in investment in domestic ventures to start-ups under Start-up India and Make in India
scheme.

Q) Examine the causes behind India’s decreased merchandised exports and depreciating
currency. Also discuss various options available to India. (250 words)
The hindu
Why this question
India is presently grappling with a depreciating rupee and weakened merchandise exports. The issue
is complicated by several other factors and there are a only a few and as usual controversial options
available. The question is related to GS 3 syllabus under the following headingIndian Economy and issues relating to planning, mobilization of resources, growth, development and
employment.; Inclusive growth.
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Key demand of the question
The question wants us to bring out the reasons behind depreciating Indian rupee and weakened
merchandise exports and then discuss the options available to manage the present situation.
Directive word
Examine- we have to describe the causes/ reasons behind the depreciating rupee and decreased
merchandise exports.
Discuss- we have to mention various feasible and available options for India.
Structure of the answer
Introduction– Present some statistics about India’s recent rupee depreciation and decrease in value
of merchandise exports, despite depreciating currency.
Body

discuss the reasons behind depreciating rupee. e.g rise in oil prices, capital outflows due to
US policy etc.



discuss the reasons behind decreased merchandise exports. e.g competition from apparel
sector of Bangladesh, Vietnam; GST and delayed refunds etc.



Discuss in points various options available to India. e.g hastening of GST refunds, diversifying
energy basket, higher benchmark interest rates, counter exports from developed countries
etc.

Conclusion- mention the most appropriate and effective option that should be deployed.
Background:

The rupee, already one of the worst performing Asian currencies, has now weakened 6.2% in 2018. despite a
depreciating currency, India’s merchandise exports are stumbling instead of gaining from the opportunity.

Causes behind India’s decreased merchandised exports and depreciating currency:

Depreciation of Indian rupee:



Rise in crude oil prices through this year, amidst rising geopolitical tensions in West Asia and dwindling
global supply, have obviously hurt the rupee and the trade balance.


Global oil prices are continuously increasing on the back of tight output controls marshalled by the
Organisation of the Petroleum Exporting Countries, Brent crude futures have gained almost 12%
through 2018



This in turn has bloated India’s crude import bill and widened the trade deficit appreciably



The tightening of U.S. monetary policy has almost always spelled trouble for emerging market economies
hooked to Western capital inflows.



The Indian rupee will continue to be affected by factors such as position of balance of payments, relative
inflation and growth differential with the US and nature of capital flows.



The spectre of fresh tensions(of the US) involving Iran over the nuclear agreement with Tehran is also
almost certain to prevent any significant softening in oil prices



Signals from the dollar index too offer little reassurance to the rupee



Continued selling of local equity and debt by jittery foreign institutional investors, and a weak stock market
further weighed on the rupee.

Merchandise exports:

The recent downturn is largely a consequence of the funds crisis faced by apparel manufacturing and
exporting units, a situation created by a combination of delays in processing of refund of taxes and
curtailment of duty drawback with the implementation of the Goods and Services Tax in 2017.



Competition from apparel sector of Bangladesh, Vietnam
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Some relief of duty drawback came when the Union government increased the drawback rate to four cent
for Central taxes under the Merchandise Exports from India scheme when the mid-term export policy was
announced. However, a status quo on rebate for State levies is worrisome for apparel units.



In the past two years, India has not been able to take advantage of rising world trade. The disruptions caused
by demonetisation and later the hiccups during the roll out of GST, have been blamed by experts for hitting
small exporters in a number of sectors.



The bigger problem is India’s failure to get become globally competitive in manufacturing.




So far, most countries that have grown rapidly have depended on globally competitive manufacturing
to power them to high growth.

SMEs are generally not globally competitive when it comes to production of high value products.
Economies of scale and productivity problems plague them. But merchandise exports will not go up unless
the products are globally competitive and can take a bite out of the global market.

Various options:

India will have to find means to spur exports whether by facilitating swifter GST refunds or taking on tariff and
non-tariff barriers from the developed world.



Efforts to diversify India’s energy basket also need greater stress.



Some important measures for improving export figures


Banks should reassess working capital requirements for exports and meet them on a priority.



Items for which merchandise export incentive scheme (MEIS) was not granted so far may be revisited.



And attention may be focused on assistance to states for export-related infrastructure through assistance
to states for development of export infrastructure.



The inverted duty structure must be attended to and negotiations of items getting hit under current free
trade agreements (FTAs) should be focused upon.

Q) Discuss the steps taken by the government for improving the ease of doing business in India
and what more needs to be done. (250 words)
Livemint
Reference
Why this question
Ease of doing business is an important parameter to gauge the openness of an economy and
prospects of a business. India has significantly improved its ease of doing business rankings but there
is still lot more to do. The issue is related to GS 3 syllabus under the following headingIndian Economy and issues relating to planning, mobilization of resources, growth, development and
employment.
Key demand of the question
the question simply wants us to discuss various initiatives taken by the government to improve the
ease of doing business in India and what more could be done for the same.
Directive word
Discuss- we have to write in detail about the given issue- what steps have already been taken, and
what more needs to be done.
Structure of the answer
Introduction– mention the present ranking of India in ease of doing business and mention the
improvement.
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Body–


discuss in points what has already been done by the government. e.g SWIFT initiative, GST,
Insolvency and Bankruptcy code, National Investment and Infrastructure Fund (NIIF) with
the aim to attract investments from both domestic and international sources for
infrastructure development in commercially viable projects, Foreign Investment Promotion
Board etc.



Discuss what more should be done by the government. e.g simplifying FDI policy and merger
and acquisition policy, clearing the concept of control and economic ownership etc.

Conclusion- mention the importance of ease of doing business for entrepreneurs, businesses and
development.
Background:

India has jumped 30 places to rank 100th in the World Bank’s ‘ease of doing business ranking, helped by a slew
of reforms in taxation, licensing, investor protection and bankruptcy resolution

Steps taken by government:



The Central Board of Excise and Customs (CBEC) launched Customs Single Window Interface for Facilitating
Trade (SWIFT) for speedier clearance of inbound shipments.


The clearance time of cargo will now be two to three days only.



This will greatly reduce transaction costs for traders

National Investment and Infrastructure Fund (NIIF) :

NIIF was set up in December 2015 to catalyse funding into the country’s infrastructure sector.



The platform will reduce the cost of moving cargo between port and origin and destination



Goods and Services Tax is seen as one of the biggest reforms in India’s history aimed to make complex taxation
system easier.



IBC:




The Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, under which it has become easier to take necessary action against
failed companies, has also improved India’s position in ease of doing business as it would lift the confidence
of investors who now have a mechanism in place to recover their money.

Simplification:


The government introduced a lot of simplification measures aimed to attract more businesses in India. From
reducing red-tapism to speeding up construction permits, the government has undertaken several changes
to make it easier for global players to register and establish their businesses in India.



Ease in the payment of taxes online, the possibility of submitting building plans in advance of applying for a
construction permit, a new form for business incorporation that combines the permanent account number or
PAN with the tax account number or TAN



Reduction in the time required to complete provident fund and state insurance applications.



Initiatives taken by Sebi in the area of “ease of doing” business include





Rationalisation of knowing your customer (KYC) norms



Increasing the number of arbitration centers and simplifying FPI (foreign portfolio investor) norms for
investing in the debt market.

Dealing with construction permits:


India made obtaining a building permit faster by implementing an online single-window system for the
approval of building plans.
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Getting credit:




Trading across borders:




India reduced border compliance time by improving infrastructure at the Nhava Sheva Port in Mumbai;
export and import border compliance costs reduced in Delhi and Mumbai after removal of merchant
overtime fees.

Starting a business:




India has strengthened access to credit by amending the rules on the priority of secured creditors outside
reorganisation proceedings and adopting a new insolvency and bankruptcy code.

India streamlined the business incorporation process by introducing the SPICe form.

The government abolished the Foreign Investment Promotion Board.

Concerns:

Foreign investors, Indian entrepreneurs and corporations still find themselves stuck in archaic laws and
regulatory red tape.



Clarity is lacking and piecemeal amendments made to laws haven’t helped.



Major legislative reforms have taken place, led by the goods and services tax (GST) and the new insolvency
law, but these, too, have struggled to make a difference due to problems in their implementation.



Important concepts for Merger and acquisition deals remain shrouded in legalese-driven ambiguities. This
pushes Indian entrepreneurs and companies back, despite India jumping 30 places last year in the World Bank’s
ease of doing business rankings.



As per the World Bank, the enforcing contracts indicator measures the time and cost for resolving a commercial
dispute through a local first-instance court (competent court), and the quality of judicial processes
index, evaluating whether the country has adopted a series of good practices that promote quality and efficiency
in the court system. India ranks very low in this.



India’s ranking in the ‘enforcement of contract’ component is 164 .The report says that it takes an average of
1,445 days (or nearly four years) to enforce a contract in India. In this, the distance to frontier (DTF) ranking
score is 40.76. The all-told cost to a litigant to recover amounts legitimately due to him is 31% of the value of
the claim.



The judiciary in India is already plagued with pendency of cases and case disposal is slow due to multiple factors
like:

More appeals



Low judges to cases ratio



Lack of modernisation of courts

Way forward:

Government is taking measures like Parliament even passed the Commercial Courts, Commercial Division and
Commercial Appellate Division of High Courts Act.



Labour laws should foster an enabling environment so far as employment practices are concerned.



Faster reforms in the power sectors, facilitation of entry and exit of firms, level playing field for small and large
firms, improvement in access to finance will lead to improvements in ease of doing business norms.



To secure changes in the remaining areas will require not just new laws and online systems but deepening the
ongoing investment in the capacity of states and their institutions to implement change and transform the
framework of incentives and regulation facing the private sector. India’s focus on ‘doing business’ at the state
level may well be the platform that sustains the country’s reform trajectory for the future.



For attracting new investment, both foreign and domestic, several macroeconomic issues have to be
addressed. These include political and economic stability, law and order maintenance, quality physical
infrastructure, and buoyancy in financial markets.
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Q) Discuss the impact that fluctuations in oil prices have on economy. Also, suggest steps on
how should India prepare itself to deal with fluctuations in oil prices? (250 words)
dnaindia
Why this question
The Goldilocks phase of Indian economy is under threat on account of rising oil prices. This is a
frequent challenge that Indian economy has to deal with. Understanding the impact of rising oil
prices on Indian economy and thinking of steps to deal with this recurring challenge is of utmost
importance.
Key demand of the question
Following aspects are to be highlighted in your answer


The current situation with respect to oil prices along with a brief history of the prices



The impact of the fluctuations in oil price on Indian economy – highlight the impact both
when prices are low and high



Mention that price in the future is destined to rise because of so and so reasons



Steps to deal with such a situation

Directive word
Discuss – Here discuss demands you to detail out the impact that changes in oil price bring on the
economy – both the positive and the negative impact along with establishing that this is a recurring
feature of Indian economy.
Suggest measures – Here measures to deal with fluctuations in oil prices are to be highlighted
Structure of the answer
Introduction – Mention that Indian economy has been passing through a Goldilocks phase largely
on account of the low level of oil prices. The situation is about to change which requires us to
understand the impact and stay prepared
Body


The current situation with respect to oil prices along with a brief history of the prices to
establish that the problem has been a recurring one for Indian economy



Bring out the impact of fluctuations in oil prices – the impact of low oil prices as experienced
by the economy so far and the impact of high prices. Discuss the impact on inflation, balance
of payment, exchange rate, fuel subsidy bill etc



Mention that price in the future is destined to rise because of so and so reasons to emphasize
that preparation is required



Suggest steps to be taken to deal with fluctuating oil prices

Conclusion – Mention the critical need of staying prepared and seeing this as an opportunity to use
more renewables etc
Background:

Oil constitutes one-third of the country’s total imports and is considered to have wide-ranging impact on its
economy.



There are two main reasons for the fluctuation of oil prices at present


For instance IPO of Saudi Aramco, the largest oil company in the world is scheduled and the company will
get a better valuation if the oil price is high. This means that Saudi is likely to work in a manner so as to keep
oil prices high.
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Second, the United States (US) has just re-initiated sanctions on Iran. So oil importing countries are likely
to move away from buying oil from Iran. This is likely to drive up global oil prices further.



The rupee has been rapidly losing value against the dollar. This will add to the country’s oil import bill and
pull down the GDP to that extent

Impact :

Impact of low oil prices:



Fall in oil prices helped the government so far in two ways:


A fall in oil imports, helped in pushing up the gross domestic product



Led to increase in taxes which helped the central government as well as the state governments shore
up their tax revenues.



Due to falling oil prices India’s macro-economic indicators such as inflation, current account deficit (CAD),
and trade balance improved.



Lower oil prices reduce cost of transport and lead to lower costs for business, which can increase
profitability. Consumers see a reduction in cost of transport and heating, leading to higher discretionary
incomes.



Decline in crude oil price has helped the government to manage its finances better as it translates into lower
subsidies on petroleum products (LPG and kerosene), thereby resulting in lower fiscal deficit.



Decline in oil prices significantly dampens investor sentiment which in turn negatively impacts exploration
and production activities. Often existing projects are abandoned and new projects are delayed.



Lower oil prices allow importing nations to advance reforms, rationalize oil subsidies, and progressively levy
carbon taxes

High oil prices:

Surge in price negatively impacts oil importing nations and helps exporting nations to strengthen their
economic development.



Depreciation of Indian rupee:-





Rise in crude oil prices through this year, amidst rising geopolitical tensions in West Asia and
dwindling global supply, have obviously hurt the rupee and the trade balance.



Global oil prices are continuously increasing on the back of tight output controls marshalled by the
Organisation of the Petroleum Exporting Countries, Brent crude futures have gained almost 12%
through 2018



This in turn has bloated India’s crude import bill and widened the trade deficit appreciably

Economy which also explains the results that oil leads money supply and interest rate. Additionally, oil leads
gold prices implying that as oil price shock leads to inflation, gold’s demand as an inflation-hedging tool rises.

Way forward:

Expedite the process of exploring domestic avenues and diversify its sources of oil supply.



There is an urgent need for development of non-conventional (including renewable) sources as a substitute for
conventional sources to meet the energy needs.



Energy subsidy reforms along with regulations, standards, and targets directing the efficient level of utilization of
oil as a fuel are important to reduce dependence on oil imports.



Public Transport should be made available and user friendly so that Individual vehicles reduce and demand for
oil decreases.
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Q) The resolution of Bhushan Steel case, should not deflect our attention from the challenges
still plaguing the bankruptcy resolution process. Analyse. (250 words)
The hindu
livelaw
Why this question
The recent takeover of majority stake in Bhushan steel by Tata steel has raised hopes from Insolvency
and Bankruptcy Code (IBC). Bhushan Steel was one among the 12 major accounts referred to the
National Company Law Tribunal at the behest of the Reserve Bank of India last year to ease the
burden of bad loans on banks. The question is related to GS 3 syllabus under the following headingIndian Economy and issues relating to planning, mobilization of resources, growth, development and
employment.
Key demand of the question
The question wants us to highlight the Bhushan Steel deal, and then identify and describe in detail
about the challenges still faced by IBC.
Directive word
Analyse- we have to identify the key issues which are hampering the loan-resolution process under
IBC. We have to write in detail about these issues and explain/ describe such issues individually.
Structure of the answer
Introduction– mention the aim of IBC and also mention the Bhushan steel deal.
Body– Discuss in points, the problems/ issues still plaguing the loan resolution process under IBC.
e.g eligibility criteria, strict time limit for resolution process, not a stakeholder approach, etc.
Conclusion- Bring Out a fair, balanced and concise conclusion on the above issue and suggest a way
forward.
Background:

Recently Tata Steel acquired 73% stake in the bankrupt firm Bhushan Steel for about ₹35,000 crore making it the
first major resolution of a bankruptcy case under the new Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code (IBC).

Bankruptcy resolution process:

The IBC is a welcome piece of legislation to the extent that it subsumes a plethora of laws that confused creditors
and instead it now offers a more streamlined way to deal with troubled assets.

Bhushan steel case:

Bhushan Steel was one among the 12 major accounts referred to the National Company Law Tribunal at the
behest of the Reserve Bank of India last year to ease the burden of bad loans on banks.

How it resolves bankruptcy resolution process:

The proceeds from the acquisition will go towards settling almost two-thirds of the total outstanding
liabilities of over ₹56,000 crore that Bhushan Steel owes banks.



Bhushan Steel resolution is nevertheless an encouraging sign for banks because they typically manage to
recover only about 25% of their money from defaulters. In fact, between April 2014 and September 2017, the
bad loan recovery rate of public sector banks was as low as 11%, with non-performing assets worth ₹2.41 lakh
crore written off from their books.

Challenges still plaguing the bankruptcy resolution process:

Issues such as the proposed eligibility criteria for bidders have left it bogged down and suppressed its capacity to
help out creditors efficiently.
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Also, the strict time limit for the resolution process as mandated by the IBC is an area that has drawn much
attention.




No other restructuring law in the world has such restrictive thresholds

Adequacy of the resolution professionals management expertise:



Currently, a resolution professional is either a chartered, cost accountant or a lawyer with a minimum-10
years in practice and having qualified the exam conducted by the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Board of India
(IBBI). However, in most cases, hands-on business experience is missing.

The transparency of the bid evaluation process and the procedural details of the resolution process :

Closed-door negotiations, reliance on a small batch of individuals called insolvency professionals of
extremely uneven quality, and a massive cumbersome regulatory superstructure.



Problems to banks, given the probability of higher hair-cuts and delay in the resolution process



Resolutions may happen at a lower-than-anticipated valuation because promoters, in a bid to retain control of
existing assets, may have potentially bid higher, thereby setting a higher benchmark for other bidders



Likelihood of delay in resolution process as fresh bids will have to be called



The lack of strong promoter bids may dilute the competitive process between the remaining resolution
applicants and so, lower the recovery for lenders.



India is short of professional participants in the Insolvency Resolution Process of the IBC. For example, as yet
foreign capital has been largely blocked. There will be fewer participants and the highest bid will be a bargain.



The IBC is best applied at an early stage in the difficulties of a company, but most existing NPAs have been
ripening for many years. For those cases, there is really nothing to be done but to pick at the bones of the corpse.

Way forward:

Going forward, amendments to the bankruptcy code should primarily be driven by the goal of maximising the
sale price of stressed assets. This requires a robust market for stressed assets that is free from all kinds of entry
barriers

Q) India should seek to publish “green GDP” figures that take into account depreciation of
natural capital stock due to economic exploitation and environmental degradation. Critically
analyse. (250 words)
The hindu
Why this question
Environment provides us with the necessities of life and basic material for development. In the
pursuit of more development, most nations have ignored the economic aspects of the exploitation
of environment. Green GDP aims to capture the true position of a country as it includes the condition
of the natural resources of the country, which in fact affect the quantum as well as pace of
development.
Key demand of the question
The question wants us to discuss in detail about the concept of Green GDP and how it will be a better
indicator than simple GDP. We also have to see the other side of publishing the Green GDP and then
form a personal opinion on the issue.
Directive word
Critically analyse- we have to dig into the details of the Green GDP concept and highlight its
important aspects and advantages over simple GDP figures. We have to see if there are any cons/
issues/ obstacles involved in publishing Green GDP figures and thereafter form a personal opinion
on the issue.
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Structure of the answer
Introduction– Briefly give a description of the concept of Green GDP.
Body

Discuss the need for prioritising Green GDP over GDP.



Discuss the importance of natural capital and how its quality determines the development
potential in the real sense and in the long run.



Discuss the effects of loss of natural capital due to overexploitation of resources and disregard
for the sustainability of the system.



Discuss the culture of consumerism and materialism evoked by the GDP race and how it leads to
unsustainable use of natural capital.



Discuss the limitations/ obstacles involved in using green GDP.
e.g difficulty in estimation of the value, lack of micro level data on capital formation and
exploitation, pressure for improving GDP- internationally and domestically, lack of empirical
studies on the value of natural capital etc.

Conclusion– Mention how the current GDP estimates include some of the natural capital exploited
( e.g minerals extracted; timber, fuelwood and non-timber forest products; natural growth of
cultivated assets for some crops; and the output from dung manure etc. ) and mention how they
underestimate the value and don’t include most of the services offered by natural capital. Also
suggest a way-forward.
Green GDP :

Green GDP is expected to account for the use of natural resources as well as the costs involved. This includes
medical costs generated from factors such as air and water pollution, loss of livelihood due to environmental
crisis such as floods or droughts, and other factor

Efforts by India towards Green GDP and issues :

In 2009, the Centre announced that it would publish a “green GDP” that would include the environmental costs
of degrading and depleting forests, grasslands and natural stocks.



An expert programme, sponsored by the Ministry of Statistics and Programme Implementation, released
a Compendium of Environment Statistics 2013.



Experts have recommended that India shift to a system of measuring comprehensive national wealth, which
includes items such as human capital, capital equipment and natural capital. However, implementation of such
well-founded recommendations has been constrained by the lack of micro-level data on capital formation,
particularly in a natural context.



While the 12th Five Year Plan undertook groundwater resource mapping at the national level, a similar focus is
essential for data on land usage, forests and mineral wealth.



India’s current national accounts incorporate such environmental considerations in a limited fashion.



GDP includes the value of: minerals extracted; timber, fuelwood and non-timber forest products; natural growth
of cultivated assets for some crops; and the output from dung manure. In addition, gross fixed capital formation
contains output estimates from the improvement of land along with irrigation works and flood control projects.



However, even in GDP estimates of timber value, there is significant under-estimation of non-monetised goods
and services provided from timber forests are not considered.

Why India should publish green GDP figures:

Pollution:

The higher costs for outdoor/indoor air pollution are primarily driven by an elevated exposure of the
young and productive urban population to particulate matter pollution that results in a substantial
cardiopulmonary and Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease mortality load among adults.
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The problems without considering green GDP are huge:

Further, a significant portion of diseases caused by poor water supply, sanitation and hygiene is borne by
children under 5.



About 23% of child mortality in the country could be attributed to environmental degradation



The savings from reduced health damages range from $105 billion in the 30% case to $24 billion with a 10%
reduction. This, to a large extent, compensates for the projected GDP loss.



Green growth is measurable and important as India is a hotspot of unique biodiversity and ecosystems.



Conventional measures of growth do not adequately capture the environmental costs, which have been found
to be particularly severe at the current rapid growth rates.



Tools available:







There are also tools available now to estimate the significant contribution of natural capital in the form of
ecosystem services. Therefore, it is imperative to calculate green Gross Domestic Product (green GDP) as an
index of economic growth with the environmental costs and services factored in

The importance of natural capital has grown:

GDP computations indicate the economic activity in a country, with rising GDP growth rate often leading to
international prestige. However, such estimates often exclude the variations in natural capital by assuming
them to be constant and indestructible.



Such natural capital is often self-generating (water, clean air) but needs to be handled in a sustainable way
in order to avoid depletion.

GDP fails to take into account the externalities of such economic growth.


For example, India routinely suffers from high levels of air pollution that impose costs on local transport,
health and liveability in urban and rural areas.



India suffered a cost of $550 billion, about 8.5% of GDP, due to air pollution, according to a World Bank
report. The cost of externalities such as water pollution and land degradation were possibly far higher.
Through commodity exports, India is effectively transferring natural capital to trade partners, raising the risk
of desertification and land being degraded significantly.

Without concentrating on Green GDP, within a century, India’s food production could see a loss of 10-40% if
these trends continue.

Challenges in computation:

Natural capital can cover entire ecosystems such as fisheries and forests, besides other hidden and overlooked
services . For example, the regeneration of soil, nitrogen fixation, nutrient recycling, pollination and the overall
hydrological cycle. Valuing such ecosystems can be challenging, with their market value often termed as zero.



When pollution happens, it is actually a depletion of natural capital as, for example, acid rain damages forests
and industrial seepage affects water quality. In a modern economy, the challenge is to estimate such
depreciation to natural capital.



Even the environment kuznets inverted U curve is found primarily for local pollutants that lead to short-term
damages (sulphur, particulates) and not for pollutants that lead to long term and dispersed costs (carbon dioxide).
In addition, the inverted U curve hides systemic consequences of emissions.



Complexity of the exercise as well as the need for enhanced budgets to bridge the data gaps.



There is no information on issues such as the total volume of surface water or the different sectors where water
is used and the quantum used

Way forward:

India can make green growth a reality by putting in place strategies to reduce environmental degradation at the
minimal cost of 0.02% to 0.04% of average annual GDP growth rate. According to a new World Bank report, this
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will allow India to maintain a high pace of economic growth without jeopardizing future environmental
sustainability.


India should seek to publish “green GDP” figures that take into account depreciation of natural capital stock due
to economic exploitation and environmental degradation. This can follow the template provided by the UN’s
System of Environmental-Economic Accounting.

Q) Recent estimates for employment generation do not give the true picture of the economy and
suffers from flaws on several fronts. Examine. (250 words)
EPW
Why this question
The recent estimates of employment generation have been criticized for being over estimating the
employment generation in the country. The estimates have been based on data from EPFO, ESIC,
PFRDA. The results however do not corroborate with other factors. The issue is related to GS 3
syllabus under the following headingIndian Economy and issues relating to planning, mobilization of resources, growth, development and
employment.
Key demand of the question.
The question wants us to give reason for why the recent employment generation statistics are
inflated and do not represent the true picture of employment in the economy.
Directive word
Examine- We have to dig deep into the issue and come out with proper reasons as to why the recent
estimates do not represent the true picture of the economy and we have to form our arguments/
facts etc in support of the answer.
Structure of the answer
Introduction- Mention the quantum of jobs created as per the recent employment generation
estimates by the govt. And mention the sources of data- EPFO, ESIC, PFRDA.
Body– discuss in detail about the flaws in the present estimates.
E.g some of the schemes are mandatory while others optional and hence don’t represent a true
picture of even formal sector employment, it is hard to distinguish the accounts of those newly
joining the labour market from those being formalised because of the change in the nature of
enterprise, not in consonance with the Labour Bureau’s annual surveys which point out decrease in
employment in agriculture etc.
Conclusion- mention the need for household surveys to capture the true and holistic picture of the
employment generation in the economy,
Background:

A new method to measure formal sector employment, is being promoted by this government



Recently the Employees’ Provident Fund Organisation (EPFO), the Employees’ State Insurance Corporation (ESIC),
and the Pension Fund Regulatory and Development Authority (PFRDA) released data on formal employment
based on “payroll” reporting.

Recent estimates for employment generation :

The study used administrative records from the EPFO, ESIC, and National Pension Scheme (NPS).



The government used these estimates to confirm their claim of creating seven million new jobs in the economy
in 2017–18
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They do not give a true picture of the economy :



Erratic:

The ESIC data is hard to interpret since it is voluntary and also shows erratic patterns across months.



But, even for the EPFO, it is hard to distinguish the accounts of those newly joining the labour market from
those being formalised because of the change in the nature of enterprise.

The estimates only measure the extent to which workers are availing social security provisions.


Some of these are voluntary such as the ESIC, and some are mandatory such as the EPFO.



The NPS is mandatory for central government employees, but voluntary for some state government and
private sector employees. Even EPFO enrolment is mandatory only for enterprises that meet certain criteria.



Latest estimates from the Labour Bureau’s annual surveys on employment suggest that the trend of decline in
workers in agriculture has continued at the same pace as before. Demonetisation, goods and services tax etc
had an impact on informal sector employment.



The debate on payroll data needs to be seen in the larger context of the Indian economy not generating enough
employment despite growing at more than 7% for the last decade and a half.



For most of these youth, the reality is quite different from the claims of employment creation by the government
based on payroll data

Flaws:

New jobs not created:

It used data from the Employees’ Provident Fund Organisation (EPFO) which registers employees from the
formal sector for provident fund benefits .It assumed that any 18- to 25-year-old registering with the
EPFO implies that he or she found a new job in the organised sector which did not happen.



New 18- to 25-year-old EPFO members do not automatically mean net new jobs in the economy because an
informal job that turns formal with an EPFO registration does not mean it is a new job



Due to GST thousands of small and medium businesses in the country were pushed to transition at least a part of
their workforce from informal to formal employment. The costs of formalisation may have resulted in many
firms cutting costs or even shutting down. The EPFO methodology does not capture any of these costs of forced
formalisation but merely showcases the new formal employees as new jobs.



The EPFO data set may reflect new additions accurately but not deletions, i.e. job losses.



It is hard to distinguish the accounts of those newly joining the labour market from those being formalised
because of the change in the nature of enterprise



EPFO data does not necessarily point to new jobs due to the following reasons:


Duplication of accounts.



Inactive accounts.



Payrolls added due to companies moving above the threshold of more than 20 employees.



Indeed, even the government’s own Economic Survey had used the data to judge formalisation of jobs rather
than job creation. A committee of the government’s NITI Aayog had, in 2017, also noted that the data may not
reflect new jobs.



Experts even questioned the privileged access of EPFO data not available to others.

Way forward:

Primary argument for a better payroll reporting system in India is perfectly justified and much needed.



There is a need for a survey of households for data on jobs as self-employment will be a big generator of jobs in
future. The current enterprise survey is not comprehensive enough to capture self-employment which is mainly
generated in the informal sector.



Creating a central server from which all government data can be accessed
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Modernising and revamping the statistical system with substantial jump in financial and human resources, and
rapid clearances to fund proposal of statistical agencies.

Topic – Changes in industrial policy and their effects on industrial growth.
Q) Reforming labour laws and achieving greater flexibility in their implementation can greatly
help enhance the ease of doing business. Critically examine the labour reforms undertaken and
proposed by the government in this light. (250 words)
Financial express
Financial Express
Why this question
Improving Ease of Doing Business is a major focus of the government. Labour reforms are an
essential reform agenda pending since long considering the political sensitivity of the issue. In this
light, the proposed labour reforms need to be discussed and examined whether they would help in
facilitating business.
Key demand of the question


The question asks us to critically examine whether the proposed labour reforms would help
achieve the purpose mentioned in the question. Thus the following points need to be discussed.



The contents of the proposed reforms



The pros and cons of the reforms



The labour reforms required to improve EODB

Directive word
Critically examine – Here one has to examine the various labour reform measures undertaken by the
government to see whether they help improve EODB. Since critically is prefixed, we also have to
provide our opinion on the issue and mention a way forward.
Structure of the answer
Introduction – Discuss the importance of labour reforms and the attempts of the government to
bring a minimum wage code.
Body


Discuss the various steps taken by the government which can be categorised as labour reforms
– wage code bill, amended the Industrial Establishment (Standing Order) 1946, amendments in
Contract Labour Act and the Factories Act etc



Examine the reforms to figure out whether or not they will facilitate business. You may also
mention other benefits or harms of the steps.



Provide your opinion

Conclusion – Mention the importance of bringing in comprehensive labour reforms and suggest how
to go about it broadly.
Need for labour reforms:

Employment is impacted:

When the economy has been slowing, the government should have made it easier for business enterprises
to hire.



The KLEMS India database shows a contraction in the workforce between 2013-14 and 2015-16, with about
1.2 million jobs being lost and the total employment down from 483.9 million to 482.7 million.
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Flexible labour laws :





They will allow firms to grow larger and reap economies of scale, raise productivity, create jobs and spur
higher growth.

Right time:

China is fast losing its advantage as manufacturing hub as labour cost has trebled there in last one decade.



The Government of India is committed to ‘Make in India’ and attracting the investors and large businesses
to set up their manufacturing bases in the country.



Success of ‘Make in India’ will depend on how soon and how fast labour reforms are taken further.

Constraints due to present labour laws:

A large number of firms in labour intensive sectors report that finding skilled workers, hiring contract labour
and firing employees was a major obstacle.



On an average it took enterprises about two years to resolve a legal dispute and there is wide disparity
across states.



On an average, firms faced around 46 hours of power shortage in a typical month. It took firms 118 days to
set up a business.



The World Bank’s Doing Business survey shows that it takes 26 days to set up a business but this is restricted
to Delhi and Mumbai.



Demographic dividend if upgraded through skill development, and supported by labour market flexibility, will
help to attract investments and create jobs.



Unorganised sector:-





Only a minuscule proportion of the total workforce, which is part of the organized sector, enjoys some
protective coverage.



Except for the Minimum Wages Act in some states, informal sector activities remain unaffected by the labour
laws which were enacted to address the organized sector.



For workers in informal employment, there is an urgent need to ensure universal social protection that
improves their conditions of work and helps them live a life with dignity.

Countries with more practical labour laws such as Bangladesh have been growing their share in the global textile
market at India’s cost.

Present reforms so far:

The Unorganized Workers Social Security Act 2008 was enacted to provide social security and welfare of
unorganized workers.



There is the Contract Labour (Regulation & Abolition) Act, 1970 to regulate the employment of contract labour.
A bill to amend Contract Labour Act will also be pushed for passage in Parliament next year. The bill seeks to
distinguish between contract labour and work labour.



Various schemes have been introduced with the objective of universalization of social security cover to the
informal workers such as the Atal Pension Yojana, Pradhan Mantri Suraksha Bima Yojana, Pradhan Mantri Jeevan
Jyoti Bima Yojana and Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima Yojana.



Pradhan Mantri Rozgar Protsahan Yojana to encourage small firms to take in more workers and provide them
social security benefits.



To encourage employers to take in apprentices the National Apprenticeship Promotion Scheme was launched.



Under the Skill India Mission, through the Pradhan Mantri Kaushal Vikas Yojana and skill development
programmes being implemented so that new entrants get better paying jobs.



Under the Ease of Doing Business initiative the process of registration, compliance to labour laws,inspection
etc has been simplified to encourage more number of enterprises to be set up and provide quality jobs
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Draft Code on Wages, 2017, seeks to usher in the concept of a statutory minimum wage, and could soon become
law.




The codification of the labour laws will remove the multiplicity of definitions and authorities leading to ease
of compliance without compromising wage security and social security to workers

A recent amendment to the Industrial Employment (Standing Orders) Rules, 1946:

It has introduced a seventh category of fixed-term employees in addition to the extant six classifications
of workers under Schedule 1-A of the Rules, for which conditions of service may be separately prescribed
by the employer.



The amendment lays down that fixed-term workers would enjoy the same emoluments and allowances as
permanent workers, albeit pro-rated for the period of their employment.



This places them in a category superior to contract workers who are generally paid less and do not enjoy
any of the statutory allowances and benefits available to regular workers.



In this sense the government has tried to balance the wages, social security and welfare of fixed-term
employees, but because their term is fixed, their termination with notice is inherent in their employment
contract.



Fixed-term employment will provide employers with flexibility to adjust the workforce in response to
changing market conditions, which has been a longstanding demand to aid ease of doing business.



The Trade Unions Act, 1926, the Industrial Employment (Standing Orders) Act, 1946, and the Industrial Disputes
Act, 1947, would be combined into the code on industrial relations.



The Payment of Gratuity (Amendment) Bill, 2017 is likely to see the light of the day in 2018


The bill seeks to enable central government to enhance ceiling of the maximum amount of gratuity payable
to an employee. It is Rs 10 lakh. The government has planned to double it. After this amendment, the
government would be able to increase the maximum amount of gratuity by an executive order.

Constraints with present reforms:

The crucial Labour Code on Industrial Relations is already diluted to pacify labour unions .The government had
first sought to allow companies to lay off 300 workers without approval but later abandoned the idea saying it
would stay with the current level of 100 workers.



The much-touted rationalisation and consolidation of 44 labour laws into four omnibus codes is yet to become
reality.



Attempts at reforming Indian labour market have been rather slow. Even the globalization and liberalization
process impacted labour market in limited manner.



India missed the opportunity of being manufacturing hub of the world due to rigidities in labour market, archaic
labour laws and glaring skill deficit.



Significant skill shortage across the country makes the labour market quite unattractive especially for foreign
direct investment.



In terms of vocational skills, India fares worse than some of the developing countries such as Mexico where the
percentage of youth having vocational training is 28 per cent.



Lack of a holistic labour policy is a major obstacle in the way of developing a liberal labour market which can
contribute towards making a competitive manufacturing and service industry ecosystems in the country

Way forward:

The legislation must be aimed at protecting the rights of labour e.g. to form unions for purposes of collective
bargaining, laying down minimum obligations which employers must meet with regard to social benefits, health
and safety of workers, provision of special facilities for women workers, establishing grievance redressal
mechanisms, etc.



Labour laws need to be simplified and brought in line with contemporary economic realities, including
especially current international practice.
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The labour enforcement machinery needs to be further strengthened in the interest of better enforcement of
labour laws.



It is important to eliminate absurdities, dualities and ambiguities from existing labour laws so that industry is in
a better position to leverage full potential of labour market.



Labour laws should foster an enabling environment so far as employment practices are concerned.



Faster reforms in the power sectors, facilitation of entry and exit of firms, level playing field for small and large
firms, improvement in access to finance and informing firms will lead to improvements in ease of doing business
norms.

Q) The nature of post industrial ecosystem has created newer and more complex challenges for
job creation. Examine these challenges in Indian context and suggest ways to address them.
(250 words)
Reference
Livemint
Why this question
The rising use of technology like AI in economy, governance etc has put the future of human labour
at peril. Recently our PM has also envisioned greater use of AI in governance etc. At a time, when
job creation in the economy is under the scanner, this development will make the issue more
complex. Hence it needs to be examined.
Key demand of the question
Following are the points that need to be discussed in the answer


What is the nature of post industrial ecosystem and the nature of challenges created by it



Examine the employment scenario in India



Examine how this development is bound to put India in a difficult spot – the need of providing
jobs to reap the demographic dividend and the fast loss of traditional jobs in manufacturing
and services.



Discuss the challenges in front of India



Suggest measures to help deal with the situation

Directive word
Examine – When you are asked to examine, you have to probe deeper into the topic, get into details,
and find out the causes or implications if any.
Structure of the answer
Introduction – Highlight the technological developments that have taken us in a post industrial
ecosystem
Body


Explain nature of the post industrial ecosystem and how it changes the nature of work. More
automations etc



Discuss in brief the employments situation in India – lack of jobs in manufacturing sector,
lack of skills etc



Discuss how the status quo is going to get aggravated in future with job losses occurring in
even well performing sectors like IT, Banking etc
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Discuss the challenges in front of India – poor skilling, poor infrastructure , lack of human
capacity development, outdated system of education etc – all of which make it more difficult
and complex for us to achieve the transformation



Suggest way forward such as the need for constantly upgrading our skills and others as
mentioned in the article.

Conclusion – Bring out the need for adapting to rapidly changing technology and the need for
government to recognise this challenge and work on the way forward.
Background :

World is in the midst of the most transformative age in human history where technological leaps could make
possible a world of limitless food, water, and energy.



Although world has attained the ability to produce any resource at any speed or in any quantity, human capital
requirement is on a steep decline owing to the advent of cutting-edge technologies such as artificial intelligence
and robotics which are threatening jobs.

Post industrial ecosystem and its nature:

A post-industrial society is a stage in a society’s evolution when the economy shifts from producing and providing
goods and products to one that mainly offers services. In a post-industrial society, technology, information and
services are more important than manufacturing actual goods.



The following shifts are associated with post-industrial societies:


Production of goods (like clothing) declines and the production of services (like restaurants) goes up.



Manual labor jobs and blue collar jobs are replaced with technical and professional jobs.



Society experiences a shift from focusing on practical knowledge to theoretical knowledge. The latter
involves the creation of new, invention solutions.



There is a focus on new technologies, how to create and utilize them as well as harness them.



New technologies foster the need for new scientific approaches like IT and cybersecurity.



Society needs more college graduates with advanced knowledge who can help develop and advance
technological change.



Deepening levels of worker anxiety about retaining a job affects large swathes of the developed economies.



A large number of workers will lose jobs due to automation in the next two decades.



Five high-technology firms find themselves among the list of the top seven most valuable companies in the
world, with a cumulative market capitalisation of almost $3 trillion


It is distressing to note that that they employ just under 700,000 people among them.



The inevitable widespread adoption of next generation technologies indicates a future of mass
unemployment, and concentration of wealth in the hands of a few enterprises capable of providing
minuscule job openings.

Indian employment scenario:

Indian scenario already looks grim with the Labour Bureau stating that India added just 1.35 lakh jobs in eight
labour-intensive sectors in 2015, against a backdrop of almost 1.5 crore annually entering the job market.

Challenges for creating jobs in India :

Informal employment:



India is largely informal and ineffectively regulated for work standards and safeguards. Out of a workforce
of around 427 million, formal employment is just 14 per cent at 60 million.

Women participation:

Lack of opportunity in the workplace and cultural constraints keep 56 per cent of them (a vast majority of
them being women) at home.
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Automation:

With latest technologies like artificial intelligence people are concerned about mass unemployment.
Automation will lead to the substitution of labour in those tasks.



Automation is expected to gain further steam in 2018, rendering nearly 70 per cent of the Indian workforce
irrelevant.

Lack of skilled labour:

Most people today are acquiring skills that will be far less valuable in an AI-first economy, and the process
of retraining and finding suitable jobs could be slow and painful.



Quality of education and system of examination system is not in sync with the changing needs of the society.



Failure of government schemes:-











The ‘Mudra Yojana’ is just one tool in the form of a loan scheme and that by itself it will not create jobs.



Even with Skills India scheme short term courses have been created which churn out skilled labour that is
not able to meet industry needs.



Apprenticeship programs help bridge the gap between the unemployed freshers and the industries. The
Indian apprenticeship policy is in urgent need of reforms.



Lack of vision, roadmap And framework To enhance employability.

Dilapidated Employment Exchange


The employment exchanges in most states have been reduced to issuing employment cards for government
jobs. They lack a decent website where citizens can enrol and seek information about jobs and vacancies.
They do not conduct any survey or record any information about employment in the state.



The Employment Exchange must be upgraded with providing online services and real-time information
about employment in the state.

Lack Of Reforms In Labour Laws


According to an Ease of Doing Business report by Niti Ayog in 2017, firms in labour-intensive sectors find
compliance with labour-related regulations particularly onerous. This fact translates into enterprises
avoiding the labour-intensive sectors.



Indicates a shift in the pattern of employment from permanent jobs to casual and contract
employment. This temporary nature of work has adversely affected the wages, employment stability and
social security of the workers.

Stagnant manufacturing sector:

Stringent land acquisition laws and inflexible labour regulations make it difficult for India to attract
investors in the manufacturing sector.



Others believe the lack of support to local manufacturers has led to the failure of the project.

Lack of innovation and lack of skilled labour resulted in the shutdown of many new startups.

Way forward :

In the enhancing employability, 2016 report a policy was proposed to enhance workforce employability. It
presented the following policy framework as follows:


Enhancing Post Metric Education



Anticipating emerging skill needs and adopting policies accordingly



Reinforcing the role of training and work-based learning



Enhancing the adaptability of workplaces



Promoting labour mobility
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The overall approach to education needs to shift from knowledge dissemination to skills training, with students
having the option to drop out after high school to pursue formal vocational training.



Reduce the expectation from manufacturing as a provider of non-agricultural jobs as due to technological
advancements it might lead to less employment



Shift from informal sector employment to formal sector employment.



Technically skilled and business-oriented youth should be encouraged to explore the entrepreneurship option,
and create jobs.



In the long run, less well educated workers could be particularly exposed to automation, emphasising the
importance of increased investment in lifelong learning and retraining.



Reforms in informal sector:



Focussed government planning and spending, along with the creation of an environment that would encourage
private investments into these potentially large-scale projects, could create immediate openings for millions in
sectors like construction.




The informal economy employs more than 90% of our workforce. Efforts to structure the informal sector,
by encouraging them to adopt modern-day tools and best practices, and by giving them adequate access to
capital for expansion, would stimulate the economy and the job market.

If leveraged to create essential and permanent assets, employment-guaranteeing schemes like MGNREGA
would also effectively absorb a large slice of job seekers.

Skills councils are independent organisations that provide a platform for the discussion of the skills-related
challenges of specific sectors or regional areas, as well as the development of joint policy responses.


They provide recommendations on education and labour market policy, which can be general in nature, or
specific to a certain region, sector or individual education and training institution and its programmes.



Special packages are needed for labour-intensive industries to create jobs. There should be
cluster development to support job creation in micro, small and medium enterprises (MSMEs).



Align urban development with manufacturing clusters to create jobs.



Public investments in health, education, police and judiciary can create many government jobs

TOPIC: Effects of liberalization on the economy
Q) The provisions of Agreement on Agriculture relating to subsidies are impractical for
developing countries particularly India. Examine (250 words)
Financial express
Why this question
United States (US) submitted a document in the World Trading Organization (WTO) questioning the
compatibility of India’s agricultural subsidies with the relevant provisions of the Agreement on
Agriculture (AoA). Hence the provisions need to be examined
Key demand of the question
The question demands answers to the following points:


The provisions have to be explained



The pragmatism of these policies, particularly for developing countries needs to be
examined



The stand of developed and developing countries need to be mentioned



How should India respond is to be brought out
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Directive word
Examine – When you are asked to examine, you have to probe deeper into the topic, get into details,
and find out the causes or implications if any . in the above case, the discussion has to be centred
around the points outlined above.
Structure of the answer
Introduction – Stress on explaining that this is an oft repeated controversy, highlight the recent case
and outline the debates that it raises
Body


Explain the provisions and why is there a controversy on this issue



Explain the perspective (in brief) of developed countries



While outlining the perspective of developing countries like India – explain how it is impractical
for India to limit itself to the 10% limit based on 1986-88 prices due to reasons of food security,
livelihood protection etc



Examine India’s stand on the issue and way forward

Conclusion – Mention the need for modification in the subsidy regime to ensure that there is greater
buy in from the developing countries when it comes to WTO policies.
Background:

Recently the United States (US) submitted a document in the World Trading Organization (WTO) questioning the
compatibility of India’s agricultural subsidies with the relevant provisions of the Agreement on Agriculture (AoA).



The document targets the minimum support price (MSP) granted to wheat and rice, the two key food crops. The
US contention is that the MSP of these two crops (market price support, according to AoA), are well above the
limits set by the AoA.

Agreement on agriculture:

WTO’s agreement on agriculture was concluded in 1994, and was aimed to remove trade barriers and
to promote transparent market access and integration of global markets.



Subsidies regime included in the AoA has three forms of subsidies, ranging from those that were considered “nondistorting” or “minimally distorting” (the “Green Box” and “Blue Box” subsidies), to those that seriously
“distorted” markets (the “Amber Box” subsidies).

Impractical to India because :



Developed countries interest:

The AoA was crafted primarily by the US and the members of the European Union (EU), to serve their
interests, while developing countries like India were reduced to mere bystanders.



Subsidies that wealthy countries give their farmers and agribusinesses are mostly classified as “nondistorting” measures, and remain high.



A few multinational agribusinesses have increased their domination of global trade and food distribution.



Most developed countries have shifted towards green box subsidies for agriculture, so they continue to
provide enormous support to their farmers without breaching WTO



To calculate the level of current subsidies, the WTO uses prices of 25 years ago (the average 1986-88 global
prices). This is criticised since food prices have shot up since then, so recent prices should be used as the
reference. But developed countries currently refuse to agree to this because “it will open up the
agreement.”

Since the WTO’s Agreement on Agriculture took effect in 1995, world trade patterns have changed, and there
are forces distorting food trade that are not being adequately addressed.
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Speculation in commodity futures markets is creating volatile price movements that do not reflect true
changes in demand and supply.

Small producers and consumers:

The interests of small farmers have almost been completely ignored.



Bad for small producers, who do not benefit from price increases and lose out when prices decline with
import surges.



It is also bad for poor consumers, who face much higher prices for their food.



In many developing countries this has created two linked problems: food insecurity because of high and
volatile food prices, and livelihood insecurity of food producers because of rising costs and uncertain supply.

India’s concerns:

India flagged the important issue of food security and argued that the sovereign states must have the right
to decide the manner in which the poor should be provided subsidised food.



This issue arose after questions were raised as to whether public stockholding of food, which is at the heart
of India’s Public Distribution System (PDS), meets the WTO disciplines on agricultural subsidies.



Many countries try to protect farmers by introducing measures to make food affordable for low-income
consumers or by encouraging domestic food production, particularly through supporting small farmers.



India’s recent law that seeks to provide food security to one of the largest undernourished populations in
the world has been challenged by the US in the WTO, even though India’s scheme would cost a fraction of
what the US provides in food subsidies.

AOA is criticised on being insensitive to human development or improving standards of living, and being too
insistent on liberalization.


The model of agricultural trade liberalization promoted by the AOA also encourages industrialized and
export-oriented agricultural production, favouring transnational commodity traders and processors over
small-scale farmers

Way forward:

Developing countries trying to ensure food security may need more flexibility than global trade rules allow. To
that end, the G33, a coalition of developing countries at the WTO, has suggested broadening the green box to
include policies such as land reform programmes, the provision of infrastructure, and rural employment
initiatives.



Government purchases of crops at fixed or administered prices can be an essential policy instrument.





Under WTO rules, however, if governments pay farmers at rates that are even slightly above market prices
when they are stockpiling food, those payments count toward the country’s 10% amber box ceiling.



But grain reserves can be essential to domestic food security, allowing countries to guard against sudden
movements in global food prices. So such payments should also be classified in the green box.

Peace clause that would temporarily suspend WTO actions against countries that exceed their amber box limit
is being suggested as a fallback negotiating strategy. But such an outcome should be accepted only as a
transitional measure towards full recognition of the legitimacy of such policies to ensure food security.

Conclusion:

WTO rules make a travesty of the first millennium development goal, to reduce hunger. If the world community
is truly concerned about hunger, then it should not let unfair trade rules reduce developing countries ability to
do something about it.
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Q) Analyze whether capitalism was the reason for or an outcome of industrial revolution?
Examine the factors that led to the rise of capitalism? (250 words)
Key demand of the question
We have to analyze the situation surrounding industrial revolution to understand whether capitalism
led to industrial revolution or vice versa. Thereafter, we have to delve deeper into the factors that
led to the rise of capitalism.
Directive word
Analyze – When asked to analyze, you have to examine methodically the structure or nature of the
topic by separating it into component parts and present them as a whole in a summary.
Examine – When you are asked to examine, you have to probe deeper into the topic, get into details,
and find out the causes or implications if any.
Structure of the answer
Introduction – explain capitalism
Body


As a response to the first part of the question, you have to bring out that changes in economic
system, including capitalism did not come about overnight but represented a gradual change in
the economic system of the country. Both impacted the other and led to the other



Mention that intensification of capitalism happened post IR and explain how – factory system,
rise in income leading to rise in demand leading to more production and requirement of profit
for investment



Explain the factors that led to the rise of IR – need for land, labour and resources, renaissance
leading to geographical exploration etc

Conclusion – Summarize the arguments made above and reiterate your conclusions.
Background:

The capitalist system is the most productive mode of production in the history of humankind. In the space of a
few centuries the world has been transformed beyond all recognition. Average life expectancies have more than
doubled. Technological developments occur at a rate that would have been previously unimaginable. More food,
clothing and shelter can be produced using less labour than ever before. It would seem that the material problems
of survival have finally been solved.



Instead of humankind controlling the fulfilment of its own development, humanity is at the mercy of an economic
system which it has itself create

How capitalism contributed to industrial revolution:

It is only under a capitalist system that factory owners have the monetary incentive to keep moving forward
with technology in the factories (to make production faster and cheaper) and to create more varieties of goods.
In any other economic system there is no competition, no choices for consumers, and no incentives to the factory
owners to make changes.



Capitalism was the foundation for the Industrial Revolution. The idea behind the revolution was rampant
consumerism. Capitalism and consumerism go hand in hand.



Capitalism allowed the new generation of people to gain money and become involved and interested in the
idea of investment. The investments allowed inventors and entrepreneurs to build the inventions, such as the
blast furnace, railroads, vaccinations and much more.


Private investments, which are a form of capitalism, became a huge factor in allowing countries, such as
Great Britain, to succeed in industrialization faster than other European countries, such as the Germanic
states.
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Loans from either private investors or, in Great Britain’s case, national banks, finally allowed great technologies
a chance to actually be created and widely used, since railways could transport the machinery and technology
much farther for much less money.




It was far easier to receive a loan from highly industrialized economies (ie. Britain), and these developing
nations had high amounts of working class citizens an opportunity to get rich quick by either investing in or
endorsing the industrialization process started by capitalist intentions.

The countries that accepted capitalism and made it easy for new investors to receive loans, such as Britain,
industrialized faster than others, while countries that refused to allow national loans, such as France, and private
investments, such as Russia, failed to industrialize as fast and did not succeed as fast as they could have .

How capitalism was an outcome of industrial revolution:

Industrial Revolution created more goods, more choices and cheaper products which became an incentive for
the development of capitalism.



There was an expansion of business with the Industrial Revolution, a change that provided poor people with
jobs. Given more purchasing power from having employment, the hitherto poor now had some money with
which to become consumers. As a result, small businesses were created to provide these new consumers with
products for their homes, etc. Of course, the large businesses profited, too, and capitalism expanded.



As industrialization occurred, companies got bigger and there came to be much more of a divide between the
people who did the work and the people who supervised them and owned the factories where they worked. The
rise of these large firms is what really developed the wage labor-based capitalist system.



The power and influence of the capitalist system grew with the massive increase in the ability to concentrate
capital in the hands of a smaller group of people. This became possible during the industrial revolution because
of advances in production technology and the ability to mass-produce commonly used consumer items.



Capitalists mostly controlled the political sphere of the countries undergoing industrialization



Market expansion and increasing international trade opened the economies more and loosened State control

Rise of capitalism:

Transition from feudalism to capitalism is often viewed as the result of a gradual and rising progress of
technology, urbanisation, science and trade .



Agricultural revolution in Europe post feudalism i.e farm consolidation, labor employment, surplus production
etc.



Monetisation of economy:–


The introduction of money as a medium of exchange played a great role in the rise of capitalism in Europe.



Use of money in market, payment of salaries and wages.



Consequent rise in disposable income and consumerism.



Renaissance, its resultant scientific and industrial revolution.



Discovery of new sea routes, foreign lands and improvements in modes of transport and communication.


Trade routes also were deregulated as governments did not that much power to control and restrict trade.



Also inventions like the American clipper ship and the steamship allowed easier travel.



It also became what it was because of the increase in the supply of capital and efficient trade. This created the
capital that entrepreneurs could use.


Through international trade form their colonies European countries accumulated lot of capital which led to
rise of capitalism.



The hundred year war between British and French led to plundering of French towns and lot of accumulated
capital to Britain.



Political revolutions also lead to end of feudalism and kept the means of production in the hands of capitalists.
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Growth of population and towns led to availability of cheap labour and many people were attracted to
commerce.



Need for land, labour and resources.

TOPIC : Public Distribution System- objectives, functioning, limitations, revamping; issues of buffer stocks
and food security; Technology missions; economics of animal-rearing.
Q) What do you understand by Highest Priority Critically Important Antimicrobials (HPCIAs).
Also, discuss role of livestock rearing in antibiotic resistance among humans. (250 words)
Reference
Reference
Why this question
Antibiotic resistance is a serious issue and more so for India, given its poor health infrastructure, a
large population of unprivileged and vulnerable people and widespread misuse of antibiotics in
animal rearing. The question is related to GS-3 syllabus under the following headingPublic Distribution System- objectives, functioning, limitations, revamping; issues of buffer stocks
and food security; Technology missions; economics of animal-rearing.
Key demand of the question.
The question wants us to give a proper and complete-in-meaning description of HPCIAs. Then it
wants us to discuss how animal rearing is associated with antibiotic resistance among humans.
Directive word
What- we have to provide a description of the term.
Discuss- we have to look into the details and identify the prevalence of and reasons behind antibiotic
abuse in livestock rearing.
Structure of the answer
Introduction- give a proper, concise and complete-in-meaning description of HPCIAs along with
some examples of class of drugs.
Body– divide the body into three parts.


discuss the prevalence of use and major uses of antibiotics in livestock rearing. e.g for
treating diseases, as growth stimulators, environmental sources etc.



discuss why there is misuse of antibiotics- e.g lack of knowledge about proper usage, over
the counter sale of antibiotics, necessary for extracting decent profit from large intensive
poultry and pig farms, etc.



briefly discuss the effects of antibiotic resistance in humans.

Conclusion– briefly mention alternatives to antibiotics usage in livestock rearing- e.g better health
and hygiene, scientific management, incentivization of organic products, harnessing traditional
knowledge on livestock medicine etc.
Background:

The World Health Organization has classified certain antimicrobial classes as Highest priority critically important
antimicrobials for human medicine in the so called WHO list of critically important antimicrobials for human
medicine recently.



A report out of the United Kingdom found that, worldwide, antibiotic-resistant bacteria could kill more people
per year by 2050 than cancer kills today.
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Highest Priority Critically Important Antimicrobials (HPCIAs) :

In the latest version of the CIA list the “Highest Priority Critically Important Antimicrobials“ are :- Quinolones, 3rd
and higher generation Cephalosporins, Macrolides and Ketolides, glycopeptides, and Polymyxins.



These have been classified by the World Health Organization (WHO), as they are of the only few available
therapies for some of the most serious bacterial infections in human health.

Antibiotics in livestock rearing why are they used :

The issue of antibiotic use in livestock is particularly for non-therapeutic use such as mass disease prevention or
growth promotion of poultry, pigs etc.



Studies conducted by the Centre for Science and Environment has shown the use of important antimicrobials,
including critically important ones in poultry and aquaculture.

Why rampant usage of antibiotics continues in livestock rearing industries:

Unregulated sale of the drugs for human or animal use accessed without prescription or diagnosis has led to
unchecked consumption and misuse.




Of tested birds destined for meat consumption, 87% had the super germs based on a study published in the
journal Environmental Health Perspectives.

Farms supplying India’s biggest poultry-meat companies routinely use medicines classified by the World Health
Organization (WHO) as “critically important” as a way of staving off disease or to make them gain weight faster,
so that more can be grown each year for greater profit.


One drug typically given this way is Colistin which is used to treat patients critically ill with infections that
have become resistant to nearly all other drugs.



In India, the poultry industry is booming. The amount of chicken produced doubled between 2003 and
2013. Chicken is popular because it can be eaten by people of all religions and affordable. Experts predict
the rising demand for protein will cause a surge in antibiotic use in livestock. India’s consumption of antibiotics
in chickens is predicted to rise fivefold by 2030 compared to 2010.



Lax regulation:-





India does not have an effective integrated policy to control the use of antibiotics in livestock and poultry
with a viewpoint of containing antibiotic resistance



2007: The Bureau of Indian Standards (BIS) recommends not using systemic antibiotics in poultry feed. The
recommendation is voluntary and does not extend to gut-acting antibiotics, which BIS planned to cover by
2012



2011:The Food Safety and Standards Authority of India (FSSAI) sets maximum residue limits for four
antibiotics in sea food and prohibits the use of certain others in seafood processing units. It does not
prescribe standards for domestic poultry industry. The national policy on containment of antimicrobial
resistance is finalised but does not focus on antibiotic resistance emanating from the large-scale use of
antibiotics in animals



2013:-The Directorate General of Health Services issues a circular, asking state drug controllers to ensure
that the withdrawal period of drugs meant for poultry and livestock are mentioned on packet. While it talks
about regulating drugs, antibiotics as feed supplement remain out of its purview.



In 2014 the Agriculture Ministry sent an advisory letter to all State governments asking them to review the
use of antibiotic growth promoters. However, the directive was non-binding, and none have introduced
legislation to date.



Even the guidelines of the Central Pollution Control Board (CPCB) on poultry waste management do not
adequately address ABR.

In India, at least five animal pharmaceutical companies are openly advertising products containing Colistin as
growth promoters.


Chickens are fed antibiotics so that they gain weight and grow fast.
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Centre for Science and Environment (CSE) has found residues of antibiotics in 40 per cent of the chicken
samples it tested.



In Europe, Colistin is available to farmers only if prescribed by a vet for the treatment of sick animals. In India
there is no such thing.



India, level of awareness regarding antibiotic resistance is very low.



Antibiotics are also coming from China as the imports are not regulated



Poultry farmers also ignore the mandatory withdrawal period, time gap between the use of antibiotics and
when it is slaughtered that helps ensure that high levels of antibiotic residues do not pass on to humans.



While many poultry farmers are aware of other options or antibiotic-free growth promoter feed supplements,
their high cost is prohibitive for smaller players. Bigger farmers are less keen because there is no incentive to
make antibiotic-free chickens.

Effects of antibiotic resistance on humans :

Public health experts have suspected that such rampant use of antibiotics could be a reason for increasing
antibiotic resistance in India.



These mutated robust strains bypass toxic effects of antibiotics, making them ineffective. They can easily spread
among the flock and contaminate the food chain. They can also alter the genetic material of other bacteria, often
pathogenic ones, making them resistant to several drugs and resulting in a global pandemic.



Antibiotic residues present in the meat can directly unleash an assault on microbes in humans.



The mutated robust microbe strain can invade the body and cause diseases that are difficult to treat. Even mild
infections require stronger dosage.



These drug-resistant bacteria could nullify the gains of modern medicine by compromising the success of organ
transplants, high-end surgeries and cancer chemotherapy.



With drugs losing their effectiveness, the world would need newer antibiotics. Unfortunately, no new class of
antibiotic has hit the market since late 1980s.



Annual healthcare cost due to antibiotic resistance is estimated to be as high as $20 billion, with an additional
productivity loss of up to $35 billion in the US.



Treating fatal diseases like sepsis, pneumonia and tuberculosis (TB) are becoming tough because microbes that
cause these diseases are increasingly becoming resistant to fluoroquinolones.



Farmhands who handle the birds often wear open-toe shoes, providing a conduit of entry for resistant bacteria
and resistance genes into the community and hospitals, where further person-to-person transmission is possible.

Way ahead:

Ban the use of antibiotics for growth promotion and mass disease prevention. It should only be used to cure
the sick animals based on prescription of veterinarians



Antibiotics should not be allowed in feed and feed. The government should set standards for animal feed and
regulate the business



Encourage development, production and use of alternative antibiotic-free growth promoters, such as herbal
supplements



All animal antibiotics should be traceable from manufacturing site to user. Implement stringent control on
import of antibiotics and feed supplements



Good farm management practices should be followed to control infection and stress among the flock.



Veterinarians should be trained and educated on judicious use of antibiotics and infection prevention. The
government should ensure that veterinarians do not get incentives for prescribing more antibiotics



There is a need to introduce a labelling system wherein poultry raised without use of antibiotics should be
labelled through reliable certified schemes to facilitate consumer choice.
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It is necessary to create an integrated surveillance system to monitor antibiotics use and antibiotics resistance
trends in humans, animals and food chain. A national-level database should be developed and kept in the public
domain.



Citizens should be educated about what they are eating, what does their food contain, and what are the
consequences.

Topic: Issues related to direct and indirect farm subsidies and minimum support prices; Public
Distribution System- objectives, functioning, limitations, revamping; issues of buffer stocks and food
security; Technology missions; economics of animal-rearing.
Q) Use of antibiotics in poultry poses health risks to all and should be strictly banned. Critically
analyse. (250 words)
Indian express
Why this question
Poultry production and consumption in India has been growing steadily and most of the domestic
production is under intensive system. Poultry industry is heavily dependent on the use of antibiotics,
which poses several health concerns. The question is related to GS 3 syllabus under the following
headingIssues related to direct and indirect farm subsidies and minimum support prices; Public Distribution
System- objectives, functioning, limitations, revamping; issues of buffer stocks and food security;
Technology missions; economics of animal-rearing.
Key demand of the question
The question wants us to highlight the reasons behind antibiotics use in poultry and discuss its
adverse effects on the health. We have to form a personal opinion based on that discussion.
Directive word
Critically analyse- we have to see all the aspects of the question- why antibiotics are used in raising
poultry and what are its health effects. We have to present our personal opinion on the issue also.
Structure of the answer
Introduction- Present some statistics about use of antibiotics in poultry or mention the growth in
production and consumption of poultry meat in India.
Body–


discuss the need of using antibiotics in raising poultry. (e.g as growth promoter it improves feed
conversion ratio, thereby decreasing costs of production.



discuss the health effects. ( e.g increased antibiotic resistance, allergy, environmental pollution
and hence risk to non meat eaters also etc.)



Discuss the efforts directed to reduce or stop antibiotics use in poultry. Mention national action
program on antibiotics etc.

Conclusion- mention the imperative to stop antibiotics use and present a way forward- stricter
standards, use of probiotics and prebiotics in place of antibiotics etc.
Antibiotics in poultry are used for the following reasons :

The issue of antibiotic use in livestock is particularly for non-therapeutic use such as mass disease prevention or
growth promotion of poultry, pigs etc.



Studies conducted by the Centre for Science and Environment has shown the use of important antimicrobials,
including critically important ones in poultry and aquaculture.



Indian chicken producers claim that antibiotics are used only for treating sick birds.
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Why rampant usage of antibiotics continues in Poultry and why it should be strictly banned :

Unregulated sale of the drugs for human or animal use accessed without prescription or diagnosis has led to
unchecked consumption and misuse.




Of tested birds destined for meat consumption, 87% had the super germs based on a study published in the
journal Environmental Health Perspectives.

Farms supplying India’s biggest poultry-meat companies routinely use medicines classified by the World Health
Organization (WHO) as “critically important” as a way of staving off disease or to make them gain weight faster,
so that more can be grown each year for greater profit.


One drug typically given this way is Colistin which is used to treat patients critically ill with infections that
have become resistant to nearly all other drugs.



In India, the poultry industry is booming. The amount of chicken produced doubled between 2003 and
2013. Chicken is popular because it can be eaten by people of all religions and affordable. Experts predict
the rising demand for protein will cause a surge in antibiotic use in livestock. India’s consumption of antibiotics
in chickens is predicted to rise fivefold by 2030 compared to 2010.



Lax regulation:-





India does not have an effective integrated policy to control the use of antibiotics in livestock and poultry
with a viewpoint of containing antibiotic resistance



In 2014 the Agriculture Ministry sent an advisory letter to all State governments asking them to review the
use of antibiotic growth promoters. However, the directive was non-binding, and none have introduced
legislation to date.



Even the guidelines of the Central Pollution Control Board (CPCB) on poultry waste management do not
adequately address ABR.

In India, at least five animal pharmaceutical companies are openly advertising products containing Colistin as
growth promoters.


Chickens are fed antibiotics so that they gain weight and grow fast.



Centre for Science and Environment (CSE) has found residues of antibiotics in 40 per cent of the chicken
samples it tested.



In Europe, Colistin is available to farmers only if prescribed by a vet for the treatment of sick animals. In India
there is no such thing.



India, level of awareness regarding antibiotic resistance is very low.



Antibiotics are also coming from China as the imports are not regulated



Poultry farmers also ignore the mandatory withdrawal period, time gap between the use of antibiotics and
when it is slaughtered that helps ensure that high levels of antibiotic residues do not pass on to humans.



While many poultry farmers are aware of other options or antibiotic-free growth promoter feed supplements,
their high cost is prohibitive for smaller players. Bigger farmers are less keen because there is no incentive to
make antibiotic-free chickens.

Health and other risks :

Because resistance blunts the effectiveness of drugs designed to cure or prevent infection.




The bacteria survive and continue to multiply rendering ineffectual treatment for serious illnesses like
pneumonia and tuberculosis, even prophylaxis in, say, caesarian deliveries. It hampers recovery in postoperative surgery.

Public health experts have suspected that such rampant use of antibiotics could be a reason for increasing
antibiotic resistance in India.


These mutated robust strains bypass toxic effects of antibiotics, making them ineffective. They can easily
spread among the flock and contaminate the food chain.
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They can also alter the genetic material of other bacteria, often pathogenic ones, making them resistant to
several drugs and resulting in a global pandemic.



Antibiotic residues present in the meat can directly unleash an assault on microbes in humans.



The mutated robust microbe strain can invade the body and cause diseases that are difficult to treat. Even mild
infections require stronger dosage.



These drug-resistant bacteria could nullify the gains of modern medicine by compromising the success of organ
transplants, high-end surgeries and cancer chemotherapy.



With drugs losing their effectiveness, the world would need newer antibiotics. Unfortunately, no new class of
antibiotic has hit the market since late 1980s.



Annual healthcare cost due to antibiotic resistance is estimated to be as high as $20 billion, with an additional
productivity loss of up to $35 billion in the US.



Treating fatal diseases like sepsis, pneumonia and tuberculosis (TB) are becoming tough because microbes that
cause these diseases are increasingly becoming resistant to fluoroquinolones.



Farmhands who handle the birds often wear open-toe shoes, providing a conduit of entry for resistant bacteria
and resistance genes into the community and hospitals, where further person-to-person transmission is possible.

Way ahead:

Ban the use of antibiotics for growth promotion and mass disease prevention. It should only be used to cure
the sick animals based on prescription of veterinarians



Antibiotics should not be allowed in feed and feed. The government should set standards for animal feed and
regulate the business



Encourage development, production and use of alternative antibiotic-free growth promoters, such as herbal
supplements



All animal antibiotics should be traceable from manufacturing site to user. Implement stringent control on
import of antibiotics and feed supplements



Good farm management practices should be followed to control infection and stress among the flock.



Veterinarians should be trained and educated on judicious use of antibiotics and infection prevention. The
government should ensure that veterinarians do not get incentives for prescribing more antibiotics



There is a need to introduce a labelling system wherein poultry raised without use of antibiotics should be
labelled through reliable certified schemes to facilitate consumer choice.



It is necessary to create an integrated surveillance system to monitor antibiotics use and antibiotics resistance
trends in humans, animals and food chain. A national-level database should be developed and kept in the public
domain.



Citizens should be educated about what they are eating, what does their food contain, and what are the
consequences.



Herbal feeds:



Other countries are importing herbal animal feeds from India. The effectiveness of these herbal feeds
should be studied for Indian conditions. And if these feeds pass the test, Indian farmers should be advised
to use them.

The government must issue advisories asking poultry farmers to stop the use of Colistin and maintain records
of the overall use of all drugs given to poultry. This should become a strict requirement for the poultry industry.
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Topic: Major crops cropping patterns in various parts of the country, different types of irrigation and
irrigation systems storage, transport and marketing of agricultural produce and issues and related
constraints; e-technology in the aid of farmers
Q) Examine why majority of Agriculture credit provided by Indian banks under priority sector
lending, does not accrue to small and marginal farmers. (250 words)
The hindu
Reference
Why this question
As per a report submitted by the RBI to the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Agriculture in
response to its queries, only 42.2% of agricultural credit disbursed in 2016-17 went to small and
marginal farmers. This is a serious issue, given the need for credit by such farmers and, under the
present intensity of agricultural stress. The issue is related to GS 3 syllabus under the following
headingMajor crops cropping patterns in various parts of the country, different types of irrigation and
irrigation systems storage, transport and marketing of agricultural produce and issues and related
constraints; e-technology in the aid of farmers
Key demand of the question.
The question wants us give an account of and bring out the reasons for poor disbursal of credit under
priority sector lending to small and marginal farmers in India.
Directive word
Examine- we have to write down the key reasons behind the low disbursal/ accrual rates of credit to
small and marginal farmers under PSL. We have to look into the details and accordingly frame our
answer in alignment with the demand of the question.
Structure of the answer
Introduction– Mention the recent RBI report which highlights the percentage of agricultural credit
disbursed to small and marginal farmers under PSL.
Body– Discuss in points the main reasons behind the low rates of disbursal. Try to give a balanced
answer, keeping in mind the concerns of all stakeholders, including banks.
E.g poor credit rating and worthiness of small and marginal farmers, high concentration of banks in
agriculturally developed areas and towns and low concentration in areas where most of the small
and marginal farmers live, political pressure to disburse loans to usually big farmers, shortage of
staff and time on part of banks etc.
Conclusion– suggest a way forward- e.g Under the priority sector lending the mandate is not to
reach a particular type of farmer therefore mandating necessary sub-targeting of small and
marginal farmers, nudging private and foreign banks in this direction, motivating bank employees
and relaxing quantitative targets while enhancing qualitative ones, using SECC and Aadhar for
proper targeting etc.
Background:

As per a report submitted by the RBI to the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Agriculture in response to its
queries, only 42.2% of agricultural credit disbursed in 2016-17 went to small and marginal farmers



The small and marginal farmers are missing out on the bulk of agricultural credit, as per information provided by
the Reserve Bank of India, which showed they are receiving only 30-40% of loans meant for the sector.

Priority sector lending:

The RBI’s rules are that 18% of a bank’s Adjusted Net Bank Credit must go to the agricultural sector and within
this, 8% must go to small and marginal farmers
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Why it does not accrue to small and marginal farmers:

Larger farmers accrue loans:











Some farmers, the larger ones and the ones closer to urban areas, are over-represented in terms of access
to credit. Insofar as the priority sector lending mandates are concerned, the mandate is not to reach a
particular type of farmer. So, the programme itself is not targeted.”

Costs are huge:

While the banking sector has overall met this limit, there is still an inherent targeting problem arising out
of the costs of lending to the sector.



Banks choose to lend to those areas where the cost of lending is lower, such as those close to urban areas,
or to those farmers who are more credit-worthy. That is, the medium and large farmers.



The RBI data backs up this assertion, showing that only 34.5% of agricultural credit outstanding as of 2017
has gone to rural farmers.

Stress on public sector banks:

Onus of providing agricultural credit is falling on the public sector banks, with 12 out of 23 of the private
sector banks for which data is available having failed to meet the 18% lending target for the agricultural
sector in 2017.



Since the subsidized nature of loans under the directed credit forces the banks to pay lower interest rates
on deposits, this makes the deposits a less attractive avenue for the people which ultimately impacts the
banks.

Agriculture and credit risk:

Problem with priority sector loans is the lack of understanding of the sub-sectoral target groups, especially
agriculture and the small and medium sector, as also weaker sections.



Further, given the vagaries of the monsoon that agriculture is susceptible to and the undiversified risk
portfolios in such rural areas, the credit risks for such banks from such PSL would be extremely high.



The guidelines for agricultural credit and lending to weaker sections are extremely complex the commercial
banks may not be the best equipped to handle beneficiary identification, credit risk assessment and loan
disbursement to these sectors.

Recovery in Agriculture PSL sector is difficult:

Because small and marginal farmers use the loan money for other purpose than it is actually taken. They use
the loan money for social ceremonies like marriage, functions etc and sometime it is also used for paying
old debts.



There is also willful default in Agriculture PSL

Overload of work to bank employees:

Due to Agriculture PSL work burden of bank officials also increase because the number of accounts are more
and accounts are of small amount. So pre sanction visit, post sanction visit, instalment reminder,
recovery reminders and paper work increase.



In Agriculture PSL there is lot of social, political and target pressure on bank officials. Apart from it due to
target pressure of RBI, bank officials categorise non Agriculture PSL loans as Agriculture PSL loans.



The biggest problem in Agriculture PSL is that there is no motivation for increasing such lending. Bank’s
official’s performance is not considered for how many loans they have given, but it is considered on total
amount of loans. Bank officials are not given any kind of monetary benefit or reward for increasing such
type of loan.

Way forward:

Diversion of loans can be stopped if there will be tight monitoring of the bank officials on the use of loans.
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Work burden of bank officials can be reduced if a separated employee is recruited for this type of loans in all
agriculture branches.



Bank managers should be assigned qualitative rather than quantitative targets.



Bank employees can be motivated if:







Despite of considering total amount of loans as a percentage target, it should be on the basis of number of
accounts.



Incentives should be provided for more Agriculture PSL.



Reward should be there for more Agriculture PSL.

Creation of a development finance institution that would provide a mix of grants and loans to under-served
sectors and geographies.


The new institution can raise capital from commercial banks through existing innovative instruments like
the PSL certificates, specify minimum sectoral disbursement targets and choose projects based on
independent risk assessment and intended outcomes.



This will support the policy objectives of increased credit and reduce systemic risk, making PSL work in the
long run

Similarly, private sector banks may choose to lend housing credit in urban areas, rather than being forced to
lend agricultural finance. The government may rely on specialized institutions such as the National Bank for
Agriculture and Rural Development (NABARD) to fulfil sectoral lending targets, while at the same time ensuring
structural reforms in these sectors to make lending to them more viable.

Q) Improving agriculture productivity entails greater focus on agricultural research and
education, along with extension and training (AgRE&XT). Analyse. (250 words)
Financial express
Why this question
Agriculture is the mainstay of Indian economy and question related to agriculture are often asked in
mains. Moreover, agriculture extension is a very important aspect of agriculture on which much
focus has not been given by government so far, which means that India’s performance is not up to
the mark. Hence understanding the issues in AgRE&ST becomes important.
Key demand of the question
Following points are to be focused upon in your answer


Explain in brief why improving productivity is necessary and how agricultural extension services
help in improving productivity



Examine India’s performance in providing such services to it’s farmers



Highlight where all are we falling short



Elucidate changes required

Directive word
Analyze – When asked to analyze, you have to examine methodically the structure or nature of the
topic by separating it into component parts and present them as a whole in a summary.
Structure of the answer
Introduction – explain why improving productivity is critical and thus focus on extension services is
required.
Body


Explain how agri extension services help in enhancing productivity
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Analyze India’s performance so far in providing agri services to the farmers



Analyze where are we falling short – the causes due to which it’s not picking up. Eg lack of
finances , personnel etc



Examine what are the changes required and whether improving productivity has some other
quick fix.

Conclusion – Summarize the arguments above and mention the way forward .
Background:

Although agriculture contributes only around 17% to the country’s GDP, nearly half of India’s labour force (47%)
works in the agrarian sector. With a predominantly rural backbone of the agrarian economy, efforts to improve
agricultural labour productivity are needed to raise the living conditions of the majority of the population.

India’s measures in AgRE&XT:

Soil and Water Testing Laboratories




Agri-Price Support




Market intervention scheme involving procurement through a notified agency like Commission for
Agriculture Costs and Prices, Agricultural & Processed Food Products Export Development Authority
(APEDA), and Marketing Research and Information Network (AGMARKNET) etc, can surely be of great help
in assuring fair returns to farmers.

Education on role of private investment in Agriculture




These Testing Labs spreads across the country educate the farmers about various scientific tools for
identifying superb soil and water for agricultural purposes.

Efforts are being made to create favourable economic conditions to promote participation of the private
enterprises in the establishment of Agro-based industries.

Education and awareness on credit facilities to farmers


To meet local credit needs of farmers, many Rural Credit Banks have been established

Why greater focus on agricultural research and education along with extension and training are needed :

Agricultural productivity:

Agricultural extension agencies provide advice, information, and other support services to farmers to enable
them to improve the productivity of their crop and animal production and thereby their farm and non-farm
incomes.



Education is important to the improvement of agricultural productivity such that formal education opens
the mind of the farmer to knowledge, non-formal education gives the farmer hands-on training and better
methods of farming and informal education keeps the farmer abreast with changing innovations and ideas
and allows farmer to share experience gained



Farmers require ongoing education to stay aware of fast-moving developments in technology, science, business
management, and an array of other skills and fields that affect agricultural operations



Training helps farmers to incorporate the latest scientific advances and technology tools into their daily
operations. The results of enhancing their operations with these tools increases efficiency and can also lead to:


Less harm to the environment



Reduced food contamination



Reduction of the need for water and chemicals for crops



Increased profits
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Lack of funding:

Despite efforts by the government to improve labour productivity, as per 2014-15 levels the total amount
spent on AgRE&XT is only 0.7% of the GDP derived from agriculture (GDPA). This is against the minimum
level of 2% as proposed by the World Bank.



Eastern states, which are also some of the poorest in the country, spend the least on AgRE.

Inefficient use:




No communication:



Of the total amount devoted to AgRE, about 70% is utilised for crop husbandry purposes, and only 10% is
used for animal husbandry and dairy development. This is despite the growing importance of animal
husbandry and dairy to the Indian masses.

AgRE&XT sector is plagued by disparate and disjointed entities and players (NGOs, public and private
enterprises, and institutional bodies), without any channel of communication or synergy between them.

Lack of awareness leading to :

In remote and disadvantaged areas, farmers are rarely contacted by extension agents.



Several farmers have committed suicide especially in the states of Andhra Pradesh and Maharashtra because
of indebtedness and repeated crop failures.



Though contract farming performed by agri-business companies do provide some kind of integrated support,
they don’t focus on farmer organizational development.



Research support to better address the needs of small farmers:








Finding better ways of reaching the small & marginal farmers and tenant farmers especially those in the
rainfed and difficult regions and providing them with integrated technical support would continue to remain
as a major challenge for extension.

Manpower:

Low manpower resources restrict the reach of KVKs to a limited number of farmers. Many KVKs are
constrained by financial, infrastructural, and human resource limitations and unable to reach the farming
community of a district



Number of extension personnel in India is, however, only one-sixth of that in China. With this meagre
number of extension personnel, serving widely dispersed farmers with diversified information needs is a
really hard task.



Moreover, most of the extension personnel are overburdened with multiple roles.

ICAR initiatives failure:

Though ICAR’s extension initiatives have been important to transformations in Indian agriculture, their
capacity and reach has always been limited compared to those of first-line extension systems run by Statelevel departments of agriculture.



Further, since agriculture is a State subject, the mode of organisation and operation of public extension
systems vary widely across States.

The focus of agricultural extension has been on increasing yield with much less attention paid to
ecosystem health and natural resource conservation.

Way forward:

India should have to develop a Human Resource Management Plan at the state level to figure out capacity gaps,
bringing new expertise and enhancing capacities of existing human resources.



Under ATMA, extension to some extent has started expanding its mandate. For instance, it extension has started
organizing commodity interest groups. But again the focus remains mostly on provision of technical support.
Many of these groups need marketing support and hand holding support to evolve as federations to access new
markets and develop new market relationships.
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Extension still operates in the Research-Extension-Farmer paradigm that restricts its linkages to only research
and farmers. Extension needs to embrace systems frameworks such as innovation systems framework, which
accommodates more number of actors, their interactions, role of institutions and learning to reinvent its
future.



Economies with a developed agrarian structure, such as the US and China, have recently established private
extension services for farmers who produce on a commercially-viable and enduring scale.


These involve receiving personally-curated information using technology and consultancy services using
real-time data and agricultural inputs.



Although privatisation on a similar scale is not viable in India, the synergy present between different
stakeholders in these developed agricultural economies can be emulated in India.



First priority of the government towards improving the efficiency of AgRE&XT should be creating a common
channel of information-sharing and communication between all the stakeholders in the agricultural space.



It is recommended that the government improves the quality of formal education, extension services and adult
literacy classes in the Municipality. Factors that affect productivity such as transportation, access to input and
credit facility to farmers should be improved.



Effectively capitalising the global competitive advantage, Indian agricultural institutes have to work out policy
with regards to technology, more market access opportunities, and more transparency.

Q) Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima Yojana requires an urgent fix. Discuss. (250 words)
Financial express
Indian express
Why this question
PMFBY was initiated with much fanfare and was expected to resolve the problems related to
agricultural insurance in India. However, the experience so far has been contrary to expectations
which raises the question that what reforms are required in the scheme. Hence this question
becomes important.
Key demand of the question
The question is enquiring whether PMFBY is in need of a fix. The following points are this required to
be brought out


Details of PMFBY



The performance of PFFBY so far – whether it has helped in improving the situation of crop
insurance and details of the shortcomings



Whether or not and if yes, what reforms are required in PMFBY



Way forward

Directive word
Discuss – This is an all-encompassing directive – you have to debate on paper by going through the
details of the issues concerned by examining each one of them. You have to give reasons for both
for and against arguments.
Structure of the answer
Introduction – mention that agricultural insurance did not pick up in India which was causing issues
for farmers and hence PMFBY was brought in
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Body


Details of the scheme



Analyze the performance – how successful has it been in changing the status quo. How have
the new principles in PMFBY performed. Highlight the shortcomings in terms of achievement



Examine why the scheme has not met expectation which would form the basis of why
reforms are needed



Mention the reforms that are needed to make the scheme successful.

Conclusion – Discuss the significance of the success of PMFBY for agriculture in India and way
forward.
Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima Yojana


It is aimed at shielding farmers from crop failures and yield losses due to vagaries of climate through insurance.



It compensates farmers for any losses in crop yield.



In the event of a crop loss, the farmer will be paid based on the difference between the threshold yield and actual
yield.



The scheme is compulsory for farmers who have availed of institutional loans.



The scheme insures farmers against a wide range of external risks like droughts, dry spells, floods, inundation,
pests and diseases, landslides, natural fire and lightning, hailstorms, cyclones, typhoons, tempests, hurricanes
and tornadoes.



The scheme also covers post-harvest losses up to a period of 14 days.

Positives:

The PMFBY is an attempt to plug the holes in the older crop insurance schemes especially being


Their limited risk coverage



For crops where the premiums were steeper insurance companies proportionally reduced the sum insured.



Compensation fell way short of even the farmer’s cost of production.



The Fasal Bima Yojana has done away with this cap on premium. The sum insured per hectare for a farmer is
now decided by the District Level Technical Committee and is pre-declared and notified by the State Level
Coordination Committee on Crop Insurance.



The farmer also pays less





The premium is 2 per cent of the sum insured for all kharif crops and 1.5 per cent of it for all rabi crops.



For horticulture and commercial crops, the premium is 5 per cent of sum covered.



The remaining premium is paid by the government.

The scheme also envisages using technology


To capture and upload data of crop cutting



To reduce delays in claim payment to farmers



Remote sensing to reduce the number of crop cutting experiments.



Subsidised premiums and prompt claims settlement enabled by remote sensing and GPS technology should help
substantially expand coverage.



An increase in the area insured should also bring down premium rates, through spreading of risks across more
farmers. That would also help contain the government’s subsidy burden.



Government has further targeted at increasing the coverage. In Budget 2018-19, allocation to the PMFBY
scheme is Rs 13,000 crore and a target of increasing coverage to 98 million ha gross crop area has been set.
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Why the programme needs an urgent fix:


Making the insurance business sustainable with actuarial premium rates is not going to help raise farmers
incomes.



Insufficient reach and the issue of penetration.



Data constraints:



With just around 45% of the claims made by farmers over the last three crop seasons data for the last rabi
season is not available paid by the insurance companies

State governments:

The reason for the very low payout of claims is that few state governments are paying their share of the
premiums on time and till they do, the central government doesn’t pay its share either. Till they get the
premium, insurance companies simply sit on the claims.



Most states failed to provide smart phones to revenue staff to capture and upload data of crop cutting,
which continues to come with enormous delay.



There is hardly any use of modern technology in assessing crop damages.



Gaps in assessment of crop loss:







The sample size in each village was not large enough to capture the scale and diversity of crop losses.



In many cases, district or block level agricultural department officials do not conduct such sampling on
ground and complete the formalities only on paper.



There is lack of trained outsourced agencies, scope of corruption during implementation and the nonutilisation of technologies like smart phones and drones to improve reliability of such sampling



Less number of notified crops than can avail insurance

Inadequate and delayed claim payment:


Insurance companies, in many cases, did not investigate losses due to a localised calamity and, therefore,
did not pay claims.



Only 32 per cent of the reported claims were paid out by insurance companies, even when in many states
the governments had paid their part of premium.

High actuarial premium rates






Massive profits for insurance companies


If states delay notifications, or payment of premiums, or crop cutting data, companies cannot pay
compensation to the farmers in time.



There have been farmers protests in various states against compulsory coverage of loanee farmers under
this scheme. Farmer activists fear that this scheme might end up benefitting insurance companies more than
the farmers.

Coverage only for loanee farmers:




Insurance companies charged high actuarial premium rates

PMFBY remains a scheme for loanee farmers who take loans from banks are mandatorily required to take
insurance. Like previous crop insurance schemes, PMFBY fails to cover sharecropper and tenant farmers

Poor capacity to deliver:


There has been no concerted effort by the state government and insurance companies to build awareness
of farmers on PMFBY.



Insurance companies have failed to set-up infrastructure for proper implementation of PMFBY.



There is still no direct linkage between insurance companies and farmers.



Insured farmers receive no insurance policy document or receipt.
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Delayed notification by state governments



PMBY is not beneficial for farmers in vulnerable regions as factors like low indemnity levels, low threshold yields,
low sum insured and default on loans make it a poor scheme to safeguard against extreme weather events.



However, merely increasing the budget allocation for PMFBY scheme might not help the farmers.



CAG report:

Private companies are not properly monitored and premium subsidy is released to them simply on the basis
of affidavits provided by these companies without checking actual situation on the ground.

Way forward:

There is an urgent need to link the insurance database with Core Banking Solution (CBS) so that when premium
is deducted from a farmer’s bank account, the bank sends him a message informing about the premium, sum
insured and name of insurance company.



There is a need for a total insurance package like seed insurance through replanting guarantee programme, crop
cycle insurance, prepaid insurance card etc



Insurance unit has to be brought down to individual farm level



Use of drone and low-orbit satellites in place of traditional crop-cutting experiments could also lower payouts



Making claims payment fast and transparent






Danger of discouraging mixed cropping and crop diversification


A limited number of crops are notified by states under PMFBY. This can act as an impediment to crop
diversification.



PMFBY will have to make insurance relevant to farmers by including more and more crops under
notification and by allowing insurance for mixed cropping.

Improve scheme monitoring and grievance redressal mechanism




Coverage of tenant and sharecropper farmers should increase

Awareness:



Toll-free number should serve as a one-stop solution for crop insurance. Farmers should be able to avail of
a single window that is accountable to them for all aspects of the scheme.

Coverage of losses expanded:



There should be strict compliance of timelines with regard to the process of claim settlement to provide
adequate and timely compensation to farmers.

Farmers must be informed before deducting crop insurance premium. They must be given a proper
insurance policy document, with all relevant details.

Capacity building:

Panchayati Raj Institutions and farmers need to be involved at different stages of implementation.



Robust assessment of crop loss should be done through capacity building of state governments, involvement
of PRIs and farmers in loss assessment, auditing and multi-level checking to ensure credibility of data and
testing incorporating technology such as remote sensing, drones and online transmission of data.
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Q) Discuss the Objectives of National Innovations in Climate Resilient Agriculture (NICRA),
India’s flagship programme that aims to make Indian villages climate-proof. Also, discuss the
issues affecting the programme that need to be resolved. (250 words)
Reference
Reference
Why this question
NICRA is one of the several schemes aimed at increasing farmers income, improving productivity,
sustainability, climate adaptation etc. The scheme will soon enter its second phase and was launched
in 2011. The scheme has a fair potential as can be assessed from its success stories. However, it
needs revision and improvement in order to attain its objectives. The question is related to GS 3
syllabus under the following headingMajor crops cropping patterns in various parts of the country, different types of irrigation and
irrigation systems storage, transport and marketing of agricultural produce and issues and related
constraints; e-technology in the aid of farmers.
Key demand of the question.
The question wants us to mention the objectives of NICRA and then discuss in detail about the issues
affecting the performance of NICRA.
Directive word
Discuss- We have to write in detail about both the parts of the question- objectives of NICRA and
issues affecting its performance. We have to suggest proper and necessary changes along with the
logic behind why the change is required in NICRA.
Structure of the answer
Introduction- Give a brief description of NICRA along with year of implementation and its second
phase of implementation.
Body

Discuss in points the objectives of NICRA. You can simply copy them from NICRA’s website and
modify them in an easier language, so that you can remember them.



Discuss the issues affecting NICRA.
E.g scenario of 2020 or later is not taken into account to select the districts, KVKs act as the
fulcrum of the scheme and there is shortage of staffa and infrastructure in KVKs, farmers tend
to become dependent on KVKs for inputs, knowledge, machinery etc, decreased budgetary
allocation, lack of integration with similar schemes etc.

Conclusion– mention how NICRA is the need of the hour and how this programme could act as a
pilot programme in India’s fight against climate change etc.. Also mention there is need for
improvising it by addressing above discussed issues.
Background:

In response to climate change playing havoc with agriculture, the Union government launched the National
Innovations in Climate Resilient Agriculture in 2010, its first flagship programme to make villages climate-proof.



Climate change-induced extreme weather conditions, temperature increase and sustained changes in climatic
patterns have cast a shadow on the productivity of Indian agriculture.

NICRA:

Launched in 2010-11, the programme, run under the aegis of the Indian Council of Agricultural Research, covers
151 villages that are vulnerable to extreme weather.



The objective is to provide site-specific technological demonstrations to enhance the adaptive capacity of farmers
in “climatically vulnerable districts” of the country.
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The objective is to use farming equipment as a shared resource that can be rented by farmers as per their
requirement for a nominal fee, and the money collected is then used for expansion and maintenance of the
inventory.



One of the main objectives of NICRA is to create a model for climate-adaptable agriculture that can be replicated
in every village in the country in accordance with the specific vulnerabilities

Success:

Integrated farming, promoted under NICRA, is a big hit in in Kerala’s Alappuzha district. Farmers here say
trainings in poultry farming, animal husbandry and mushroom cultivation have been immensely helpful in
supplementing incomes.



NICRA has achieved twin objectives piloting the innovative technologies for climate resilient agriculture and
deployment of technology. Farmers who have been a part of NICRA have benefitted in income by 20-60 per cent.



Importantly, the aim is not only to achieve doubling of farmers’ income by 2022 but also to make agriculture
climate-resilient and resource efficient, and to minimise agricultural emissions The project has also been
advertised as being integral to not only India’s Intended Nationally Determined Contribution (INDC) for climate
action under the Paris Climate Pact, but also to meet four Sustainable Development Goals of the United Nations.



Based on a climate vulnerability index and inputs from district-based Krishi Vigyan Kendras (KVKs), many villages
in different districts were selected for the pilot project



About 24 interventions are being implemented to boost natural resource management, crop production,
livestock and fisheries potential and farmers financial safety nets



Till now, nearly Rs 1,000 crore have been allocated for the programme.

Issues:

Paucity of funds allocated, as a paltry sum of Rs 900-1,000 crore has been sanctioned under the scheme during
the last seven years of its operation and allocations have been declining from year to year, Further, of this, only
about Rs 500 crore has been spent so far



There are not enough strong institutions to increase the availability of inputs such as seeds, fodder, farm
machinery and tools, and access to market for ease of transactions



KVKs do not have suitable and sufficient trained staff to teach farmers about various innovative interventions
and give demonstrations to them


A farmer can benefit only if he/she is directly connected with the nodal agency, the KVKs. But most farmers
are cautious as they are now entirely dependent on the KVK to supply them with the seeds.



Since the initial investment is borne by the KVKs, it is not easily replicable in villages that have not been
adopted by NICRA. Also, the feasibility is limited in large and poorer villages as farmers say the effort could
not take off as resource sharing was prone to disputes between farmers.



KVKs are equipped with modest infrastructural facilities



There is no linkage of NICRA with several agricultural and rural programmes of the government (for which heavy
allocations are being made every year), and which are meant to provide additional sources of income to farmers
and also to increase agricultural production.



Communities have not participated in the programme and are not convinced of its impacts:



NICRA has failed in one of its most basic metrics of evaluation which is participation. One of the most striking
gaps in the entire roll-out of the programme has been the low number of participants who have enrolled
in the programme.

NICRA’s interventions have not taken into account the specifics of ground realities that make villages
vulnerable.
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Case study:

In the case of Ramanathapuram district of Tamil Nadu, NICRA’s interventions were supposed to tide over
the perennial water scarcity. The techniques that were implemented were building farm ponds, check dams
and encouraging farmers to grow dryland crops.



But NICRA’s interventions did not work when this region experienced its historic drought spell between
2015 and 2017.



The villagers had built many water harvesting structures. But there was no rainfall.



The National Innovations on Climate Resilient Agriculture is rigorous in identifying the climate change risks to
agriculture at local level but suffers from lack of coordinated implementation.



One of the modules under NICRA’s action plan was to strengthen existing institutions and creating new ones to
supplement the availability of inputs like seeds, fodder, farm machinery and tools, as well as to facilitate access
to markets for ease of transactions. However, this component of the programme seems to have failed to take
off.

Way forward:

Technology:

Government should increase the yield per hectare by using science and technology



Integrated farming has immense potential to make farmers climate smart through the cultivation of
different crops on the same land and using farm resources sustainably:



Climate smart agriculture involves integrated resource management for maximum productivity



Identifying cost-effective methane emission reduction practices in ruminants and in rice paddy



Need to supplement farmers income by other means so that he doesn’t depend only upon farm income.



Merging schemes:

Some coordination among all these programmes so that they can be implemented in the most beneficial
manner for the poor farmer.



The policy-makers should also examine whether the number of such programmes can be reduced for better
monitoring.



In addition, it is suggested that NICRA and NRLM may be merged as the main focus in both the schemes is
to ensure better income to the farmer by adopting similar innovations



While there has been a broad convergence between NICRA and the National Mission for Sustainable
Agriculture (NMSA), convergence with department officials of Agriculture and Allied Sectors is the need of
the hour.



Drought monitoring and management, especially critical for areas under water scarcity.



Crop diversifications one of the central pillars of climate resilience that enables smoothing out climate impacts
on food production and income.



Efficient water and nutrient management options to enhance use efficiency



Understanding opportunities offered by conservation agriculture and agro-forestry



Better land management practice is one of the ways to fight climate change and increase resilience of farming
systems in the continent.



Reusing of agricultural wastes rather than incineration also reduces greenhouse gases.



Every climate-smart farmer would incorporate practices like farm ponds, bundings, trenching, mulching and other
practices for conservation of soil moisture, use appropriate seeds and on-farm inputs (to avoid debt situations)
and to have better access and control over required water resources
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ICAR Institutes should continue focus on research and technology innovations whereas large scale execution and
up-scaling should be assigned to the line departments like agriculture, animal husbandry, fisheries, irrigation,
groundwater departments etc.

Q) The aim of creating a truly unified NAM with an efficient price discovery mechanism is still
a far-fetched dream. Critically examine. (250 words)
Financial express
Why this question
NAM has been in news since the present government has come in power as APMC reforms were high
on the government agenda, so was e-NAM. It would be an opportune moment for stock taking on
the reforms that have taken place in the arena of transport and marketing of agricultural produce.
Key demand of the question
The focus of the question is on establishing the progress that has been made when it comes to
creating a truly unified NAM that serves two major purposes – unify agricultural markets so as
to deal with the fragmentation of markets and enable efficient price discovery. We have to critically
examine the progress that has been made in achieving this. If not, then how to ensure that unified
NAM will be a reality.
Directive word
Critically examine – When you are asked to examine, you have to probe deeper into the topic, get
into details, and find out the causes or implications if any . When ‘critically’ is suffixed or prefixed to
a directive, all you need to do is look at the good and bad of something and give a fair judgement.
Structure of the answer
Introduction – We have to mention that agriculture has been a focus area with promises of doubling
farmers income by 2022. Marketing reforms are a crucial piece in that jigsaw puzzle.
Body


Highlight the issues with agricultural markets



Highlight what the objective of the present government has been – eNAM and how that would
bring in the advantages being talked about in the question



Also the kind of reforms required in APMC



The progress in achieving a unified national market needs to be examined – bring out both the
hits and misses (latter will be more)



Thereafter, examine how can we improve the marketing of agricultural produce going ahead

Conclusion – Mention the critical role that unified market will play in improving the status quo of
the farmers and how to bring in reforms.
Background:

Single national agriculture market (NAM) was launched in 2016 in the country, with a view to enable farmers to
get a better price and for consumers to pay a lower price for agri-produce, a win-win situation at both ends of
agri-value chains.



It was launched with the goal of formulating a unified national market for agricultural commodities by
integrating Agriculture Produce Marketing Committees or APMCs across states in India.

Success:

Quite commendably, as on March 2018, all targeted mandis, i.e., 585 that are in 16 states and 2 UTs, (Chandigarh
and Puducherry), have been integrated with the NAM-platform.
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Recently government has also sanctioned 75 lakh to each mandi to set up facilities for cleaning, grading and
packaging of produce. The funds are welcome especially because assaying of produce is an important aspect of
the e-NAM concept itself. The plan of a single national agricultural market based on an electronic platform is an
excellent one.



e-NAM was to help farmers find the best possible price for their produce by expanding the market nationally and
eliminating middlemen.



The highlight of the scheme is the single point levy of market fees, i.e. on the first wholesale purchase from the
farmer.



The provision lets farmers to showcase their produce in nearby markets and facilitate traders from anywhere to
quote price.



The portal enables harmonisation of quality standards of agricultural produces and provision for assaying (quality
testing) infrastructure in every market that will pave way for informed bidding by buyers.



There will be liberal licensing of traders or buyers and commission agents enabled by state authorities without
any precondition of physical presence or possession of shop /premises in the market yard.



Under the scheme, a provision of Soil Testing Laboratories in or near the selected mandi (market) has been set
up. This will help visiting farmers access the facility in the mandi itself.

Criticism:



States role:

Only 10 States have amended the law to allow e-mandis since the national roll-out ten months ago.



Most of the reported transactions are intra-mandi. Inter-mandi and inter-state trading on the platform are
minimal. What this means is that the states on e-NAM have not been able to provide farmers with better
price discovery in other mandis of the same state or across states.



E-payment facility is not available in most mandis, and that there is no competitive bidding reported in
these states. This clearly implies that the monopoly of the APMCs continues unabated even in the 18
states/UTs, and the aim of creating a truly unified NAM with an efficient price discovery mechanism is still a
far-fetched dream.

Infrastructure:



Middlemen influence:



Even as the Centre works with States to persuade them, infrastructure such as reliable third-party
certification for the produce in every mandi and robust computer systems, including uninterrupted web
connectivity, need to be put in place.

The hold of the middleman, who often is also the financier of the farmer against a pledge of the produce is
not completely broken.

The challenges posed by present day APMCs :

Fragmentation of State into multiple market areas, each administered by separate APM



Separate licenses for each mandi are required for trading in different market areas within a state. This
means that there is limited first point of sale for the farmer.



Licensing barriers leading to conditions of monopoly



Opaque process for price discovery



An overwhelming majority of farmers still rely on the same broken system of markets under APMC, which is
monopolistic and rent-seeking, with high commissions, especially for perishables.



Fruits and vegetables, where there often are prices fluctuations, are yet to be included in the NAM platform



Country’s two biggest mandis Azadpur (Delhi) and Vashi (Mumbai) have not yet agreed to come on board



NAM does not say anything about interstate taxes and levie
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Dominance of cash:

Critical link was creating an electronic payment system that would allow the buyer credit the proceeds
directly into the farmer’s bank account. But this has not taken off, and farmers continue to be paid in cash



Physical trading is still taking place even in mandis that are integrated with e-NAM.

Only a fraction are covered and constraints in calculations:

The 585 mandis brought only 90.5 lakh farmers onto the platform, which is less than 7% of the 14 crore
Indian farmers.



Close to 17 MMTs of quantity is reported to have been traded on the platform. But, this value is only about
2% of India’s total value of agricultural output.



Besides, this value is also artificially inflated by adding the value of MSP-procurement operations by states
like Haryana.



By including such transactions made at fixed prices (MSP) by a fixed buyer (procurement agency) onto the
e-NAM platform, the true spirit of e-NAM, i.e. of free and competitive marketing, fades.

Way forward :

Following steps need to be taken in a concerted manner :

Unyielding focus on agri-market reforms starting with basics of assaying, sorting, and grading facilities for
primary produce as per nationally recognised and accepted standards



Creating suitable infrastructure at mandi-level (like godowns, cold storages, and driers) to maintain those
standards



Bringing uniformity in commissions and fee structures that together do not go beyond, say 2%, of the value
of produce



Evolving a national integrated dispute resolution mechanism to tackle cases where the quality of goods
delivered varies from what is shown and bid for on the electronic platform. This would require significant
investments, and changes in state APMC Acts.



Roping in the private sector for investments would create jobs and promote efficient agri-value chains.



For the e-NAM network, which presently caters to 25 key commodities, purchasing at the MSP price should be
made statutory.



Buying the produce from farmers below the MSP should be made illegal. The ‘model price’ that these markets
offer should therefore be replaced with MSP.



Instead of amending the APMC Act to take out fruits and vegetables from its activities, and eventually ending up
with dismantling the regulated mandis, the focus should shift to expanding the network. Against the existing
7,000 APMC markets, India needs 42,000 regulated mandis.

Topic: Infrastructure: Energy, Ports, Roads, Airports, Railways etc., Investment Models.
Q) Getting affordable power to every Indian household needs sustained efforts. Comment in the
light of achieving the feat of electrifying all Indian villages. (250 words)
The Hindu
Livemint
Why this question
India achieved universal electrification when Leisang village in the Senapati district of Manipur, the
last unelectrified village of India was electrified. However, there are several more challenges ahead
that need to be overcome to provide meaningful electricity to all the Indian population. The question
is related to GS-3 syllabus under the following heading- Infrastructure: Energy, Ports, Roads,
Airports, Railways etc.
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Key demand of the question
The question wants us to discuss why even after overcoming the gargantuan task of electrifying all
villages in India, a lot more needs to be done in order to provide a meaningful access to electricity in
India.
Directive word
Comment- we have to delve deep into the issue and make our opinion on the need of sustained
efforts in order to provide access to affordable power to every Indian household. We have to support
our opinion with the help of valid and proper arguments/ facts/ examples.
Structure of the answer
Introduction- mention the universal electrification feat and Lesiang village in Manipur, the last
Indian unelectrified village which was recently electrified.
Body- discuss in points, why there is a lot more to be done in order to provide affordable continuous
power to every Indian household. e.g


Discuss the flaws in the very definition of electrification and how it is not inclusive and does not
capture the whole picture.



Inter-regional disparities in power availability and consumption.



Rural- urban disparity in power consumption.



Problems in relying on renewable sources only.



Anticipated increase in demand of electricity in future etc.

Conclusion- provide a concise conclusion in 2-3 lines, on what should be the way forward e.g hybrid
projects, cheaper renewables etc.
Background:

Recently Indian government announced that all inhabited villages now enjoy electrification. This signalled a
significant milestone in the country’s development. It is an achievement that will raise aspirations in the remotest
districts.



According to the government data, all of India’s 597,464 census villages have been electrified

Several more challenges lie ahead that need to be overcome to provide meaningful electricity to all the Indian
population:



Disparities across states in rural electrification:

Rural household electrification has a wide range across States, from 47% to 100%.



The average hours of power supplied in a day to rural areas in January 2018 ranged from 11.5 in Mizoram
to 24 hours in Kerala, Gujarat and Tamil Nadu.



These anomalies are often the result of infrastructure deficits and administrative inefficiency and the
Power for All 24×7 goal adopted by States and Union Territories with a deadline of 2019 is far from realistic.

Rural vs urban consumption:



The per capita consumption between rural and fast-rising urban India also represents a challenge, since
there is a divergence between the two. There are twin challenges to be faced in improving access and
equity.

Renewable energy constraints:

The evidence from States such as Maharashtra, which made a claim to full electrification six years ago relying
partly on solar power, shows that theft, damage and lack of technical capacity can pose serious hurdles.
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Vagaries/realities in actual electrification:

Existing definition to declare a village electrified is coverage of a mere 10% of households and common
facilities such as schools, panchayats and health centres. Bloomberg report said that less than 8 per cent of
the newly electrified villages had all homes electrified. That means a majority are still a long way off from
enjoying access to electricity.



Electrifying mere power poles and transformers is not the essence of electrification but access to electricity
has to be backed by reliability, quality and duration of supply for the hinterlands which is a still not
covered.






According to a 2015 study covering six of the most energy deprived states of the country – Bihar,
Jharkhand, Madhya Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh, Odisha and West Bengal there is typically a significant lag
between the time when electricity was first brought to the villages and the households in these villages
actually getting electrified. The median lag in the report ranged from two years over 25 years.

Significantly, the CEEW study had found that among the 50 per cent of households without an electricity
connection, a whopping two thirds had not taken an electricity connection despite having the electricity grid
in the vicinity. Households cited main reasons as affordability of the connection charges and monthly
charges, and unreliable supply

According to media reports, only half of the connected rural households are metered currently.

Way forward:

The answer may lie in a hybrid solution that ensures


Continued scaling up of both grid-connected and standalone solar systems in appropriate areas



Augmenting conventional sources of electricity with a clear emphasis on rooftop solutions for cities.



Cheaper renewables will enable differential pricing for households in remote areas, a key determinant of wider
social benefits of electricity.



The next step now is to provide electricity connections to more than 40 million families in rural and urban areas
by March 2019 under the Pradhan Mantri Sahaj Bijli Har Ghar Yojana (Saubhagya), wherein all households will
be targeted.

Conclusion:

India has traversed a long, hard, impressive journey towards achieving 100 per cent electrification. In fact,
according to the International Energy Agency, by providing energy access to over 500 million people since
2000, India has become one of the greatest-ever success stories in electrification.

Q) What are hybrid instruments. Discuss why there is a need to have a wider choice of hybrid
instruments that would provide flexibility in terms of control and holding. (250 words)
Economic times
Investopedia
Wikipedia
Why this question
Raising financial capital is a critical step in operationalization and success of any startup. Indian
startups have been facing problems in raising capital and dearth of hybrid securities catering to the
needs of the investors and entrepreneurs alike is one of the main reasons behind that. In this
regard,the GoI has decided to introduce more sorts of hybrid securities in Indian financial market.
The question is related to GS-3 syllabus under the following headingInvestment models. Science and Technology- developments and their applications and effects in
everyday life Achievement of Indians in science & technology; indigenization of technology and
developing new technology.
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Key demand of the question
The question wants us to describe the meaning of hybrid securities, their purpose and need in the
context of Indian financial market.
Directive word
What- we have to provide a brief and complete-in-meaning description of hybrid securities.
Discuss- We have to write in detail about the need to have more kinds of hybrid securities in Indian
financial market.
Structure of the answer
Introduction- define hybrid securities/ instruments, along with examples of a few hybrid securities
e.g convertible bonds, preferred stocks etc.
Body- Discuss in points about the need for providing flexibility in terms of ownership and holding
and how customized financial instruments will help in that regard, so that foreign and domestic
investment is spurred. E.g need for attracting foreign investment, providing entrepreneurs with
necessary capital, existence and exploitation of different hybrid instruments in countries like China,
US etc, innovation in finance is required to cater to industry’s needs and to create meaningful
employment etc.
Conclusion– mention that as per existing regulations, only equity based instruments, that is,
instruments vesting ownership rights on the holder are allowed under FDI, which needs to be
changed and new types of hybrid securities introduced.
Hybrid instruments :

India will soon unveil a wide array of hybrid instruments on the lines of those available in developed markets.



Hybrid instruments have the characteristics of debt and equity and come with differential voting rights. In a
number of IT companies overseas, promoters hold less than 15% equity but exercise full control.



The most common type of hybrid security is a convertible bond that has features of an ordinary bond but is
heavily influenced by the price movements of the stock into which it is convertible.



They also give the holders an option to convert into equity at a later date

Why there is a need to have a wider choice of hybrid instruments :



Foreign investments:

Hybrid instruments are suitable for attracting foreign investments in several niche areas, especially for the
startups and venture capital firms



To attract foreign investment to spur job generation and economic growth.

Innovation:

The policy would address the requirements of industry now and reflect the innovations in finance.



It will allow promoters to retain control of an entity even with a minority stake a move that will make
fundraising easier, particularly for startups.



The US has different classes of shares with differential control. China has a variable interest instrument that
allows foreign investors to have only an economic interest in companies in restricted sectors.



Instruments that are fully and mandatorily convertible into equity within a specified period are regarded as equity
under the FDI policy and eligible to be issued to persons residing outside India.



Any instrument that is not mandatorily converted is considered debt and governed by external commercial
borrowing rules. The proposed policy is expected to go beyond this categorisation with built-in pricing freedom.



Present issues can be resolved:

The window is not available if economic interest to foreign investors goes beyond 49%.
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Company law provisions make it further complex and limit the ability to decide and negotiate commercial
returns, priority distribution, optionality etc on investment, which is important for high-risk capital.

It helps in providing entrepreneurs with necessary capital.

Way forward:

The current policy allows Indian-owned and Indian-controlled companies (with less than 50% foreign holding) to
invest in any activity, without being subjected to FDI policy conditions. Amendments would be required in
exchange control regulations, FDI policy and the Companies Act.

Q) 100% village electrification is a huge achievement but not sufficient to end India’s energy
poverty. Discuss. (250 words)
The hindu
Why this question
100% village electrification is a huge milestone. India has been making rapid strides in the power
sector with steps like UDAY, Saubhagya scheme etc. This historic milestone needs to be discussed in
greater detail to appreciate how far we have come and how far we still have to go.
Key demand of the question
The question makes an assertion that despite 100% village electrification, the energy woes from
India are not going to get over. Thus we have to first explain the significance of achieving 100%
electrification and thereafter discuss the problems that still plague the energy sector in India. We
should also discuss some way forward.
Directive word
Discuss – This is an all-encompassing directive – you have to debate on paper by going through the
details of the issues concerned by examining each one of them. You have to give reasons for both
for and against arguments.
Structure of the answer
Introduction – Discuss the huge challenge that was before India in connecting every village to the
grid. Discuss Saubhagya scheme as a way out of this problem.
Body


Explain in detail the achievement of achieving 100% village electrification. How many villages
have been connected and other such detail



Explain the benefits of the move in brief



Discuss the improvement in power he generation and distribution that made it possible



Etc



Explain the other issues that lead to India’s energy poverty – continuous supply of affordable
electricity, cooking fuel etc – discuss how they contribute to energy poverty



Discuss why these problems persist, what needs to be done for resolving this problem

Conclusion – Emphasize that many more miles are yet to be covered and discuss way forward
Background:

Recently Indian government announced that all inhabited villages now enjoy electrification. This signalled a
significant milestone in the country’s development. It is an achievement that will raise aspirations in the remotest
districts.



According to the government data, all of India’s 597,464 census villages have been electrified
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Subnational endeavours and the Centre’s pump priming seem to have addressed the regional imbalances in
electrical development which concerned India’s early planners

Not sufficient to end India’s energy poverty:

India continues to harbour energy poverty as 31 million rural households and about five million urban
households are still to be connected to the grid the highest in any single country.



Rural vs urban consumption:-











The per capita consumption between rural and fast-rising urban India also represents a challenge, since
there is a divergence between the two. There are twin challenges to be faced in improving access and
equity.



A significant portion of connected rural households is yet to get adequate quantity and quality of supply.

Regional imbalances in electricity access have persisted:

Seven States (Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Odisha, Jharkhand, Assam, Rajasthan and Madhya Pradesh) account for
90% of un-electrified households.



Rural household electrification has a wide range across States, from 47% to 100%.



The average hours of power supplied in a day to rural areas in January 2018 ranged from 11.5 in Mizoram
to 24 hours in Kerala, Gujarat and Tamil Nadu.



These anomalies are often the result of infrastructure deficits and administrative inefficiency and the
Power for All 24×7 goal adopted by States and Union Territories with a deadline of 2019 is far from realistic.

Cost of supply :

Electricity distribution companies (discoms) in these seven States are already highly indebted. Their debts
account for 17% of accumulated liabilities of the States.



Despite continued State subvention (except by Odisha), all these discoms have been consistently running
at a loss, accounting for about 47% of the loss in electricity distribution business.



Existing subsidised lifeline tariffs in these States appear unaffordable to the poor and certainly higher than
in States with universal (or high) access.

Distribution network capacity:

Distribution infrastructure is overburdened, as the demand has grown, causing a high level of technical
losses and frequent breakdowns.



The distribution network capacity in several States is inadequate to carry available electricity. Subsequently,
discoms have been resorting to load shedding while their contracted generation capacities are
underutilised.



Adding new load to the existing fragile distribution network will only compromise the quality and reliability
of supply. It could result in continued blackouts for the rural poor during peak hours.

Many States have failed to utilise the limited funding:

Current allocations under the Deen Dayal Upadhyaya Gram Jyoti Yojana (DDUGJY) and Integrated Power
Development Scheme (IPDS), to augment rural and urban distribution networks, respectively, are only a
fraction of the requirement. Moreover, disbursement of these grants has been much slower, 17% under
DDUGJY and 31% under IPDS, reflecting sluggish implementation.



Low achievement of earlier electrification schemes has often been blamed on incompatibility and a lack of
cooperation between the Centre and States.



Renewable energy constraints:

The evidence from States such as Maharashtra, which made an claim to full electrification six years
ago relying partly on solar power, shows that theft, damage and lack of technical capacity can pose serious
hurdles.
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Way forward:

The answer may lie in a hybrid solution that ensures


Continued scaling up of both grid-connected and standalone solar systems in appropriate areas



Augmenting conventional sources of electricity with a clear emphasis on rooftop solutions for cities.



Cheaper renewables will enable differential pricing for households in remote areas, a key determinant of wider
social benefits of electricity.



The next step now is to provide electricity connections to more than 40 million families in rural and urban areas
by March 2019 under the Pradhan Mantri Sahaj Bijli Har Ghar Yojana (Saubhagya), wherein all households will
be targeted.

Conclusion:

India has traversed a long, hard, impressive journey towards achieving 100 per cent electrification. In fact,
according to the International Energy Agency, by providing energy access to over 500 million people since
2000, India has become one of the greatest-ever success stories in electrification.

Q) The aspiration for access to clean, reliable and affordable power for all is not free from
barriers and fallibility. Examine. (250 words)
The hindu
Reference
Why this question
Recently India achieved universal electrification as per the official definition of electrification. This is
a big milestone for India but there are several issues involved which hamper the access to clean,
reliable and affordable electricity for all. The issue is related to GS 3 syllabus under the following
headingInfrastructure: Energy, Ports, Roads, Airports, Railways etc., Investment models.
Key demand of the question
The question wants us to put reasons in support of the given statement i.e The aspiration for access
to clean, reliable and affordable power for all is not free from barriers and fallibility and justify the
same with the help of facts/ arguments.
Directive word
Examine- we have to dig deeper into the issue and bring out reasons in support of the given
statement. We have to justify that universal electrification will not be enough to provide a reliable
and affordable power for all.
Structure of the answer
Introduction- mention India’s recent achievement of universal electrification.
Body- discuss the definition of electrification and then discuss in points about, why a reliable and
affordable power for all is a distant dream.
e.g 33 million rural households still not electrified, inadequate distribution and transmission
infrastructure, concurrence between energy poverty and economic poverty like in states of UP, MP,
Bihar, Odisha etc, weak financial position of state discoms and huge debts etc.
Conclusion- bring out a fair and balanced opinion based on the above discussion and highlight the
importance of electrification for development.
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Background:

Recently Indian government announced that all inhabited villages now enjoy electrification. This signalled a
significant milestone in the country’s development. It is an achievement that will raise aspirations in the remotest
districts.



According to the government data, all of India’s 597,464 census villages have been electrified

Barriers:







Problems with Discoms:

Actual supply of electricity to households rests with the state discoms. These discoms are already facing
huge financial losses and hence are unable to supply electricity to the villages.



Discoms continue to supply subsidised power to agricultural and residential consumers, resulting in revenue
losses.



Further, the average technical and commercial losses (theft and pilferage of electricity) (AT&C losses) are at
around 25%.

Cost of supply :

Electricity distribution companies (discoms) in these seven States are already highly indebted. Their debts
account for 17% of accumulated liabilities of the States.



Despite continued State subvention (except by Odisha), all these discoms have been consistently running
at a loss, accounting for about 47% of the loss in electricity distribution business.



Existing subsidised lifeline tariffs in these States appear unaffordable to the poor and certainly higher than
in States with universal (or high) access.

Distribution network capacity:

Distribution infrastructure is overburdened, as the demand has grown, causing a high level of technical
losses and frequent breakdowns.



The distribution network capacity in several States is inadequate to carry available electricity. Subsequently,
discoms have been resorting to load shedding while their contracted generation capacities are under
utilised.



Adding new load to the existing fragile distribution network will only compromise the quality and reliability
of supply. It could result in continued blackouts for the rural poor during peak hours.

Many States have failed to utilise the limited funding:

Current allocations under the Deen Dayal Upadhyaya Gram Jyoti Yojana (DDUGJY) and Integrated Power
Development Scheme (IPDS), to augment rural and urban distribution networks, respectively, are only a
fraction of the requirement.



Moreover, disbursement of these grants has been much slower, 17% under DDUGJY and 31% under IPDS,
reflecting sluggish implementation.



Low achievement of earlier electrification schemes has often been blamed on incompatibility and a lack of
cooperation between the Centre and States.



Disparities across states in rural electrification:

Rural household electrification has a wide range across States, from 47% to 100%.



The average hours of power supplied in a day to rural areas in January 2018 ranged from 11.5 in Mizoram
to 24 hours in Kerala, Gujarat and Tamil Nadu.



These anomalies are often the result of infrastructure deficits and administrative inefficiency and the
Power for All 24×7 goal adopted by States and Union Territories with a deadline of 2019 is far from realistic.
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Rural vs urban consumption:



Renewable energy constraints:



The evidence from States such as Maharashtra, which made an claim to full electrification six years
ago relying partly on solar power, shows that theft, damage and lack of technical capacity can pose serious
hurdles.

Vagaries/realities in actual electrification:



The per capita consumption between rural and fast-rising urban India also represents a challenge, since
there is a divergence between the two. There are twin challenges to be faced in improving access and
equity.

Existing definition to declare a village electrified is coverage of a mere 10% of households and common
facilities such as schools, panchayats and health centres .Bloomberg report said that less than 8 per cent of
the newly electrified villages had all homes electrified. That means a majority are still a long way off from
enjoying access to electricity.

Electrifying mere power poles and transformers is not the essence of electrification but access to electricity has
to be backed by reliability, quality and duration of supply for the hinterlands which is a still not covered.


According to a 2015 study covering six of the most energy deprived states of the country – Bihar, Jharkhand,
Madhya Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh, Odisha and West Bengal there is typically a significant lag between the time
when electricity was first brought to the villages and the households in these villages actually getting
electrified. The median lag in the report ranged from two years over 25 years .



Significantly, the CEEW study had found that among the 50 per cent of households without an electricity
connection, a whopping two thirds had not taken an electricity connection despite having the electricity grid in
the vicinity. Households cited main reasons as affordability of the connection charges and monthly charges,
and unreliable supply



According to media reports, only half of the connected rural households are metered currently.

Way forward:

The answer may lie in a hybrid solution that ensures


Continued scaling up of both grid-connected and standalone solar systems in appropriate areas



Augmenting conventional sources of electricity with a clear emphasis on rooftop solutions for cities.



Cheaper renewables will enable differential pricing for households in remote areas, a key determinant of wider
social benefits of electricity.



The next step now is to provide electricity connections to more than 40 million families in rural and urban areas
by March 2019 under the Pradhan Mantri Sahaj Bijli Har Ghar Yojana (Saubhagya), wherein all households will
be targeted.

Conclusion:

India has traversed a long, hard, impressive journey towards achieving 100 per cent electrification. In fact,
according to the International Energy Agency, by providing energy access to over 500 million people since
2000, India has become one of the greatest-ever success stories in electrification.

Q) The current policy of integrating existing coastal SEZs into the overarching plan of coastal
development under ‘Sagarmala’ can lead to a turnaround for SEZs. Analyze. (250 words)
Financial express
Why this question
SEZs are a crucial step for boosting exports, which has not succeeded in India to the extent it has in
other countries like China. Through sagarmala the government has been trying to boost coastal
infrastructure which can be taken advantage of by SEZs. Hence this question
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Key demand of the question
Following points need to be brought out in this question


The current state of SEZs in India.



The reasons behind their under performance



Comparison with the SEZs of other countries to see where we are going wrong



How sagarmala initiative can boost performance



Other overarching changes required

Directive word
Analyze – When asked to analyze, you have to examine methodically the structure or nature of the
topic by separating it into component parts and present them as a whole in a summary. When you
are asked to analyze, you have to examine each part of the problem. It is a broader term than
‘Examine’.
Structure of the answer
Introduction – Explain SEZs , their purpose and design in brief, also mention about how the
government is trying to boost coastal infrastructure through SEZs and the opportunities it provides
for SEZs
Body


Briefly mention about the status quo of SEZs, how they are performing, also compare their
performance with Chinese SEZs as the contrasts in their performance provides an
opportunity to improve our SEZs



Analyze the reasons behind their under performance under heads like policy issues, infra
issues, etc. Analyze why SEZs in out neighbourhood are doing so well, whereas we aren’t



Analyze how sagarmala initiative will help in addressing the shortcomings faced by SEZs in
India

Conclusion – mention the importance of SEZs for Indian economy and how we should focus on
reaping the benefits of sagarmala to improve SEZs
Background:

Special Economic Zones (SEZs) are geographically delineated ‘enclaves’ in which regulations and practices related
to business and trade differ from the rest of the country and therefore all the units therein enjoy special
privileges.



The basic idea of SEZs emerges from the fact that, while it might be very difficult to dramatically improve
infrastructure and business environment of the overall economy ‘overnight’, SEZs can be built in a much shorter
time, and they can work as efficient enclaves to solve these problems.



As of September 2017, 221 SEZs are in operation, and by January 2018, a massive 423 have received formal
approval for operation.

Concerns with present SEZ :

International:



Special Economic Zones (SEZs) in India have not been as successful as their counterparts in many other
countries. Several Asian economies, particularly China, Korea, Malaysia, and Singapore, have greatly
benefitted from these zones.

The vision of SEZ is lost:

Most of India’s new generation SEZs came up not for exporting, but for avoiding taxes.



Large fiscal sops, in the form of a bunch of reliefs from central and state taxes, lured developers into building
SEZs.
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Lack of adequate connectivity :

Most manufacturing SEZs in India have performed below par due to their poor linkages with the rest of
the economy.



Weak connections of coastal SEZs with their hinterlands inhibited these zones from utilising their full
potential.

Regional imbalance:



For many SEZ developers, exports and employment were secondary to avoiding taxes.

The growth curve of SEZs had indicated a preference for urban agglomeration by industry, undermining
the objective of promoting balanced regional development

Narrow focus:

Another significant trend has been the preponderance of the IT/ITES industry.



In India, 56.64 per cent of SEZs cater to the IT/ITES sector; only 9.6 per cent cater to the multi-product
manufacturing sector.



States did not match the central SEZ Act with State-level legislation, which rendered the single window system
ineffective.



Lack of a robust policy design, efficient implementation and effective monitoring have seriously jeopardised
India’s effort to industrialise through SEZs.



MAT:

In the original act, there is no MAT (minimum alternative tax).



But the introduction of MAT in 2010 or 2011 has proved a dampener.



Due to this companies are in favour of export-oriented nations such as Thailand, Vietnam, Taiwan and the
Philippines.



Acquiring large land parcels has become difficult due to the new land acquisition policy.



Skill development is a big challenge.

How Sagarmala can lead to turn around of SEZ:

Sagarmala’s focus on back-end connectivity with the hinterland is what special economic zones desperately
need.



The few SEZs that have done well, such as the Sri City in Andhra, have benefitted from strong multi-modal
connections they have with the hinterland. These connections are essential for lowering logistics costs and
increasing export competitiveness. This can be achieved through linking SEZ with Sagarmala programme.

Topic: Science and Technology- developments and their applications and effects in everyday life
Q) Explain how blockchain differs from any normal online database? Discuss its application in
the telecom sector. (250 words)
Financial Express
Why this question
Blockchain has recently been called disruptive technology by our PM. It finds application in several
areas of which we must be aware.
Key demand of the question
The first part asks us to explain the differentiating factors between blockchain and any normal online
database. Here we will have to mention additional advantages provided by blockchain which makes
it a disruptive technology. In the second part, we need to discuss the application of blockchain in
telecom sector.
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Directive word
Explain – We have to make the examiner understand the differences between a normal online
database and blockchain
Discuss – we have to mention how blockchain can be utilised in telecom sector and the impact that
it will have.
Structure of the answer
Introduction – Explain blockchain
Body


Discuss the differences



Discuss its application in telecom sector – use ideas from the article

Conclusion – mention that blockchain has been called disruptive technology by the PM and has huge
potential to transform economy.
Background:

Telecom industry today has the most complex operations framework, involving many partners, vendors,
customers, distributors, network providers, VAS providers. There are a lot of trust issues and transparency
challenges due to the involvement of multiple entities. So blockchain plays an important role .

Block chain:

Blockchain is a type of software that powers a database for verifying transactions made online.



The idea is that by making the database public, no one can cheat the system by editing records because everyone
using the system spots them in the act.



The decentralized and distributed nature of blockchain prevents one person or company from reigning supreme
over system; instead, everyone can help run, manage and secure it.

How is it different from normal online database :

It is blocks of digital information that are linked together in a chain. It is different from online database, because
every transaction is tracked and the entities involved have full visibility into the details.



Unique “digital fingerprints” are generated for each data point, and leave digital trails behind as they exchange
hands. This makes it impossible for anyone, including banking middlemen, to erase or modify information without
affecting the parties involved, including the customer



Blockchains are simply a new type of database. That is, a database which can be directly shared, in a write sense,
by a group of non-trusting parties, without requiring a central administrator. This contrasts with traditional
databases that are controlled by a single entity, even if some kind of distributed architecture is used within its
walls.



A key property of blockchain technology, which distinguishes it from traditional database technology, is public
verifiability, which is enabled by integrity and transparency.



Blockchain databases consist of several decentralized nodes. Each node participates in administration.
Traditional databases use client-server network architecture.



CRUD vs Read & Write Operations


In a traditional database, a client can perform four functions on data: Create, Read, Update, and Delete
(collectively known as the CRUD commands).



The blockchain is designed to be an append only structure. A user can only add more data, in the form of
additional blocks. All previous data is permanently stored and cannot be altered. Therefore, the only
operations associated with blockchains are:



Read Operations: these query and retrieve data from the blockchain



Write Operations: these add more data onto the blockchain
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Replication :

Blockchain stores a copy on every computer in the network. This helps ensure that Several copies of the
database exist even in case of a node failure.

Applications in telecom sector:

Costs








Security


Blockchain also brings a decentralized approach to telecom systems, which complements the open source
philosophy driving several communities within the industry.



The decentralization of blockchain could help better secure the privacy of the end user experience. By the
same token, blockchain could provide some much needed security in an industry ridden with cyber breaches
using a process of identity verification.

Customer trust:

Telcos looking to sustain their business over a long term, therefore, need to maintain their customers trust
in themselves. Blockchain also provides a greater level of automation and leads to more streamlined
processes within organization.



Analysing such vast amounts of accurate customer data can provide leaders with greater insights into
customer behaviour and guide their strategy.

Internal processes:










Blockchain can solve the issue to integrate high-cost systems and provide access/authentication settings for
enabling roaming calls across networks and operators.



Blockchain can enable complex datasets across multiple parties, in real time with high trust and security,
particularly for establishing subscriber identity.

Smart connection:


With the help of Blockchain, device connection can be provided to multiple local hotspots and WIFI’s based
on permission and adherence to certain terms and conditions.



It also helps with automatic generation of billing amount and payments.

Smart transactions:
Blockchain has enabled purchasing of digital assets, including music, mobile games, gift cards and loyalty
points.

Mobile money:




The processes such as OSS (Operation Support System) and BSS processes (Business Support System) such
as billing and number portability databases can be streamlined using blockchain

Roaming




Blockchain could lower network costs in more ways than one. In addition to the price reduction expected
through efficiency gains, service providers could save money with the technology by relying less on third
parties to complete a transaction.

Blockchain has enabled cost-effective international remittances across the globe with very minimal
transaction charges. Telecom operators can become global remittance providers.

Identity management


Operators could develop identity management tool that are accessible to organizations, devices and
applications.
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Checking fraud:

Blockchain solutions are instrumental in enabling interoperability between internal as well as external
systems for telecom companies. This can bring down infrastructure as well as compliance cost, and save
operators from roaming/identity fraud.



Telecom industry today faces the challenge of eroding margins. There is a high pressure to cut down the
cost and at the same time adopt service innovations. Blockchain is the right tool to not only bring in service
efficiencies and innovation, but also keep a check on fraudulent practices.

Concerns :

Blockchain is poised to disrupt typical business operations. Unanswered questions about how private blockchain
relates to regulatory frameworks, in addition to security and privacy issues, exist too.



Arguably the biggest challenge, however, is identifying the optimal entry point for blockchain into the telecom
industry, which may require service providers to streamline internal operations.

Q) What do you understand by mobile communication on aircraft (MCA) and onboard
connectivity (OBC). Discuss their benefits and various concerns associated with these
technologies. (250 words)
PIB
Economic times
Times of India
Why this question
Recently TRAI gave approval of deploying mobile communication on aircraft (MCA) and onboard
connectivity (OBC) on all class of air-flights. This will have huge benefits for businesses and
consumers alike. However, there is a difference between the two and there are certain issues
involved. The question is related to GS-3 syllabus under the following heading- Investment models.
Science and Technology- developments and their applications and effects in everyday life
Achievement of Indians in science & technology; indigenization of technology and developing new
technology.
Key demand of the question.
The question wants us to give a brief description of the two given technologies, their benefits and
also discuss various concerns regarding their deployment and use.
Directive word
Discuss- we have to write in length about all the core demands of the question- description of terms,
discussion on benefits and concerns involved.
Structure of the answer
Introduction- mention the recent TRAI approval for mobile communication on aircraft (MCA) and
onboard connectivity and also the concerned ministries welcome of the approval.
Body

Describe MCA (be brief and concise)



Describe OBC



Discuss the benefits under two subheadings; consumers and businesses.



Discuss the concerns revolving around them. E.g 3000 metre restriction for MCA, need for a
satellite gateway in order to allay India’s security apprehensions, lack of regulations, noise
pollution etc.
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Conclusion- present your conclusion for the given technologies in the form of an approval but with
certain safeguards.
Background:

Air passengers will soon be able to make calls and browse the internet while flying in Indian airspace, with the
telecom regulator recommending that domestic and international airlines be permitted to offer both services.



Telecom regulator recommended allowing mobile telephony and Internet services for passengers during air travel
in the country through both satellite and terrestrial network as In-Flight Connectivity (IFC) in the Indian airspace

Mobile Communications on board Aircraft (MCA):

It is a system which allows air passengers to use their own mobile devices on board aircraft.



Mobile Communication services on board Aircraft (MCA) system can be installed directly on an airplane and is
now available to prevent any interference, and has already been deployed successfully in many countries around
the world without any adverse incidence.



Mobile Communication services on board Aircraft’ (MCA) systems are used to minimize the potential for airborne
wireless devices interfering with terrestrial networks.

On-board connectivity


Refers to providing the internet connectivity in a ship, aircraft, railways or any other transportation system. On
board connectivity services offers wireless internet access, group internet packages, mobile phone internet
access and data sharing services.

Benefits:

Businesses :

The facility would help Indian airlines to compete with foreign carriers. Globally, more than 30 airlines allow
voice calls and internet access during flights.



Study predicts that the number of aircraft offering wireless connectivity will rise to 14,000 by 2022



The availability of a quality IFC system is becoming a determining factor when business travellers select an
airline.



It shows the success of mobile penetration, internet services and success of Digital India.



Transparency and efficiency will be increased leading to better revenues.



Travellers:

Analysts said the service will help travellers immensely



Business travellers greatly value the use of IFC systems on board as they can continue their work
commitments without deterrence in flights itself.



Travellers can be in touch with their near and dear even during flight

Concerns:

Installing equipment to offer WiFi would be



Noise levels within aircraft may rise.



Regulatory issues:



One big issue is who will provide the service and how will the entity be regulated.

Some of the questions raised are:

If MCA services are permitted in the Indian airspace, what measures should be adopted to prevent an
airborne mobile phone from interfering with terrestrial cellular mobile network



Should it be made technology and frequency neutral or restricted to GSM services in the 1800MHz frequency
band, UMTS in the 2100MHz band and LTE in the 1800MHz band in line with EU regulations
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Most airlines provide in-flight communication services at a minimum height of 3,000 metres above the ground
level to ensure that flight safety isn’t hampered because of interference with ground-based mobile networks.



Security issues cannot be brushed aside:



Signals can be tracked and can become a threat to domestic security as hijacking is even possible

Revenue and restrictions:

IFC service may not generate much revenue at least in the initial stage. If the IFC service provider enters into
a commercial agreement with a telecom entity, there is the added burden of being subject to a licence fee
and spectrum use charge.

Conclusion:

TRAI said that for mobile services, there should be flexibility to IFC service providers in terms of use of technology
and frequencies inside the aircraft cabin that should be consistent with international standards, provided no
harmful interference is caused. This measure shows the growing success of Indian aviation Industry.

Q) Examine the advantages of and issues involved in creation of DNA database for India? (250
words)
The hindu
Why this question
Creation of a DNA database has several advantages but raises several issues as well. The
government has been making efforts in making a law on the subject with the DNA profiling Bill. DNA
technology has also progressed a lot in recent years. All this has made it imperative for us to examine
the issues and advantages in detail.
Key demand of the question
The advantages of DNA profiling has to be brought about. Thereafter the various issues that it raises
like – civil liberties, efficiency in solving crimes, database management, issues with the technology
etc need to be brought out.
Directive word
Examine – When you are asked to examine, you have to probe deeper into the topic, get into details,
and find out the causes or implications if any .
Structure of the answer
Introduction – bring out the fact that DNA profiling is increasingly being used as a means of tackling
crime and India is also making efforts to regulate DNA profiling.
Body


Explain how DNA profiling or creation of DNA database works



Explain the advantages of doing so



Examine the issues from various perspectives as discussed above.



Highlight the experiences of other countries and the lessons we can draw from them



Examine the impact if these issues are not addressed through a suitable legislation



Mention some ways to deal with this in light of SC judgement in K puttaswamy case etc

Conclusion – Mention the immense scope of these technologies but at the same time the need for
an effective regulation.
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Background :

India’s Human DNA Profiling Bill 2015 proposes to set up a national DNA database of criminals that will include
rapists, murderers and kidnappers.

What is DNA profiling technology?


DNA fingerprinting or DNA profiling is method of isolating and identifying variable elements within the base-pair
sequence of DNA.



DNA fingerprinting technology is utilised by police all over the world for fool-proof identification of criminals who
leave their traces at crime scene while committing crime.



The technology plays a crucial role in solving crimes as it has potential to link a series of crimes by placing the
suspects by linking them with the crime scene.

Advantages :

Ensure justice:







Identifying the rapist is the first step to serving justice and this can be ensured if India has a sex offenders
database.

Crimes:

Having everyone’s DNA in the database would be a good thing, since anyone can be apprehended if matched
to a crime scene.



Almost all the heinous crime sites have some form of evidence which can be collected and some form of
DNA samples can be extracted from them. These sample can be used to search on existing DNA data to find
a match.

Identifying culprits:

Extremely useful and accurate technology in ascertaining the identity of a person from his/her DNA
sample, or establishing biological relationships between individuals.



As a result, DNA technology is being increasingly relied upon in investigations of crime, identification of
unidentified bodies, or in determining parentage.

But information from DNA samples can reveal intrusive information like their allergies, or susceptibility to
diseases.

Issues :

Making the database too big and poorly regulated will not help solve more crimes. Larger that data the greater
the chances of human error and fraud.



Lack of manpower and infrastructure:-







Lack of Equipments and Knowledge in Forensic Experts regarding collection of DNA samples from Accident
Sites.



If the police are not trained to prevent contamination of evidence at crime scenes and laboratories lack
quality assurance, it would mean that DNA samples can be mixed up or contaminated.

International experiences:

DNA evidence is only as good as the system in place to handle it. Even in Europe and the US, past mistakes
have led to tighter regulations of laboratories and better oversight, although mistakes still occur.



Based on experience in other countries, building such a database is not easy, does not always offer justice,
and is an ethical landmine of sorts.



Experience with the U.K. and U.S. databanks has shown that having more innocent people’s DNA stored
increases the chances of a false positive and has not increased the chances of finding a guilty match.

There are chances that a wrong match is generated.
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If the DNA result is taken as the ultimate evidence, no recourse will be available to an individual who has been
wrongly matched.



Privacy-related objections:

Main concerns are whose DNA can be collected and under what circumstances, who can access the database
etc.



Protecting innocent people’s privacy and their civil liberties and rights are the main concerns.



Aftermath of the Cambridge Analytica scandal, people will have a better appreciation of how their DNA
information could be misused



Information like ancestry or susceptibility to a disease, or other genetic traits, is liable to be misused.



No improvement in conviction:



DNA tests have not led to an improvement in conviction rates in countries where it is already being
followed.

Misinterpretation:

Still, planting of DNA in a crime scene, misinterpretation of tests, and errors in analyses have all taken place
in cases where DNA has been used to implicate a suspect, resulting in the miscarriage of justice.



The expansion of this technology to include potentially innocent people squashes their constitutional
rights with the assumption of guilt.



These methods are simply an expansion of the ‘stop and search’ approach to target particular groups of
people on the basis of race, ethnicity or class, even though most of their members would be innocent. Such
samples later get included in forensic DNA databanks, thus violating people’s civil liberties.



Police misuse:

In a number of cases, the police may follow persons they suspect and then gather their DNA surreptitiously
and without warrants. Collecting this so-called “abandoned DNA” has been challenged as being clearly
unethical and unlawful..



Law enforcement is responsible for gathering DNA for forensics, and police bias towards minorities leads to
the latter’s over-representation.

Way forward:

Absolutely essential that the people from whom DNA is taken give their informed consent



Taking DNA surreptitiously should be prohibited.



A court order should be required for obtaining DNA without informed consent and the DNA should only be
compared with the crime scene DNA for the suspect.



Those who are cleared for a crime should not have their DNA information stored, and DNA gathered from
offenders should be destroyed after identification so that such information is not used for profiling in future.



A court order should be necessary to access medical records for genetic data.



Manpower and DNA experts




Increase the investment in courses of DNA Forensic research to provide quality Professionals to collect Data
from Crime Scenes.

Special Training for Police Officials on how to handle sensitive data.
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Q) Briefly explain the role of deep learning neural networks in AI technology. Discuss features
of Google Duplex which makes it a revolutionary technology. (250 words)
Financial express
Googleblog
Reference
Why this question
The recent demonstration of Google assistant making phone calls and reservations for us opens our
eyes to the potential of deep learning and neural networks. It is expected of us to know about this
remarkable development in the case of virtual assistants.
Key demand of the question
The questions expects us to explain in brief what deep learning and neural network. Only it’s working
principle and the non technical aspects to be discussed. Thereafter we need to bring out the features
of Google Duplex which has made it the talk of the town.
Directive word
Explain – Briefly highlight what it is, how it is useful in AI
Discuss – Here we don’t have to bring out the pros and cons but just explain the use of Google duplex,
the technology of Google duplex and the real world advantages of the same.
Structure of the answer
Introduction – highlight the technological advancement taking place in the field of AI which is
making the idea of man vs machine a reality
Body


Explain machine learning and neural network in brief



Explain its application in Google duplex



Explain what Google duplex is



Discuss the advantages it has and the risks that it poses

Conclusion – Mention the overall debates that is going on wrt AI and your view on the Google duplex
technology.
Background:

Artificial intelligence (AI), deep learning, and neural networks represent incredibly exciting and powerful machine
learning-based techniques used to solve many real-world problems.

Role of deep learning neural networks in AI technology :

Artificial neural networks (ANNs) and the more complex deep learning technique are some of the most capable
AI tools for solving very complex problems, and will continue to be developed and leveraged in the future.



Deep learning is a term to describe certain types of neural networks and related algorithms that consume often
very raw input data. They process this data through many layers of nonlinear transformations of the input data
in order to calculate a target output.


Unsupervised feature extraction is also an area where deep learning excels. Feature extraction is when an
algorithm is able to automatically derive or construct meaningful features of the data to be used for further
learning, generalization, and understanding.



Neural networks use software to mimic the function of the many neurons in the human brain. These functions
can be tuned over time. This means man-made neural networks can learn.



Deep learning refers to the use of multiple layers of neural networks.
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To develop these approaches, scientists and programmers have turned to the mysterious human brain and the
trillion neurons inside it that transmit and process information, as the model for analyzing data. They have
developed networks of cells that mimic the function of neurons.



Google has integrated a deep-learning machine with its Street View platform to enable the identification of nearly
every location, and the company is also using its own Deep Mind AI technology to reduce the energy used to cool
its data centre by 40%.



A deep neural network (DNN) is an artificial neural network (ANN) with multiple hidden layers between the input
and output layers.

Google duplex:

Google introduced a new feature called Google Duplex as a part of the revamped Google Assistant. It is essentially
a service that works in the background without involving the user. Google Duplex is an offline service powered
by Google Assistant that make a booking on your behalf at the vendors and shops that have no or little online
presence.



Features:-



Google Duplex, a new technology for conducting natural conversations to carry out real world tasks over the
phone.



The technology is directed towards completing specific tasks, such as scheduling certain types of
appointments. For such tasks, the system makes the conversational experience as natural as possible, allowing
people to speak normally, like they would to another person, without having to adapt to a machine.



One of the key research insights was to constrain Duplex to closed domains, which are narrow enough to explore
extensively.



Duplex can only carry out natural conversations after being deeply trained in such domains. It cannot carry out
general conversations.



Google Duplex technology is built to sound natural, to make the conversation experience comfortable.

How is it a revolutionary technology:

Google Duplex comes with a more practical bent for the users who do not want the superfluous results from all
the high-priced places from far away.



The Google Assistant will make the conversational experience for the person taking up the bookings more
comfortable and as natural as possible.



Google Duplex uses a natural voice to make reservations at a restaurant with the help of AI to offer contextual
and deeply trained answers.



It is a system that allows AI understand complex sentences, fast speech so it can respond naturally in a phone
conversation, Google sees a future where humans will not longer have to make calls to book an appointment.



People expect to talk to people and not a bot. Conversations are not just exchange of spoken words. They are
more than that. Currently, when humans talk to bots they know it because bots are bad at talking. Duplex
changes that.

Concerns:



There are several challenges in conducting natural conversations: natural language is hard to understand,
natural behavior is tricky to model, latency expectations require fast processing, and generating natural sounding
speech, with the appropriate intonations, is difficult.


When people talk to each other, they use more complex sentences than when talking to computers.



In natural spontaneous speech people talk faster and less clearly than they do when they speak to a machine,
so speech recognition is harder and we see higher word error rates. The problem is aggravated during phone
calls, which often have loud background noises and sound quality issues.

The most thorny is the way it mimics humans.
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Conclusion:

AI is an extremely powerful and exciting field. It’s only going to become more important and ubiquitous moving
forward, and will certainly continue to have very significant impacts on modern society.

Q) Drone use for civilian purposes have immense applications but also poses regulatory
challenges. Examine. Also evaluate whether India needs a policy for regulating drone use? (250
words)
Reference
Why this question
Drone technology has advanced significantly and drones are now being used for multiple purposes.
At the same time, these applications are creating challenges for internal security. Moreover, India’s
policy architecture is quite underdeveloped in this area. Thus this issue becomes important.
Key demand of the question
The question expects us to highlight the following points in our answer


The applications of drone technology, also touch upon how India is making use of the
technology with greater emphasis on civilian use



The security challenges that India faces due to unregulàted use of drones



The need for a robust policy and how should the contours of the policy look like

Directive word
Examine – When you are asked to examine, you have to probe deeper into the topic, get into details,
and find out the causes or implications if any. The issues discussed above need to be brought out.
Evaluate – Based on your examination of the issue conclude on the need of a drone policy for India.
Structure of the answer
Introduction – Mention in brief about the growing use of drones for civilian as well as military
purposes.
Body


Talk about the applications of drones for civilian purposes. Highlight the practical examples
of where drones are being used.



Talk about the security challenges that it poses



Discuss the present policy architecture



Examine the lacunae that needs to be filled through a robust drone policy

Conclusion – based on your arguments made above, conclude whether India needs a drone policy
urgently or not
Background:

Global spending on drones over the next five years will be approximately $100 billion.



A large chunk of this spending is likely to be on the commercial and civil sector. However, there are still several
questions about the legal, regulatory, and policy aspects, both at the global governance and the national levels,
that need to be addressed.

Drone use for civilian purposes:

Use of drones for civilian purposes remain underdeveloped, because regulations regarding the technology are
not yet fully established.



Use of UAVs in the commercial and social sectors has increased.
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For instance, Amazon stated in 2013 that it will use drones for delivery of packages and has been exploring
its feasibility since then.



Monitoring critical infrastructure such as ports, power plants, and infrastructure construction with drones are
other important civilian functions that are being explored.



Possible commercial applications include package delivery, photography or spraying pesticides on crops.



Various state departments and police forces are also using UAVs for various activities. Areas like aerial
photography, surveying, crop spraying, inspection of transmission power lines and gas pipelines etc are seeing a
huge demand for use of drones,



Advancements in fields such as automation, robotics, miniaturization, materials science, spectral and thermal
imaging, and light detection and ranging have resulted in drone-enabled solutions in areas as diverse as the
agriculture, power, infrastructure, and telecom sectors, as well as crowd and disaster management.

Regulatory challenges:

Despite a near complete ban on drones, there have been large number of drone sightings in Indian skies. Indian
policymakers need to recognise that blanket bans do not work.



Prospect of more drones in the sky has also fuelled concerns about consumer privacy and government
surveillance.



Drafting a comprehensive drone regulation needs understanding of various domains, and given the huge
number of stakeholders, this is expected to be a very complex piece of regulation.



India also has unique problem of accountability and enforcement mechanism, which needs to be adequately
addressed in our framework.



The legal liability for a drone comes under question as it is difficult to ascertain whether the device
malfunctioned or if it was incorrectly handled or operated in the absence of these guidelines.



The absence of guidelines for drone imports also poses a massive threat to national security.



There is also the heightened risk of air accidents due to malfunctioning of drones, which can be dangerous to
both life and property.



Another peril of not having such regulations is the vulnerability of these drones to hacking. For instance, just as
malicious software and spyware can be placed on any number of mobile instruments procured from outside the
country, the same can be easily implanted in drones.



Another parameter that could be used to determine trespass is the intent of the drone operator. While this
might be the toughest to judge, it does provide a moral basis for ascertaining a case of trespass.

India needs a policy for regulating drone use:

New policy framework is needed, which must effectively address issues such as liability in case of drone-todrone collisions and interference, regulatory, legal, and quality control and licensing requirements.


For instance, a conspicuous lacuna is that the DGCA circulators do not mention anything about import
standards, even though the majority of the drones in India are imported.



The lack of a policy outline on quality control for indigenously manufactured- and built-drones is equally
troubling.



It assumes significance as recent incidents of drones or UAVs flying near airports have raised safety, privacy and
security concerns.



Currently, India doesn’t have a well-defined law on UAVs, and though any kind of drone flying is banned in India,
due to lack of provisions to book the operators, authorities can only seize the machines.


Further, there are no rules or policies in place to ensure that they are operated safely.



Since there are no set regulations, there are a lot of irresponsible usage and a potential threat to public
safety.
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No clear guidance exists on the liability standards for midair collisions and injury to property or persons in
the event of untoward incidents.



In the absence of clear common law rules, Indian states could well step in to regulate UAV activity through
a patchwork of rules, resulting in a version of drone federalism as already witnessed in the United States.



Though the present draft guidelines issued by DGCA purportedly safeguard citizen interests, several conflict
points have gone unidentified or have been cursorily touched upon by these guidelines.



Stop-gap measures taken by different state and central agencies have not been effective whether in
addressing issues of quality control, or response mechanism in the event of an incident, questions of privacy
and trespass, air traffic, terrorist threat management, and legal liability.



Most striking absence in the regulations is that of import standardisation. As a sizable percentage of India’s
drones continue to be imported, there is a need to ensure their quality control and standardisation. No legislation
addressing this aspect has been passed by the DGCA.



Adding to the failure to address import quality standardisation of drones is the lack of policy on quality control
of indigenously-manufactured and -built drones. There is no focused regulation regarding domesticallyproduced drones and the industry is left to its own standards, if at all it has any.



UAV activity will impact proprietary interests because common law has not clearly demarcated the commons
from owned airspaces.

Regulations in India that exist :

In India, the first true notification regarding drones came as a Public Notice issued by the Office of the Director
General of Civil Aviation (DGCA) in 2014.



The document listed out the need for potential operators to take approval and onerous conditions were put that
in reality means a near complete ban on drones.

Way forward:

There needs to be a minimum stipulation of height above which drones can fly in order to prevent operators
from trespassing on private property.



It has been provided that no person can fly a drone over a densely-populated area without prior permission. This
needs to be qualified with respect to what constitutes a densely populated area and the distance at which a drone
can be flown.



India must also examine prevailing policy mechanisms in other countries to adopt their best practices as it
formalises its regulatory framework. However, a point to be underlined is that guidelines alone are not sufficient;
key is ensuring implementation and compliance.

Q) Discuss the etiology, transmission, signs, treatment and control of Nipah virus disease. Also
highlight the role of National Centre for Disease Control in controlling various diseases. (250
words)
Economic times
Reference
Why this question
Nipah virus (NiV) infection is a newly emerging zoonosis that causes severe disease in both animals
and humans. With over 70% mortality rate, the disease has taken many lives in Kerala recently. The
question is related to GS 3 syllabus under the following headingScience and Technology- developments and their applications and effects in everyday life.
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Key demand of the question
The question wants us to write at length about the Nipah virus disease- its cause, transmission,
clinical signs, treatment and control. It also wants us to highlight the role NCDC in controlling various
disease- in terms of its functions.
Directive word
Discuss- we have to write in detail about the Nipah virus disease- cause, transmission, signs,
treatment and control.
Highlight- we have to briefly mention the key functions of NCDC and how it works in controlling
various diseases.
Structure of the answer
Introduction– mention the cause of Nipah virus disease, its history along with first reporting in India
and the recent epidemic in Kerala.
Body–


Discuss the transmission- how the infection passes from one individual / animal to another;
Clinical signs and mortality rate, its treatment and how to control the epidemic- before and after
outbreak.



Discuss the role of NCDC in controlling various communicable diseases in the country- e.g to
provide expertise to the States and Union Territories (UTs) on rapid health assessment and
laboratory based diagnostic services, Surveillance of communicable diseases and outbreak
investigation etc.

Conclusion– Mention the growing importance of zoonotic diseases in India and highlight the
importance of a robust animal and human healthcare system to handle them.
Background:

Kerala’s Kozhikode is on high alert as a deadly virus called ‘Nipah’ (NiV) claimed many lives in the state. The fastspreading virus Nipah reported has a mortality rate of 70 per cent.

Etiology:

Nipah virus (NiV) infection is a newly emerging zoonosis that causes severe disease in both animals and humans.



Zoonosis means a disease that can be transmitted to humans from animals.



The natural host of the virus is fruit bats of the Pteropodidae Family, Pteropus genus (fruit-eating species),
according to WHO.

Transmission:

Fruit bats are considered the main carrier of the virus for which there is no vaccination, according to the World
Health Organization.



Transmission of Nipah virus takes place through direct contact with infected bats, pigs, or from other NiV-infected
people. humans often contracted the disease by drinking raw date palm sap tapped directly from trees, a sweet
treat that fruit bats also enjoy.



The common triggers of this virus include the following:


If the person is infected, then close contact with that communicate the virus.



If an individual eats any fruit that has come in contact with the saliva of the infected bats, the virus can
spread to them as well.



Drinking or eating (infected) date juice can also infect an individual with this pathogen.
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Signs:

Nipah induces flu-like symptoms that often lead to encephalitis and coma.



Nipah virus is associated with encephalitis (inflammation of the brain). An infected person shows symptoms of
fever and headache within three-14 days of exposure and an incubation period of five to 14 days.



The clinical signs are fever, headache, dizziness and vomiting, followed by drowsiness, disorientation and mental
confusion. More than 50 per cent of the patients faced a reduced level of consciousness and prominent brainstem dysfunction.



Some patients have a respiratory illness during the early part of their infections, and half of the patients showing
severe neurological signs showed also pulmonary signs.

Treatment and control:

According to WHO, there is no vaccine currently available for either humans or animals and NiV-infected
patients are currently limited to supportive care.



People have also been cautioned that they should not consume fruits that have fallen on to the ground.



It has no treatment and can only be managed through intensive supportive care. people living in areas inhabited
by bats or wildlife animals should be alert as there can be other infections that can afflict them.



Prevention of Nipah virus infection is important since there is no effective treatment for the disease.



The infection can be prevented by avoiding exposure to bats in endemic areas and sick pigs. Drinking of raw
palm sap (palm toddy) contaminated by bat excrete eating of fruits partially consumed by bats and using water
from wells infested by bats should be avoided.



It is important to practice standard infection control practices and proper barrier nursing techniques to avoid the
transmission of the infection from person to person.



All suspected cases of Nipah virus infection should be isolated and given intensive supportive care. Ribavirinhas
been shown effective in in vitro tests, but has not yet been proven effective in humans



The ways to prevent exposure to such virus entails the following:


Make sure that you never in close contact with infected people.



Wear high-end gas masks to protect yourself.



Make sure that you wash your hands on a regular basis.



Do not eat half-eaten fruits.



Stay away from anime pens.

Role of national centre for disease control in controlling various diseases :

This Institute is under administrative control of the Director General of Health Services, Ministry of Health and
Family Welfare, Govt. of India.



It functions as the nodal agency in the country for disease surveillance facilitating prevention and control of
communicable diseases.



In coordination with the State Governments, NCDC has the capacity and capability for disease surveillance,
outbreak investigation, and rapid response to contain and combat outbreaks.



Entomological expertise is made available by a separate division dealing with entomology and vector
management.



NCDC also provides referral diagnostic support, capacity building and technical support to States/UTs in the
country. It also provides referral diagnostic services to individuals, community, medical colleges, research
institutions and state health directorates.



The Institute takes leading role in undertaking investigations of disease outbreaks all over the country
employing epidemiological and diagnostic tools.
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Outbreak investigations & recommendations on control measures for the out-break of various communicable
diseases in the States/UTs all over the country



Evaluation of chemical compounds & Assessment of biochemical parameters to establish clinical diagnosis e.g.
Thyroid function tests etc.

Topic: Awareness in the fields of IT, Space, Computers, robotics, nanotechnology, biotechnology and
issues relating to intellectual property rights.
Q) Discuss the objectives of the Draft National Digital Communications Policy, 2018. Also
discuss how it aims to achieve the objective of digital sovereignty. (250 words)
Livemint
Reference
Why this question
Growth of digital technologies, and their increased adoption and integration into our daily lives
necessitates revising our Nation Telecommunication Policy. With over a billion mobile phones and
half a billion internet users, India’s mobile data consumption is already the highest in the world. In
order to capitalize the growing digital penetration, adoption and integration. The Draft National
Digital Communications Policy (DNDCP) , 2018 was recently released in this direction, to gather
public comments and suggestions. The issue is related to GS 3 syllabus under the following headingAwareness in the fields of IT, Space, Computers, robotics, nanotechnology, biotechnology and issues
relating to intellectual property rights.
Key demand of the question.
The question wants us to enlist and briefly describe the objectives of DNDCP, 2018 and also explain
how it aims to achieve one of its key objectives- digital sovereignty.
Directive word
Discuss- we have to write about all the stated objectives of DNDCP and also write in detail about
the strategy it envisages to achieve digital sovereignty.
Structure of the answer
Introduction- mention the increased proliferation of the mobile phone, the internet, social media
platforms, digital payments, data consumption and generation across India. Also mention the
emergence of digital technologies as an enabler and determinant of a country’s well being.
Body–
Enlist in points and briefly describe the objectives of DNDCPE.g Provisioning of Broadband for All 2. Creating 4 Million additional jobs in the Digital
Communications sector 3. Enhancing the contribution of the Digital Communications sector
to 8% of India’s GDP from ~ 6% in 2017 4. Propelling India to the Top 50 Nations in the ICT
Development Index of ITU from 134 in 2017 5. Enhancing India’s contribution to Global Value
Chains 6. Ensuring Digital Sovereignty.


Discuss in points the strategy envisaged to achieve the objective of ensuring digital
sovereignty.
E.g Establish a strong, flexible and robust Data Protection Regime, Provide Autonomy and
Choice for every citizen and enterprise, Assure Security of Digital Communications,
Participating in global standard setting organisations to ensure consideration for local needs
of the Indian communications industry etc.

Conclusion– Form a balanced, concise and fair opinion on the DNDCP.
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Background:

Digital infrastructure and services are increasingly emerging as the key enablers and critical determinants of a
country’s growth and well-being.



With significantly advanced capabilities in both telecommunications and software, India, more than most
countries, stands poised to benefit from harnessing the new digital technologies and platforms



Recently the draft of National Digital Communications Policy 2018 has been released for public consultations by
the government.

Draft telecom policy:

The key strategies in the draft talks of recognizing spectrum as a key natural resource for public benefit to achieve
India’s socio-economic goals



The policy aims to accomplish some of the strategic objectives by 2022 including:





Provisioning of Broadband for All



Creating 4 Million additional jobs in the Digital Communications sector



Enhancing the contribution of the Digital Communications sector to 8% of India’s GDP from ~ 6% in 2017



Propelling India to the Top 50 Nations in the ICT Development Index of ITU from 134 in 2017



Enhancing India’s contribution to Global Value Chains



Ensuring Digital Sovereignty

It has a three point action plan


‘Connect India’ under which it plans to set up a robust digital communications infrastructure



‘Propel India’ where the power of emerging digital technologies, including 5G, artificial intelligence (AI),
Internet Of Things (IoT) will be harnessed



‘Secure India’ to focus on ensuring individual autonomy and choice, data ownership, privacy and security

Features of the draft policy:

There would be the optimal pricing of the spectrum to ensure sustainable and affordable access to digital
communications



Enabling light touch licensing/ de-licensing for broadband proliferation



Promoting the co-use/ secondary use of spectrum



It also outlined roadmap for high in demand backhaul spectrum for transmitting signals between mobile towers
in E and V band as per international best practices



Constituting a Spectrum Advisory Team (SAT) consisting of experts, industry, and academia to facilitate the
identification of new bands, applications and efficiency measures to catalyze innovation and efficient spectrum
management



It proposes identifying and making available new spectrum bands for access and backhaul segments for timely
deployment and growth of 5G networks and making available harmonized and contiguous spectrum required for
deployment of next-generation access technologies



Setting up National Broadband Mission


The draft talks of establishing a ‘National Broadband Mission -Rashtriya Broadband Abhiyan’ to secure
universal broadband access for implementation of broadband initiatives, to be funded through USOF and
PPP:


BharatNet for providing 1Gbps to Gram Panchayats upgradeable to 10 Gbps



GramNet for connecting all key rural development institutions with 10Mbps upgradeable to 100 Mbps



NagarNet for establishing one- million public Wi-Fi Hotspots in urban areas
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JanWiFi for establishing two-million Wi-Fi Hotspots in rural areas



Implementing a ‘Fibre First Initiative’ to take Optical fiber to the home, to enterprises, and to key
development institutions in tier I, II and III towns and to rural clusters



Setting up Telecom Ombudsman



Roadmap for Green Telecom in India


The Policy talks of incentivizing the use of renewable energy technologies in the communications sector



This includes utilization of small cell fuel batteries, lithium-ion batteries or other similar technologies
and promoting research and development of green telecom

Digital sovereignty:

Digital sovereignty or Data sovereignty is all about storage and protection of an individual’s personal data in
digital form on cloud.



Digital sovereignty means that internet users can freely and independently decide which data can be gathered,
distributed, used and saved about them.



Proponents of Digital sovereignty within India call for it for not only projects such as Digital India and Make in
India but also for security and well being of the country.

How it achieves Digital sovereignty:

Establish a comprehensive data protection regime for digital communications that safeguards the privacy,
autonomy and choice of individuals and facilitates India’s effective participation in the global digital economy



Ensure that net neutrality principles are upheld and aligned with service requirements, bandwidth availability
and network capabilities including next generation access technologies.



Develop and deploy robust digital communication network security frameworks.



Build capacity for security testing and establish appropriate security standards.



Address security issues relating to encryption and security clearances.



Enforce accountability through appropriate institutional mechanisms to assure citizens of safe and secure digital
communications infrastructure and services.



The policy recognises the importance of continued improvement in the regulatory framework for attracting
investments and ensuring fair competition, to serve the needs of Indian citizens.



Given the sector’s capital-intensive nature, the policy aims to attract long-term, high quality and sustainable
investments



It aims to pursue regulatory reforms to ensure that the regulatory structures and processes remain relevant,
transparent, accountable and forward-looking.


Policy promises to remove regulatory barriers and reduce the regulatory burden that hampers
investments, innovation and consumer interest.



Draft of the policy is progressive and the government is keen to deliver widest range of new services and
technologies to the Indian consumers at affordable costs.



It has placed significant emphasis on building a strong fiber network in India.

Criticism:

Government did not do anything about spectrum prices which were increased due to restricted supply.



Implementation could be a big challenge in the light of existing licensing regime.



Proposals in the draft National Digital Communications Policy 2018 policy have found mention in earlier
regulations and vision statements of the telecom regulator or the Department of Telecom.



There is no clarity or any roadmap on reduction of the financial stress of the industry.
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Way forward:



Government should focus on putting together a roadmap explaining how it will execute these initiatives.


For instance, the new policy states that incentivising manufacturing of semiconductor chips is one of the top
priority areas. The Centre has already rolled out a policy in this regard which has failed to attract any player
so far due to a number of reasons.



The new policy should have gone into these reasons and proposed a plan to fix the shortcomings.

Need to offer a clear roadmap of how it plans to provide fiscal relief to the industry rather than merely restating
that the plan is to rationalise government taxes and levies for the sector in addition to giving critical infrastructure
status to the industry.

Q) Zoonotic diseases will prove to be a big health risk going forward and India must gear itself
to deal with this challenge. Examine (250 words)
Financial express
Why this question
Diseases like Zika, Nipah etc have huge health costs. Off late, Bill Gates has predicted that we are
very near the next epidemic. The health infrastructure in India, already quite shabby, would bend it’s
back in trying to deal with situations like these. Hence, understanding the threats of zoonotic
diseases and steps to deal with them is critical.
Key demand of the question
Following points are to be brought out in your answer


What are zoonotic diseases



How they are a huge health risk – apart from the obvious fact that they can lead to loss of
significant no of lives, what other factors exacerbates the risk



How India deals with these diseases and the changes required

Directive word
Examine – When you are asked to examine, you have to probe deeper into the topic, get into details,
and find out the causes or implications if any . In the above case, discuss points as highlighted above.
Structure of the answer
Introduction – explain zoonotic diseases along with some current examples to establish the scare
on account of zoonotic diseases.
Body


How they are a huge health risk – apart from the obvious fact that they can lead to loss of
significant no of lives, what other factors exacerbates the risk. Explain points like ecosystem
changes brought about, no vaccination etc



How we deal with such diseases , highlight our experience in dealing with Zika scare and now
Nipah scare.



Examine how can we improve our handling of these diseases – virology centres, border
screening, awareness etc

Conclusion – Mention that it is important to take proactive action, rather than reactive in this case
as the health cost of an outbreak will be immense.
Background:

In the past fortnight, spotlight has been on Nipah in India and the return of Ebola in Africa. Both are viruses with
high mortality rates and the fear of acquiring infection from patients is terrifying communities around them, and
causing concern in even those who are far away.
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The last two decades witnessed the emergence of a plethora of public health challenges at the convergence of
human, animal, and environmental health, including bovine spongiform encephalitis (BSE) ,H5N1 influenza,
threats of bioterrorism, SARS and the impact of climate change on global food systems.

Zoonotic diseases:

Zoonotic diseases (transmitted from animals to humans), account for over 60% of infectious outbreaks.



Deforestation due to expanding agriculture and logging, animal breeding, and live stock farming are creating a
conveyor belt for the transmission of microbes, hitherto confined to their primary animal hosts in wild life, to the
veterinary population and then to human habitats.



Anthropogenic climate change creates conditions for vectors like mosquitoes and ticks to spread to new
geographies. They transport the microbes to the human body.



Microbial genetics evolve far more rapidly than humans. Microbes which are confined to forest animals or small
human communities follow the survival rules of evolution, and generally have low virulence, because the
extinction of their host will lead to their own extinction.

How are they a risk :

Humans now crowd together in large numbers, travel fast and far in many modes of transport, and unknowingly
transmit microbes to other humans through sputum, saliva, semen, blood, and other bodily fluids. This enables
the virus to multiply rapidly and mutate to more virulent forms.



Vaccines are presently not available against many of these viruses, though some early success has been
reported in candidate vaccines for Ebola and Zika.



Specific drug treatments too, are unavailable.



Laboratory diagnosis is possible in specialised labs but is mainly useful for identifying the nature of the outbreak,
modelling its likely spread, and alerting the health system of the anticipated clinical severity of the cases that will
arise.



India has one of the highest density of livestock population and poorly guarded animal-human interface makes
it vulnerable to disease outbursts.



The Indian subcontinent has been identified as one of the four global hotspots at increased risks from emergence
of new infectious diseases, particularly zoonoses according to various studies.



Economic risk:



The case for control of zoonotic diseases (zoonoses) is compelling. The economic losses from six major
outbreaks of highly fatal zoonoses between 1997 and 2009 amounted to at least US$80 billion.

The health infrastructure in India, already quite shabby, would bend it’s back in trying to deal with situations like
these.

India’s actions:

India is now expanding its laboratory network but epidemiological surveillance systems need further
strengthening.



In the absence of specific treatments, supportive care has been provided in the case of Nipah virus attack. Fluids
for adequate hydration and electrolyte balance; medicines to control fever, and intensive care with respiratory
and circulatory support are given when needed.



During any outbreak, isolation of the patient, avoidance of direct contact while providing care, tracing,
examination of all contacts, and limiting their movement during the incubation period are helping to contain the
spread.



Preventive measures include hand washing and avoiding contact with bodily fluids of a person known or
suspected to be infected. Avoidance of direct or indirect contact with animals, who act as primary or reservoir
hosts, is necessary and people are being made aware.
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Effective risk communication to the public is especially necessary, to enable them to adopt preventive personal
protection measures, seek timely medical care, and avoid mass panic. This requires clear and open information
sharing by trusted experts who are adept in jargon-free messaging via mass media.



In Jaipur, India, dog vaccination and sterilization resulted in a decline of human rabies cases to zero.

How should India be ready:

A rational response to such outbreaks requires an understanding of why these viruses cross species, how they
are transmitted among humans, what preventive measures can be taken, which tests and treatments exist, and
whether the health system is ready to contain the outbreak at an early stage.



Microbes must be vigilantly monitored during outbreaks to study if highly infective viruses are suddenly seized
with mutation madness to develop higher virulence, especially in crowded populations where the virus has a free
run.



Given the elevated risk to India from zoonotic diseases, it is important to have a policy framework in place to
prevent an outbreak.



India needs to fund creation of data and evidence-base (data to support actions) on these infections so that they
can be controlled in animals



India should prevent infections spreading to humans. This can happen with better collaboration (between
various agencies), an operational framework from the government, better surveillance and sharing of data on
these diseases.



The effectiveness of zoonotic disease control requires early detection at the source of the disease in animals, an
early and accurate diagnosis, and rapid disease control measures. Therefore, One Health, a collaborative
approach finds an important place at this human-animal interface to work effectively in disease prevention.


Numerous examples already exist of the success of this collaboration in One Health like in Chad, joint
animal–human vaccination campaigns of DPT and polio in children and CBPP control in livestock resulted in
greater coverage in both humans and livestock, and pastoralists became more aware of public health
services.



Reporting by the media should exercise responsible restraint to avoid stoking mass hysteria.



Virology centres need to be established more



Border screening has to be done strictly.

Topic: Conservation, environmental pollution and degradation, environmental impact
assessment, Disaster and disaster management.
Q) India must realise that its problems are larger than the WHO estimates, and take the call
to action seriously. Examine in the light of the recent WHO report on air pollution. (250 words)
The Hindu
Reference
Why this question
The problem of air pollution is not new to Indian cities. However, this is a very serious public-health
problem that needs to be addressed at the earnest, especially given that the situation is not better
even in rural areas. The question is related to GS-3 syllabus under the following headingConservation, environmental pollution and degradation, environmental impact assessment, Disaster
and disaster management.
Key demand of the question
The question simply wants us to give reasons in support of the statement that, Indian air pollution
problem is worse than the recent WHO estimates and why there is a dire need to take call to action.
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Directive word
Examine- we have to put forward justifications in the form of facts/ examples/ arguments in support
of the given statement. we have to bring out the urgency of the problem that warrants immediate
action.
Structure of the answer
Introduction– briefly mention some key facts from the recent WHO report on air pollution.
Body– Divide the body into two main parts.


Part A- discuss why the problem of air pollution is more severe in India than apparent state.
Justify your stand. e.g very low number of air quality monitoring infrastructure, disparity in
their distribution- (rural vs urban, urban vs metros), burning of agricultural residues in rural
areas, use of pesticides, mining and other such areas not covered under monitoring etc.



Part B- discuss the urgency of the problem.
e.g its health effects on vulnerable people, economic effects of prevention and treatment,
very bad situation already etc.

Conclusion– present a concise, fair and balanced opinion on the above issue and mention the
importance and need of programmes like PM Ujwala Yojana
Background:

According to a new report of World Health Organization, toxic levels of pollution led to the early annual death of
an estimated 7 million people.

WHO report on air pollution:

The report highlights not only how widespread air pollution is in urban India, but also how deficient air quality
monitoring is. The report, which summarised 2016 data for 4,300 cities, ranks 14 Indian cities among the 20 most
polluted ones globally.



Pollution-choked cities have only one PM 2.5 monitoring station each, while Delhi has several.



Air pollution is not a problem of large metropolises alone, even though they have traditionally been the focus
of mitigation efforts



In 2016 alone around 4.2 million people died owing to outdoor air pollution, while 3.8 million people succumbed
to dirty cooking fuels such as wood and cow dung. About a third of these deaths occurred in Southeast Asian
countries, which include India.

India’s problems :





Rural India:

As the recently published draft National Clean Air Programme noted, there are currently no air pollution
monitoring stations in rural India.



This does not mean outdoor air pollution is not a problem here. Studies have shown that ozone levels are
higher in rural areas, as is pollution from insecticide use and crop-burning.

Lack of monitoring:

Only 303 cities out of 6,166 census cities and towns that is a mere five per cent are monitored for pollution.



Of the 303, only 57 cities have continuous real-time monitoring stations.



The rest follow manual monitoring that does not allow daily reporting of real-time air quality data.



For the manual monitoring stations, there is simply no way of trusting the data as there is no transparency
about when that data is collected, whether it is collected daily, et al.

Health impact:

2017 state level Global Disease Burden report shows that air pollution has moved up the ranks as a major
killer in nearly all states across India
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The 35-60 age group is the most vulnerable to non-communicable diseases and has witnessed increased
vulnerability to air pollution.



While air pollution is hurting the country’s exchequer, it’s also associated with certain cancers, lower birth
weight, premature birth, strokes and respiratory disease.

Lack of policy:

There is little evidence that either the central or Delhi government has any effective policy strategy for air
pollution.



India’s political inefficiency is making regional air pollution a nearly intractable problem.

Lack of coordination:

Although the states of Haryana and Punjab have banned farmers from burning straw, implementation has
been minimal.



Policy coordination is also weak across states governed by rival political parties.




Level of apathy among the government and general public.






For example, the leaders of Delhi and Haryana have publicly clashed about who is to blame for air
pollution. They have also failed to hold discussions about the problem or to find feasible solutions.

In India, public outrage over air pollution is still seasonal and rarely swells beyond social media.

Don’t know the sources of air pollution:


2008 was when data on pollution sources was last collected in cities.



Study by IIT Kanpur for Delhi revealed that the contribution of each source of pollution vehicles, waste
burning, construction dust changes with the seasons, but most cities don’t have this information.

Multidimensional issue:

Environmentalists were blaming urbanisation, incessant construction, the rising number of cars and
two wheelers, lengthening traffic jams, Diwali firecrackers and the burning of garbage for most of the
pollutants that now regularly hang in the Delhi air.



Problem is also with the rice straw and husk left behind after threshing and milling.


Punjab harvested a colossal 18 million tonnes of paddy in 2016, but with it came 34 million tonnes
of straw and husk. Since rice straw is no longer fed to cattle in Punjab and Haryana, it too is being
burned.

Measures needed :

Central government must intervene to coordinate collaborative policy among states and hold officials
accountable for inaction.



Central government should also reinforce state-level initiatives to minimise burning and promote sustainable
farming.



Public role:



Gasification of rice straws can solve the problem of air pollution.




Landfills are constantly on fire exposing lakhs of people to carcinogenic emissions. This is a common problem
in all cities. If people segregated garbage at home, there would be no burning of waste. People can also
choose public transport, or pick electric and CNG vehicles.

Gasifying the straw and stubble in a two-stage process that yields a fuel gas that can be used for cooking,
heating and power generation, and any type of transport fuel

WHO praises for India’s Pradhan Mantri Ujjwala Yojana scheme, which has provided 37 million women living
below the poverty line with LPG (liquefied petroleum gas) connections. Such schemes will also help cut the indoor
air pollution that plagues much of rural India, which is not covered in the WHO analysis
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Adopt Chinese model:

Chinese government has taken a systematic and coordinated approach to managing air pollution. It has
adopted a suite of policies that promote alternative energy and punish regulatory breaches.



The country is rapidly scaling back capacity for coal-fired power and steel. China is also soliciting foreign
investment in green energy technologies, and has intensified inspections of major polluters.



Fines for pollution topped USD$ 28 million in 2015 in Beijing alone



To combat vehicle exhaust smoke, an annual quota of 150,000 new cars was established for 2017, with
60,000 allotted only to fuel efficient cars.

Q) A multi-pronged strategy needs to be adopted to drive the behavioural change in farmers’
community for extracting more value out of the farm waste. Discuss in the light of the NITI
Aayog’s report on biomass management. (250 words)
Reference
Reference
Why this question
India generates a huge amount of biomass annually, especially from the agricultural sector. Burning
of this biomass creates air pollution problem in the northern states of India, where the practice is
more prevalent. Recently, a task force on biomass management submitted its report. The task force
has suggested a two-pronged approach to tackle the issue: a) ploughing the residue back into the
field and; b) extraction and usage for other purposes. The issue is related to GS-3 syllabus under the
following headingConservation, environmental pollution and degradation, environmental impact assessment, Disaster
and disaster management.
Key demand of the question.
The question wants us to discuss the need for and course of action for imparting behavioural change
in farmer’s community, for better use and management of farm waste.
Directive word
Discuss- we have to dig deep into the given issue and write in length about the reasons for the
particular behaviour, why there is need for behavioural change and how to impart it.
Structure of the answer
Introduction- mention India’s plan to achieve 10GW capacity of energy generation from biomass
and current installed capacity of around 5 GW.
Body

Discuss the reasons for burning of farm waste by farmers- e.g lack of knowledge about
alternate use, very less time for farm preparation, unorganized nature of biomass market,
which is characterized by lack of mechanization in agriculture sector, fragmented land
holdings, and vast number of small or marginal farmers etc.



Briefly discuss some of the ex-situ and in-situ methods of farm waste utilization. E.g prali
char, compositing, Bio-Power, Bio-CNG, Pelletisation Plant, Briquetting Plant, Pyrolysis
(biochar), biogas Plant etc.



Mention and briefly discuss in points, about the strategies suggested by the task force of
NITI Aayog- e.g subsidies on various technologies, regulatory support to businesses, creating
awareness by field visits and by using ICT tools, reward scheme for individual farmers and
for panchayats, creating efficient monitoring mechanisms etc.

Conclusion- bring out a fair, concise balanced conclusion out of the above discussion.
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Background:

Disposal of farm waste, either from farm as residues or from crop residues, has always been an issue to dispose
them , after crop residues are consumed as fodder by the livestocks , besides posing an invitable environmental
threat , popularly known as crop residue burning.



About 32% of the total primary energy use in the country is derived from biomass and more than 70% of the
country’s population depends upon it for their energy needs.



Biomass from agriculture is available only for a short period after its harvesting, which can stretch only for 2-3
months in a year. So there is a need to have robust institutional and market mechanism for efficient
procurement of the required quantity of biomass, within this stipulated short time, and safe storage till it is
finally used.

Farm waste in India and why is it burned :

The reason why farmers burn paddy stubble is that they do not have an option. Earlier, when harvesting was
manual, the crop waste was sold by farmers to paper mills for use as raw material. However, with most
harvesting becoming mechanical, the waste is left in the fields.



Farmers have the option of burying the crop waste in the fields and turning it into manure. But it is an expensive
option, which few are willing to try.



Primary reason to burn is pathogen control. Without burning, there is an increased reliance on chemicals to
control these unwanted pests and diseases.



The stubble needs to be removed before farmers prepare the farm for the winter crop.



With cost concerns, the short gap between summer and winter crops, lack of incentives from the government
and shortage of equipment, most farmers resort to residue burning



Most of the farmers are small and marginal with extremely small landholdings and they lack awareness.

Methods already undertaken:

Bio-char is readily available in cities but it still needs to be promoted as an integral part of rural economy.



The ‘Paddy-straw to bio-ethanol’ has the potential to achieve zero-burning in rural areas and contribute to
availability of cleaner fuels in urban areas.





Paddy straw is converted into Prali char and Biochar through the process of pyrolysis which involves
burning straw in controlled manner in Prali brick (clay kiln) or top lift up-draft gasifier.



The briquette and pellet are produced by compressing paddy straw to 5-6 times using mechanical / hydraulic
press or other techniques depending on scale of the plant



This makes the biomass much more compact to storage, handle and transport for using in various end-use
applications.

Bio-ethanol could become viable for commercial deployment in future and has potential to address the airpollution in rural and urban areas at the time by diverting paddy straw to ethanol production and blending
ethanol for cleaner transport fuel.

Suggestions to change the farmers behaviours :

1500 lakh tonne agro waste is produced in India every year. India needs to promote entrepreneurship
development in the field of agro-waste management. This will result in a boost to the rural economy, help
farmers earn more with the same crop and other people in the village can also be gainfully employed in the
industries based on these products,



Making pellets and briquettes to be used as alternative to coal, firewood, cooking gas



Generating power through biomass



Turning into ethanol as alternative to fossil fuels
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NITI Aayog report on biomass management :

Individual farmers are provided with financial support for implementing some of the in-situ and on-farm
straw management techniques.



Awareness campaigns should be conducted to raise farmer’s awareness and educate them on viable
options for either utilising the farm residue in-situ or convert it into other useful products using on-farm
management techniques.



Recommended that impact fund could be created (with a dedicated fund manager) for promoting
future investments in clean technologies . The aforesaid impact fund is recommended to receive financial
resource from the National Clean Energy Fund (NCEF).



Making the shared infrastructure affordable to farmers in the long run should be given the due focus.



These efforts can be supplemented by leveraging the existing local governance structures and providing
them sense of ownership and participation in the ongoing efforts to stop farm fires.



Reward scheme needs to be designed for the villages which do not burn their waste and become a role
model for other villages.



In-situ use of crop-residue for mulching



Utilisation of crop residue in bio-ethanol, biochar, briquettes, pellets, etc. The reports evaluates the costeffectiveness of each solution proposed



Provision of storage facilities in the form of warehouses and better farm equipment which could be shared
among farmers



In addition to technical solutions to the problem of paddy straw burning, the report explains the need for
strengthening of state level remote sensing to keep a track on crop burning cases.



Re-assess the fuel quality criteria for briquettes/pellets made out of crop residue:


Directive for power plants to procure paddy-straw briquette/pellet



Remove the size limitation for Bio-power captive generation

Q) Examine the reasons behind acute groundwater shortage in India and suggest steps to deal
with the situation? (250 words)
Reference
Reference
Why this question
Groundwater is a critical resource whose sound management is absolutely necessary. Various
reports have pointed out the alarming drop in groundwater levels across the country. The issue
compels us to examine the root cause behind this shortage and suggest steps to deal with the issue
Key demand of the question
Following points are to be highlighted in the answer
Paint the picture of acute shortage of groundwater in the country


Probe deeper into the various factors that have led to this crisis



Ways to deal with the crisis

Directive word
Examine – When you are asked to examine, you have to probe deeper into the topic, get into details,
and find out the causes or implications if any.
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Structure of the answer
Introduction – highlight studies that point towards the rapidly declining groundwater level in the
country which forces us to examine this issue in greater detail.
Body
The problem of groundwater shortage in India is to be highlighted. Take cues from the down to earth
article


Examine the reasons behind groundwater shortage under various heads – policy lacunae,
overexploitation, lack of legal provisions, indiscriminate pollution etc



Suggest ways to deal with the crisis. Quote from research articles, policy strengthening, legal
provisions like groundwater management bill etc

Conclusion – Re-emphasize on the importance of groundwater as a natural resource and the
necessity to manage it well for our own good – keeping into account the growing water crisis.
Background:

India faces an acute shortage of safe and sustainable water, specifically groundwater, a crisis that will exacerbate
with factors like indiscriminate use and climate change,



According to a 2012 World Bank report, India is the largest user of groundwater in the world



Punjab is the highest groundwater exploited state, where 76 per cent of the assessment units being overexploited

Reasons behind acute groundwater shortage in India :

Successive droughts and erratic rainfall have led to excess extraction of groundwater. That explains 61 per cent
decline in groundwater level in wells in India between 2007 and 2017.



Farmers are digging more and more borewells, but the sources of the problem are many, including transition to
water-intensive crops and spate of construction activity along catchment areas.



A recent Down To Earth story highlighted how Bengaluru is losing its capacity to recharge groundwater as the
number of water bodies like lakes has reduced by 79 per cent.



India’s huge groundwater-dependent population, uncertain climate-reliant recharge processes and
indiscriminate land use changes with urbanization are among the many factors that have rendered the Indian
groundwater scenario to become a global paradigm for water scarcity, for both quantity and quality.



Trans-boundary upstream water sources and archaic irrigation methods for the water shortage.



Government failure:





The government finance for well digging and pump installation with capital subsidies, massive rural
electrification and pervasive energy subsidies all have enabled this process to aggravate.



In the north western parts of India and southern peninsula, the early and rapid rural electrification, free or
subsidised power to the farm sector, large productive farmers and attractive procurement prices for major
cereals led to intensive use of groundwater.



Zero marginal cost of pumping and lack of restriction on volume of water resulted in inefficient and
unsustainable use of the resource.

Lack of adequate planning, crumbling infrastructure, indiscriminate drilling of borewells, large-scale
consumption of water, and a false sense of entitlement in using water carelessly are causing water shortages.

Steps to deal with the situation :

Crisis can be tackled by restoring and enhancing groundwater recharge areas, stopping polluted water from
recharging groundwater, rainwater and roof top harvesting and the restoration of ponds, lakes and other river
systems.



Most empirical studies are in favour of pricing electricity on the basis of actual consumption. They show that
the energy prices at which the farmers start responding to tariff changes in terms of reducing the demand for
water and electricity would be socio-economically viable.
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With metering, there would be no need for restricting power supply, as done now.



More efficient irrigation, growing less water-intensive crops in the dry season and transitioning away from
irrigation-intensive systems where there is little water.



India needs better policies that directly help small-holders and labourers to adapt and adjust to risks associated
with groundwater depletion and a more variable future climate.



World Bank’s Water Scarce Cities Initiative seeks to promote an integrated approach to managing water
resources and service delivery in water-scarce cities as the basis for building resilience against climate change.


Government has come up with a ₹6,000-crore World Bank-aided Atal Bhujal Yojana with community
participation to ensure sustained groundwater management in overexploited and ground water-stressed
areas in seven States.



In urban areas putting in place an efficient piped supply system has to be top on the agenda of policymakers
and planners.



Micro irrigation practices like drip and sprinkler systems have to be promoted in a big way for efficient use of
water for agriculture. Both in urban and rural areas, digging of rainwater harvesting pits must be made mandatory
for all types of buildings.



Conscious efforts need to be made at the household level and by communities, institutions and local bodies to
supplement the efforts of governments and non-governmental bodies in promoting water conservation.



Sustained measures should be taken to prevent pollution of water bodies, contamination of groundwater and
ensure proper treatment of domestic and industrial waste water. Reduce, reuse, and recycle must be the
watchwords if we have to handover a liveable planet to the future generations.

Q) Examine the performance of National Forest Policy 1988. Discuss whether the draft forest
policy will address the issues faced by forest sector in India? (250 words)
Financial express
Why this question
The data on forest area released by state of forest report (SFR) highlights the less than adequate
increase in the forest cover of India. Due to declining forest cover, India is facing several
environmental challenges and natural hazards which make it imperative for us to evaluate the
performance of last forest policy and suggest changed in the new draft forest policy.
Key demand of the question
The question expects us to bring out the following points in our answer
The performance of forest policy 1988


In protection and enhancement of forest cover



Involvement of people in conservation efforts



Etc



The issue faced by forest management in India



Whether those issues have been adequately handled in the draft forest policy. If yes, how and if
not, what changes should be brought in.

Directive word
Examine – When you are asked to examine, you have to probe deeper into the topic, get into details,
and find out the causes or implications if any .
Discuss – This is an all-encompassing directive – you have to debate on paper by going through the
details of the issues concerned by examining each one of them. You have to give reasons for both
for and against arguments.
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Structure of the answer
Introduction – mention that India has recently come out with a draft forest policy and the SFR data
has highlighted the problems plaguing forests in India.
Body


Discuss the broad principles of forest policy of 1988 and examine its impact on areas like forest
area coverage, community participation in conservation etc



Examine the issues that are still plaguing the forests despite NFP 1988



Examine whether the draft forest policy will help in resolving the issues faced. Discuss the
key provisions, principle and aims and objectives of the policy to see whether it is line with the
changes required

Conclusion – Present your view on the efficacy of draft forest policy and suggest way forward.
Background:

Forests are very important economically, ecologically and even for the survival of the human kind. The new draft
policy seeks to replace the country’s 30-year-old national forest policy.



In the light of the contemporary challenges like climate change, human-wildlife conflict, intensifying water crisis,
increasing air and water pollution and deteriorating environment a new policy is necessary.

National forest policy 1988:

The NFP 1988 was enacted with the aim of preserving the remaining natural forests and for increasing
substantially the forest/tree cover in the country.



It debarred the private sector from raising plantation on forestland and encouraged them to source raw materials
directly from farmers.



It promoted substitution of wood with other materials.



It also envisaged vesting in individuals, particularly from the weaker sections, certain ownership rights over trees
for protecting and enhancing forests.



The goal of increasing tree cover outside Recorded forest area and promoting agroforestry has been notable,
though much more needs to be done to realise the full potential of agroforestry.



Similarly, the policy of substituting wood with plastic and metals has been successful.

Criticism:

Most of the increase in dense forests is just plantations on private land, changes in dense forest cover
inside Recorded forest area are insignificant.



The increase in total forest cover is also largely because of trees grown outside forests, mostly under social and
farm forestry.



Recorded forest area has experienced significant degradation in the last 30 years. Thus, India has had significant
loss of ecologically diverse forests and major gains in plantations outside forests.



There is a general decline in the growing stock:



Growing stocks in forests have declined of 12% in a little over a decade from 2002-15. This indicates
significant degradation of forest.

Forest cover inside recorded forest area


State forest reports have data on forest cover inside the recorded forest areas (RFAs), and outside, since
2011. The data in the last four SFRs indicates that the forest cover inside the RFAs has reduced while it has
increased outside. So, forest cover is increasing on the private land and not in forests managed by the
foresters.
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Draft forest policy :

The overall objective and goal of the present policy is to safeguard the ecological and livelihood security of people,
of the present and future generations, based on sustainable management of the forests for the flow of ecosystem
services.



Features:

Public private participation for afforestation in degraded forest areas




Promoting urban greens






It proposes to restrict schemes and projects which interfere with forests that cover steep slopes,
catchments of rivers, lakes, and reservoirs, geologically unstable terrain and such other ecologically
sensitive areas

It also suggests setting up of two national-level bodies


National Community Forest Management (CFM) Mission and National Board of Forestry (NBF) for
better management of the country’s forests



The draft calls for state boards of forestry headed by state ministers in charge of forests to be
established for ensuring inter-sectoral convergence, simplification of procedures, conflict resolution,
among other things

Afforestation in catchment areas for river rejuvenation and water recycling




It says the management plans for urban green will be prepared and implemented in consonance with
the development plan of cities.

Measures to safeguard ecosystems from forest fire (map the vulnerable areas; develop and strengthen early
warning systems)




Public-private participation models will be developed for undertaking afforestation and reforestation
activities in degraded forest areas and forest areas available with forest development corporations and
outside forests

The ecologically sensitive catchment areas shall be stabilized with suitable soil and water conservation
measures, and also by planting suitable trees and grass like bamboo



Economic valuation of forests



Forest certification to provide premium on forest produce



Integration of climate change concerns in forest management



Promote agro-forestry and farm forestry



Management of north-eastern forests

Besides, it had suggested launching a national forest streams revival programme in mission mode to tackle the
water crisis.

Positives:

It addressed the issue of forest fires, stating that adequate measures would be taken to safeguard ecosystems
from forest fires, map the vulnerable areas and develop and strengthen early warning systems and methods to
control fire, based on remote sensing technology and community participation.”



The latest draft of National Forest Policy has omitted any reference to a green tax or a national stream revival
programme.



It emphasized on integrating climate change concerns into forest management while noting that forests acts as
a natural sink of carbon dioxide thereby assisting in climate change mitigation.


Contributes to the forestry-related Nationally Determined Contribution Targets and by integrating, climate
change mitigation and adaptation measures in forest management through the mechanism of REDD+
(Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and Forest Degradation plus) so that the impacts of the climate
change is minimised.
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To tackle rising human-wildlife conflict, the draft outlined short-term and long-term actions.



The draft policy document also talks about degraded land and how it can be improved by undertaking
afforestation activities using public private partnership models.



It seeks to sync it with the country’s forestry-related ‘Nationally Determined Contribution’ targets under the
Paris Agreement where India has promised to rapidly increase its forest cover so that an additional carbon sink
of 2.5 to 3 billion tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent is created by the year 2030.



The draft policy also talks about the need to stimulate growth in the forest based industry sector. This sector
being labour intensive can help in increasing green jobs. Forest corporations and industrial units need to step up
growing of industrial plantations for meeting the demand of raw materials



Apart from these, the policy has a sprinkling of good objectives like promoting agroforestry by loosening control
over farmers and reversing the wood-substitution policy.

Failure :

The draft NFP 2018 mentions major forestry issues ailing the forest sector, but it doesn’t provide answers to them
as to how these objectives will be achieved considering the competitive demands for forestlands.



New draft also says efforts will be made to achieve harmonization between policies and laws like Forest Rights
Act (FRA) 2006 . People may see it as an attempt to weaken role of gram sabhas (village councils)



While the role of forests as climate change mitigation factor has been recognised, the draft NFP is vague on the
issue of forests rights for forest dwelling communities as it reasserts the control of the forest department over
the forests by undermining the Forest Rights Act.



Continues to speak about private participation in forest management, which was criticized in 2016.



This policy is in direct conflict with the policy of promoting social/farm forestry.




As industries get forestlands cheap, they will raise captive plantations of monoculture species, bringing
down their production costs. Farmers growing the same tree species will not be able to compete against
such low prices. Bringing the private sector into production forestry will completely undermine farmers.

There is ample evidence to show that Community forest resource can transform the livelihoods of communities
and conserve and regenerate forests.


The draft policy has chosen to undermine CFR by proposing a new community-forest-management mission.
This parallel mission will control the CFR process, taking power from the communities and vesting it with
the forest department.

Way forward:

A production forestry system in place in the form of Forest Development Corporations (FDC), is needed


With close to 1.3 million ha of forestland under their control, FDCs need technical and financial support
to improve the productivity of their plantations. The private sector can partner with FDCs and increase the
productivity of this land.



Agroforestry can be further scaled up by removing restrictive regulations and providing incentives and
operational support systems. FDCs and agroforestry can meet India’s wood demands.



International experiences :

In Brazil and Colombia the deforestation rate has been reported to be two times lower in community
controlled forests as compared to those not under community management.



The forest departments in these countries have reversed their roles from being owners and regulators of
forests to becoming facilitators in community-managed forests. This is the paradigm shift required in India’s
forest administration.
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Q) Critically analyze the health and environmental effects of using water and air purifiers. (250
words)
EPW
Why this question
Air and water purifiers have become quite common and their demand has also been increasing
across India. However, there are many issues associated with their usage, as they affect the health
and environment. The issue is related to GS-3 syllabus under the following headingConservation, environmental pollution and degradation, environmental impact assessment
Key demand of the question
The question wants us to delve deeper into the issue and bring out the effects of using water and air
purifiers- positive and negative, and then form an opinion on their efficacy and desirability.
Directive word
Critically analyze- We have to discuss the pros and cons of using water and air purifiers, and form
an opinion on their use based on the discussion.
Structure of the answer
Introduction- Mention the growing popularity of air and water purifiers and reasons behind thatgrowing pollution, growing population, growing income, growing consciousness about pollution
etc.
Body–


discuss the pros of using air and water purifiers.
e.g air purifiers- recommended in highly polluted areas for children, asthma patients and
patients suffering from some cardiovascular disease etc.



water purifiers- recommend in areas where untreated water is supplied etc.



discuss the cons of using water and air purifiers.
e.g air purifiers- no indicator for ensuring proper working of the equipment, outdoor pollution
remains same and even aggravates, outdoor pollution can’t be avoided altogether etc.



water purifiers- no indicator, wastage of water, pollution of outdoor water, irrational use like in
areas getting supply of treated water etc.

Conclusion- mention the lack of BIS standards and need to educate people about the usage of water
and air purifiers, and the imperative to holistically address pollution at individual and collective
levels.
Background:

In recent years, purifiers have captured the imagination of people as a solution to the pollution menace despite
not doing much to alleviate the situation. Two of the most prominent types of purifiers used at the household
level to alleviate the influence of pollution are air and water purifiers.

Health and environmental impacts:


Water purifier :

Positives:

One of the primary reasons people need to shift from tap water to filtered water is to ensure the least
amount of exposure to water borne disease such as diarrhea, cholera, dysentery, etc. About 1.8
million people die every year of diseases like cholera. Millions of others are seriously sickened by a
variety of water-related ailments many of which are easily preventable.



Having a true HEPA filter air purifier does not produce ozone as a bi-product like Ionic air cleaners do.
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In essence, a good air purifier can keep the air indoors much cleaner and healthier to breathe no matter
if you have pre existing respiratory conditions or not.



RO water purifier removes toxin such as lead, mercury, Fluoride, Arsenic, Chlorine which case human
body to be ill. Lead metal can cause brain damage and anaemia.

Negatives:

HEPA filters get choked with dust, and have to be replaced every few months. “If they are not replaced,
they can actually cause far more harm.



While RO water purifier removes dissolved impurities it removes natural mineral such as
iron, magnesium, calcium and sodium which are essential to the human body and cause a mineral
deficiency in the body



No such standards are available for purification devices. This leaves the users in a dilemma as they
cannot test the quality of the water that they get from source or even after purification from the device.
They can only test the taste and appearance of the water that they get.



Home water filters may help remove chlorine and other heavy metals such as mercury, but they may
not be able to remove pesticides



Does not kill bacteria, viruses:




Water taste altered:




RO water purifier takes too long to the purification of water.

Water wastage:




As natural minerals are removed water gets de-mineralized as a result water taste affected, it
becomes tasteless.

More time to purify:




RO water purifier does not kill waterborne disease-causing bacteria and viruses. There is high
probability that microorganisms can pass through RO membrane( It is advisable to pass RO water
through the UV water purifier to treat microorganisms )

Approximately much more water compared to filtered out water flushed down as waste water.

Air purifiers:

Positives:

Air purifiers are especially important in houses because they quickly and quietly clear
allergens and other particles, effectively remove odor, pollen, smoke, dust, pet dander, and
almost all other pollutants present in the air.



Control unwanted odors in the home like smoke, lingering cooking smells, pet odors
(especially great for cat box odors), kitchen garbage odors, etc.



Filters mold spores out of the air :





It is known that mold can be extremely detrimental to your health and can aggravate
respiratory conditions like asthma, sinusitis, and hay fever. Mold is also dangerous for
those with compromised immune systems or those who suffer from more serious
respiratory conditions like COPD, emphysema, chronic bronchitis, and pneumonia.

Removes other asthma and allergen triggers from the air like dry skin cells, second-hand
smoke, asbestos particles, radon gas, fumes, volatile organic compounds, and other
pollutants.

Negatives:
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Carbon filters do little to control gaseous pollutants. They do not address pollutants like
benzene, other hydrocarbons and NO2.



They shift the pollutants from inside the house to the outside, contributing to overall
pollution



The utility of air purifiers to asthma patients, children, and the elderly cannot be denied, even
when they might not serve well to prevent pollution or saving people from the harmful
effects of pollution



Purifiers have a threshold of clearing the air depending on their size, size of the room,
pollutant levels, etc, leading to their usage being restricted to specific environs.



There may also be certain contaminants, dangerous, but not being removed by the purifier
that one uses.



The purifier might also not work efficiently all the time leading to contamination



The problems of leakages will always be eminent. Finally, being in an overly purifier
environment might lead to reduction in the adaptability to endure one’s outside
environment.



Absence of regulation or standardisation of any kind in India


It is very difficult to ascertain the quality and usability of these devices, which are quite
popular, especially after the increase of pollutants in air to dangerous levels in most
parts of India

Conclusion:

Only solution to the current air quality problems is an improvement in the ambient air quality

Q) Oceans are claimed to be ‘last frontiers’ of growth and development, however, this potential
needs to be utilised in a balanced manner. In this backdrop, examine whether creation of
Marine protected areas is in sync with India’s Blue economy strategy? (250 words)
Reference
Financial express
Why this question
The discussion on global conservation accord for the oceans brings into focus the blue economy
strategy of various countries. India has off late taken a lead in creating awareness and implementing
blue economy strategies for itself and Indian Ocean littoral countries. Thus the balance between
usage of ocean resources and sustainable management of oceans has to be found.
Key demand of the question
The following points are to brought out in your answer


The immense potential of ocean resources



The need to maintain a balance and what is understood by balance



What is blue economy and how the creation of Marine protected areas is linked to blue economy



Examine whether for a country like India, having several pressing developmental needs, creation
of protected areas will lead to issues in growth. How to reconcile the two



Strategy that should be followed

Directive word
Examine – When you are asked to examine, you have to probe deeper into the topic, get into details,
and find out the causes or implications if any . Here discuss the issues as discussed above.
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Structure of the answer
Introduction – Highlight the growing emphasis on Blue economy, explain blue economy in brief.
Body


Highlight the immense potential of ocean resources, which enhances the risk of over exploitation
and hence the need for maintaining a delicate balance. Talk about the problems faced on
account of ocean pollution.



Discuss the global accord on ocean conservation and the debates that it raises for countries like
India



Probe deeper into India’s blue economy strategy and discuss the pros and cons of creating MPAs.
In cons, one can discuss cases like the opposition to Meenakumari committee on deep sea fishing
which advocated creation of protected areas to boost fish population.



Discuss what should be a balanced strategy for India

Conclusion – provide your view and way forward on MPAs
Background:

India has the seventh longest coastline in Asia at 7,516.6 km, covering nine states and two union territories. These
states are not only highly vulnerable to natural disasters, lacking in resilience and adaptive capacity, but are also
faced with development deficits, to begin with.



This can change when India focuses on being blue economy and begin to take a more proactive role in global
discussions on ocean resources.

Blue economy:

The ‘Blue Economy’ or the ‘Oceans Economy’ is defined by the United Nations Conference on Trade and
Development (UNCTAD) as


A subset of, and complement to, the evolving development paradigm emphasising greener and more
sustainable and inclusive economic paths.



It seeks to expand the economic frontiers of coastal countries beyond their land territories.



Blue Economy is based on the idea to use locally available resources and employ renewable inputs, for example,
“ocean-as-a-resource” that addresses the problems of resource scarcity and enables sustainable development .



This marine-based economic development will reduce environmental risks and mitigate ecological challenges. As
a result, the optimized and responsible resource utilization will enable to achieve balanced socio-economic
development.

Significance of oceans and their exploitation:

International waters, account for two-thirds of Earth’s oceans and provide 90% of the habitat for life.



They also are the bedrock of up to $16 billion worth of fishing every



Oceans are abundant with resources, particularly in the sectors of fisheries, aquaculture, ocean energy, sea-bed
mining and minerals, and provides tremendous economic opportunities to develop marine tourism and shipping
activities.



Among these resources, fisheries and minerals are the most commercially viable industries. Commercial and
artisanal fisheries sustain the livelihoods of more than 38 million people worldwide.



Polymetallic nodules and polymetallic massive sulphides are the two mineral resources of commercial interest to
developers in the Indian Ocean.



The Indian Ocean Region is of strategic importance to India’s economic growth as the most of the country’s oil,
and gas is imported through the sea.



They already account for significant trade and commerce in the fields of shipping, offshore oil and gas, fishing,
undersea cables, and tourism. Besides these areas, there are other emerging industries such as aquaculture,
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marine biotechnology, ocean energy and sea-bed mining that have the potential to create jobs and spur
worldwide economic growth.


Exploitation of oceans and why a balanced strategy is needed:

Only the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) regulates activity in international
waters, including sea-bed mining and cable laying while 20-odd organisations regulate shipping as also
fishing, whaling and local conservation.



As per a Nature report, there is scientific consensus that nearly 30% of the global ocean needs to be
“cordoned off” to stave off mass extinction of marine populations.



Global accord on conservation of the oceans will, apart from establishing safeguards for the ocean, lay
down rules on resource-sharing and commercial activity, including mining, research, etc.


A major concern of the negotiations will agreement on creation of marine protected areas (MPAs)



Even though a new strategy is being considered other challenge will be to get the treaty, along with
punitive provisions, enforced.



Challenge is to get countries to make ambitious commitments on creation of MPAs. This will mean
large-scale giving up on exploration of oceanic resources

India’s blue economy strategy :

The development of Blue Economy can serve as a growth catalyst in realizing the vision to become a $10 trillion
economy by 2032.



Blue economy initiative was launched in 2015 is a multi-disciplinary approach for the exploitation of hydrocarbons
and other marine resources, deep sea fishing, preservation of marine ecology, mitigating climate change by
addressing environmental issues and disaster management.



As a green-oriented effort, it can facilitate a circular economy with zero-waste and zero-pollution and more
employment.



Employment:

Marine biotechnology and services also open the vistas for a new cadre of technical work- force with
immense opportunities.



Marine industries such as boat and ship building along with sea product processing firms join the “blue
agenda.” Marine industrialization brings coastal urbanization in its train.



It helps minimize environmental risks and ecological scarcity with optimization of natural resources within
ecological limits.



Blue economy guarantees a green perspective to maritime economy and takes into cognisance the cost of all
negative externalities including environmental degradation and ecological imbalance.



Blue economy as a strategy is not devoid of challenges for India.


Despite the demand for marine food products on a global scale, India would find it harder to identify the
consumers owing to the competition among other blue economies such as Mauritius, Maldives, Australia, Sri
Lanka, Bangladesh and China.



Besides, the lack of culture of storage and adequate facilities for the same pose another hindrance in the
process.

Marine protected areas:

MPAs include marine reserves, sanctuaries, parks, and no-take zones, are areas designated to protect marine
species and habitats from both global and local threat



Concerns:

MPAs can’t ward off the effects plastic dumping in oceans, or the impact of climate change on oceans such
as increasing acidity, temperatures, etc.



Widespread lack of personnel and funds are preventing MPAs from reaching their full potential.
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The risk is that MPAs proliferate without further investment in MPA management, leaving new sites without
the resources they need to deliver on their promises.



There was a united fight against the Meenakumari committee report by the fishermen which advocated
creation of protected areas to boost fish population.

Positives:

They can give marine populations a protected area.



At MPAs with sufficient staffing, increases in fish populations were nearly three times greater than those
without adequate personnel.

Way forward :

Indian Ocean region needs a sustainable and inclusive framework for international partnerships. Countries in
the region need to not only coordinate and manage the growing security challenges in the region but also realize
the substantial economic potential the Indian Ocean area presents.



India’s commitment to strengthen its cooperation with the regional partners and build a sustainable ocean
economy aligns well with its domestic mega-modernisation projects that will enable the nation to harness the
full potential of the Ocean based Blue Economy.

Conclusion:

Ocean’s potential needs to be harnessed in a balanced manner, where the preservation and health of Oceans are
given their due importance, along with adherence to the United Nation’s Sustainable Development Goal 14 that
states “Conserve and sustainably use the oceans, seas and marine resources for sustainable development .“

Q) Recently mooted Draft Forest Policy (DFP) will significantly undermine the provisions of
Forest Policy, 1988 and hasten diversion of forest land for developmental projects. Analyse. (250
words)
The hindu
Why this question
Recently mooted DFP of India has been severely criticized for its attempts to undermine the statutory
powers of FP, 1988. This will have huge implications on the future of our forests. The issue is related
to GS 3 syllabus under the following headingConservation, environmental pollution and degradation, environmental impact assessment
Key demand of the question
The question wants us to discuss the statutory provisions of DFP, and how the FP attempts to
undermine the DFP provisions.
Directive word
Analyse- we have to identify the key aspects of the question- provisions of DFP, their statutory
nature and how they will be affected by FP.
Structure of the answer
Introduction- Discuss the Forest (conservation) Act and its power to grant permissions .
Body–


Discuss the SC judgements which confer statutory backing to the DFP



Discuss the provision of DFP which requires prior careful examination by specialists for the
social and environmental costs and benefits associated with any diversion of forest land.



Discuss the provision mandating total safeguard of Tropical rain / moist forests.
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Conclusion- Mention the need to revise the DFP and involve all stakeholders in framing a
scientifically backed, socio-economically sensitive, and long term FP.
Background:

Forests are very important economically, ecologically and even for the survival of the human kind. The new draft
policy seeks to replace the country’s 30-year-old national forest policy.



In the light of the contemporary challenges like climate change, human-wildlife conflict, intensifying water crisis,
increasing air and water pollution and deteriorating environment a new policy is necessary.

Forest policy 1988:

One of the strongest provisions in the existing NFP is with respect to restrictions on diversion of forest land for
non-forest purposes. Diversion of forest land for any-non-forest purpose should be subject to the most careful
examinations by specialists from the standpoint of social and environmental costs and benefits



In addition, the policy also says that tropical rain/moist forests, particularly in areas like Arunachal Pradesh,
Kerala, Andaman & Nicobar Islands, should be totally safeguarded.



The NFP 1988 was enacted with the aim of preserving the remaining natural forests and for increasing
substantially the forest/tree cover in the country.



It debarred the private sector from raising plantation on forestland and encouraged them to source raw materials
directly from farmers.



It promoted substitution of wood with other materials.



It also envisaged vesting in individuals, particularly from the weaker sections, certain ownership rights over trees
for protecting and enhancing forests.



The goal of increasing tree cover outside Recorded forest area and promoting agroforestry has been notable,
though much more needs to be done to realise the full potential of agroforestry.



Similarly, the policy of substituting wood with plastic and metals has been successful.

Draft forest policy :

The overall objective and goal of the present policy is to safeguard the ecological and livelihood security of people,
of the present and future generations, based on sustainable management of the forests for the flow of ecosystem
services.



Features:

Public private participation for afforestation in degraded forest areas




Measures to safeguard ecosystems from forest fire (map the vulnerable areas; develop and strengthen early
warning systems)




It proposes to restrict schemes and projects which interfere with forests that cover steep slopes,
catchments of rivers, lakes, and reservoirs, geologically unstable terrain and such other ecologically
sensitive areas

Afforestation in catchment areas for river rejuvenation and water recycling




Public-private participation models will be developed for undertaking afforestation and reforestation
activities in degraded forest areas and forest areas available with forest development corporations and
outside forests

The ecologically sensitive catchment areas shall be stabilized with suitable soil and water conservation
measures, and also by planting suitable trees and grass like bamboo

Promote agro-forestry and farm forestry

How Draft forest policy hastens diversion of forest land?


Draft policy has completely deleted the section on safeguards to be followed for diversion of forest land.
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Before diversion of forest land there is no requirement of cost-benefit analysis, no examinations by
specialists, no requirement of alternatives and no mention of the fact that tropical moist evergreen forests
as well as forests in hilly States such as Arunachal Pradesh should be totally safeguarded.



Instead of specialists, Central and State Boards for Forestry are envisaged, which are to be headed by the
respective Forest Ministers with a specific mandate for ensuring “simplification of procedures”.



Draft policy looks like an attempt to circumvent the Supreme Court’s judgment in Lafarge.



The draft NFP 2018 mentions major forestry issues ailing the forest sector, but it doesn’t provide answers to them
as to how these objectives will be achieved considering the competitive demands for forestlands.



New draft also says efforts will be made to achieve harmonization between policies and laws like Forest Rights
Act (FRA) 2006.People may see it as an attempt to weaken role of gram sabhas (village councils)



While the role of forests as climate change mitigation factor has been recognised, the draft NFP is vague on the
issue of forests rights for forest dwelling communities as it reasserts the control of the forest department over
the forests by undermining the Forest Rights Act.



Continues to speak about private participation in forest management, which was criticized in 2016.



This policy is in direct conflict with the policy of promoting social/farm forestry.




As industries get forestlands cheap, they will raise captive plantations of monoculture species, bringing
down their production costs. Farmers growing the same tree species will not be able to compete against
such low prices. Bringing the private sector into production forestry will completely undermine farmers.

There is ample evidence to show that Community forest resource can transform the livelihoods of communities
and conserve and regenerate forests.


The draft policy has chosen to undermine CFR by proposing a new community-forest-management mission.
This parallel mission will control the CFR process, taking power from the communities and vesting it with
the forest department.

Way forward:

A production forestry system in place in the form of Forest Development Corporations (FDC), is needed


With close to 1.3 million ha of forestland under their control, FDCs need technical and financial support
to improve the productivity of their plantations. The private sector can partner with FDCs and increase the
productivity of this land.



Agroforestry can be further scaled up by removing restrictive regulations and providing incentives and
operational support systems. FDCs and agroforestry can meet India’s wood demands.



International experiences :

In Brazil and Colombia the deforestation rate has been reported to be two times lower in community
controlled forests as compared to those not under community management.



The forest departments in these countries have reversed their roles from being owners and regulators of
forests to becoming facilitators in community-managed forests. This is the paradigm shift required in India’s
forest administration.

Q) Agriculture is being severely impacted by climate change and extreme weather events.
Discuss ways of mitigating this challenge. (250 words)
Financial express
Why this question
Agriculture is critical for the economy and food security but is coming under immense pressure on
account of climate change. Understanding the pressure and suggesting adaptation and mitigation
steps is important from mains perspective.
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Key demand of the question
The question demands us to highlight the ways in which climate change impacts agriculture and
what steps in terms of policy, scheme etc can be taken to mitigate the negative impacts.
Directive word
Discuss – Here the main impact of climate change on agriculture is to be brought out along with
steps for addressing the situation.
Structure of the answer
Introduction – highlight the numerous instances of extreme weather events which have led to crop
losses etc and how the frequency and severity of such events are increasing.
Body


Explain that climate change indeed impacts agriculture – highlight the view of experts and
IPCC



Highlight the ways in which climate change is impacting agriculture



Discuss the various adaptation and mitigation steps we can take to ensure that the negative
impacts can be allayed and we are better prepared of handling the adverse impacts

Conclusion – Mention the criticality of the issue and conclude with a way forward.
Background:

Climate change, which for India is predicted to result in higher and more erratic precipitations, will have negative
impacts on the productivity of important crops such as rice and wheat. Beyond general climate change trends,
what is more critical is the need to address the impact of climate variability and extreme weather events.



The Economic Survey for 2017-18 stressed upon the adverse impact of climate change (or global warming) on
agricultural production in India. It has brought greater urgency to tackle this issue, which has driven nearly 3 lakh
poor farmers to commit suicide in many states of our country.

Climate change and extreme weather events impact on agriculture:





Crops:

The production of major crops (rice and wheat) could reduce by 7% and 10%, respectively, by 2030,
according to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) assessment report of 2014.



Crops like rice, wheat, maize and sorghum are the worst hit by extreme weather events



Crops like soybean and gram are likely to benefit from higher level of CO2 in atmosphere, which helps in CO2
fertilisation



India is inching closer to become a water-stressed region as it is already surviving with around 1700-1800
cubic metres of water per capita per year

Economic losses:

Further, the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Agriculture has asserted that losses due to climate
change account for overall GDP loss of 1.5% of agricultural economy.



Immediate impact on supply, causing price shocks and volatility that spread across sectors and borders.

Groundwater:

Climate change is also affecting groundwater in India and contributing to its depletion. A study by the Indian
Institute of Technology, Gandhinagar, shows that variable monsoon precipitation, linked to climate change,
is likely to be the key reason for declining groundwater levels.

Ways government is trying:

Important policy measures such as the minimum support price (MSP) and the Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima Yojana
(PMFBY) are suffering from tardy implementation and face numerous challenges
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National Innovations on Climate Resilient Agriculture (NICRA), covers 151 villages in different regions of the
country that are vulnerable to climate change. NICRA has also been projected as an integral part of India’s INDCs
(Intended Nationally Determined Contributions) under the Paris climate agreement (2015), and to fulfil its
obligations under the UN Sustainable Development Goals for the agricultural sector.


Paucity of funds allocated, as a paltry sum of Rs 900-1,000 crore has been sanctioned under the scheme
during the last seven years of its operation Further, of this, only about Rs 500 crore has been spent so far.



There are not enough strong institutions to increase the availability of inputs such as seeds, fodder, farm
machinery and tools, and access to market for ease of transactions



Kisan Vigyan Kendras do not have suitable and sufficient trained staff to teach farmers about various
innovative interventions and give demonstrations to them



There is no linkage of NICRA with several agricultural and rural programmes of the government and which
are meant to provide additional sources of income to farmers and also to increase agricultural production.



Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Act (MGNREGA) is another well-known programme,
among others, to boost rural incomes in which asset creation is one of the main thrust areas.



One such programme is the government’s flagship scheme, the National Rural Livelihood Mission (NRLM), which
is to cover 1 crore households across states.



There are many things farmers can do themselves to cope with climate change:-



Practices can range from shifting planting dates in response to changing monsoon onset dates, choosing
varieties with different growth duration and adopting zero tillage to cope with climate shocks (Haryana).



One critical responsibility for the Indian government to help farmers deal with current climatic risks is to
strengthen weather services. A market-based instrument that proved attractive to many farmers in India is the
weather index insurance.


However, weather insurance is not a panacea for all problems faced by farmers and its effect can be limited
in the absence of reliable local information to support insurance decisions.

What more is needed:

Technology:

Government should increase the yield per hectare by using science and technology



Integrated farming has immense potential to make farmers climate smart through the cultivation of
different crops on the same land and using farm resources sustainably:



Climate smart agriculture involves integrated resource management for maximum productivity



Identifying cost-effective methane emission reduction practices in ruminants and in rice paddy



Need to supplement farmers income by other means so that he doesn’t depend only upon farm income.



Merging schemes:

Some coordination among all these programmes so that they can be implemented in the most beneficial
manner for the poor farmer.



The policy-makers should also examine whether the number of such programmes can be reduced for better
monitoring.



In addition, it is suggested that NICRA and NRLM may be merged as the main focus in both the schemes is
to ensure better income to the farmer by adopting similar innovations..



Drought monitoring and management, especially critical for areas under water scarcity.



Crop diversification is one of the central pillars of climate resilience that enables smoothing out climate impacts
on food production and income.
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Collect data and predict:

To facilitate decision-making by user communities, predictability and prediction studies of extreme
weather events at lead times from one day to two weeks and extreme climate events from one season to
one decade should be carried out.



To meet stakeholder needs, developing countries need improved data from better observation networks
(more stations, denser networks, complete data, near-real time data), and coordinated action across regions
and continents.



Standardised criteria and methodologies for defining weather and climate extremes, and more consistent
reference periods are urgently needed by both research and applications communities



Ocean and satellite data of consistent quality should be operationalized and maintained. Systematic efforts
should be made to collect soil moisture and groundwater data worldwide.



Priority should be given to systematic monitoring of the impacts of weather and climate extremes



Efficient water and nutrient management options to enhance use efficiency



Evaluation of carbon sequestration potential of different land use systems



Understanding opportunities offered by conservation agriculture and agro-forestry



Better land management practice is one of the ways to fight climate change and increase resilience of farming
systems in the continent.



Reusing of agricultural wastes rather than incineration also reduces greenhouse gases.



Every climate-smart farmer would incorporate practices like farm ponds, bundings, trenching, mulching and other
practices for conservation of soil moisture, use appropriate seeds and on-farm inputs (to avoid debt situations)
and to have better access and control over required water resources

Q) Critically analyze the process of removal of dams, as witnessed in several European
countries, with special emphasis on India. (250 words)
Reference
Why this question
Dams exert a huge influence on the environment, especially the rivers on which they are built.
Recently many dams were removed by several countries in Europe. The process has its own strengths
and limitations. The issue is related to GS 3 syllabus under the following headingConservation, environmental pollution and degradation, environmental impact assessment.
Key demand of the question
The question wants us to write in detail about the pros and cons/ limitations of the dam removal.
We then have to form an opinion on the issue vis a vis India.
Directive word
Critically analyse- we have to dig deep into the question and identify the reasons/ logic behind,
success of dam removal projects. We have to form a personal opinion on the above issue.
Structure of the answer
Introduction– Mention the names of a few dams that were removed recently in Europe like the
Vezons dam.
Body–


Discuss the purposes of dam removal. e.g protecting environment, preventing accidents,
prevent maintenance of outdated plants, equipments etc.
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Discuss the limitations of dam removal. e.g only a few dams are being removed and far
greater no.is being built, updating the plant and equipment will avoid dam removal, huge
costs involved especially for large and viable projects, not a sustainable solution in energy
thirsty world etc.



Discuss the prospects of dam removal in India. e.g high costs involved, lack of availability of
alternate sources of energy, no public pressure for dam removal etc.

Conclusion- form a concise, fair and a balanced conclusion based on the above discussion.
Background:

Dam removal gained momentum after the EU adopted the Water Framework Directive in 2000 which made it
imperative for member states to improve ecological protection of rivers and lakes.



According to Dam Removal Europe, 3,450 dams have already been removed in Sweden, Spain, Portugal, UK,
Switzerland and France.



Recently the French government and Spain have agreed to protecting environment, preventing accidents,
prevent maintenance of outdated plants, equipments etc.

Advantages of dam removal:

River restoration:



Brings life back to their rivers by taking down many small and obsolete dams .

Fish species:

Nearly one in 10 of Europe’s fish species could face extinction due to expanding hydropower dams in the
western Balkans.



These dams have blocked fish migration routes for generations, preventing them from mating.



Dams alter the natural characteristics of a river system. Long stretches of rivers, which once flowed freely
from source to outlet, become a series of pools, hindering migrating fish from reaching spawning grounds
in the upper reaches.



Costs :-



Costs including environmental, safety, and socio-cultural impacts



Reinstating the natural sediment and nutrient flow



Eliminating safety risks, restoring opportunities for recreation, and saving taxpayer money.

Positives of dams:

Dams may provide a variety of benefits, including water supply, power generation, flood control, recreation, and
irrigation.



After the dam formation, the energy security issues of India have been resolved to an extent. As a part of
development it is very important as 53% of land area is rain fed thus the irrigation through these dams plays a
very important role in agriculture



Disadvantages of dam removal:

Dam removal does result in fundamental changes to the local environment. The reservoir will be eliminated,
and with it the flat-water habitat that had been created.



Wetlands surrounding the reservoir may also be drained, although new wetlands are often created both in
the newly restored river reach above the former dam site and in the river below.



Sediment that collects behind a dam, sometimes over hundreds of years, may contain toxics such as PCBs,
dioxide, and heavy metals.



Removal of these toxic materials is often extremely expensive, and the threat of re-suspending these toxicladen sediments in the process of dam removal has the potential to damage downstream water quality and
threaten the health of fish and wildlife and water users.
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Short term impacts of the dam removal itself can include increased water turbidity and sediment build up
downstream from releasing large amounts of sediment from the reservoir, and water quality impacts from
sudden releases of water and changes in temperature.



Only a few dams are being removed and far greater numbers are being built, updating the plant and
equipment will avoid dam removal, huge costs involved especially for large and viable projects, not a
sustainable solution in energy thirsty world etc.

Indian scenario:

India, the third largest dam-building nation in the world after China and the US, has more than 5,000 large dams.

Why India needs to follow western approach of dam removal?


Conflicts over water have spiralled in India in the last few decades with states squabbling over reduced share of
water due to damming of rivers. Odisha-Chhattisgarh water conflict is one of the long-raging disputes.



India needs fewer obstacles and more free flowing rivers, without which, the world will never be able to stem
biodiversity loss.



Dams, which interfere with the continuous flow, don’t just lead to depression of groundwater table in the
downstream but also restrict movement of organisms, nutrients and sand along a river, which has an impact on
downstream aquatic system and biodiversity.



Rivers of West Bengal are heavily damned or irrigation and to provide flood control, but in effect it upsets
hydrological balance.



Dams don’t solve the problem of lack of water storage. On the contrary, the storage capacity of a river is reduced
to 75 per cent due to the problem of silting.



Due to excessive dams on Narmada, in the very last stretch of the river there is virtually no water, borewells in
the river bed are spouting saline water with high levels of chloride, salinity in the soil has also increased.

Concerns with dam removal in India:

Because the size and location of dams vary so greatly, the cost to remove an individual dam can range from tens
of thousands of dollars to hundreds of millions of dollars.



High costs are involved



There is lack of availability of alternate sources of energy so dam removal is not feasible at present



No public pressure for dam removal

Way forward:

India needs to follow Japan that have created multiple sub-surface dams. Unlike a surface dam, water loss by
evaporation is minimal in underground dams. In a country like India, where evaporation rates are very high, this
can be the game changer.



Building coastal reservoirs


Storing floodwater during rainy season with the help of coastal reservoirs is the best solution to overcome
water shortage.



Flood control can often be accomplished more effectively and for less money by restoring wetlands, maintaining
riparian buffers, or moving people out of the floodplain.



Updating antiquated irrigation systems and replacing inappropriate crops can dramatically reduce the need for
dams and reservoirs in the arid West.



Rather than plugging rivers with multiple hydropower dams, a cheaper and less environmentally harmful solution
is to use existing energy efficiency technologies.
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Q) Discuss the problems faced by rivers in India. Examine the factors behind failure of river
rejuvenation programs in India. (250 words)
Reference
The Hindu
Why this question
Most of Indian rivers are highly polluted and in stress and the situation is exacerbated by the Climate
Change and a growing population. The question is related to GS 3 syllabus under the following
headingConservation, environmental pollution and degradation, environmental impact assessment
Key demand of the question
The question wants us to write in detail about the problems faced by Indian rivers and why river
rejuvenation programs in India are not successful.
Directive word
Discuss- we have to write in detail about the first part of the question- problems faced by rivers;
Examine- we have to bring out the reasons behind poor performance of river rejuvenation
programmes in India.
Structure of the answer
Introduction- mention the health and condition of most of the Indian rivers and programs
like Namami Ganga, Yamuna bachao etc.
Body–


discuss in points, problems faced by Indian rivers. e.g pollution, illegal occupation, sand
mining, dams, declining flow in peninsular rivers, agricultural flow etc.



Discuss in points, reasons behind failure of river rejuvenation programs. e.g lack of proper
planning and timely disbursement of resources, failure to control entry of pollutants,
insufficient sewage treatment facilities, open defecation etc.

Conclusion– Present a fair, balanced and concise opinion.
Background:

Rivers are increasingly being treated as lifelines to an ever-growing population, the realisation of which is still to
sink in as far as India is concerned.

Problems faced by rivers in India:

Pollution:

More than half the rivers in India are polluted, with the developing economic power unlikely to meet
demand for fresh water from its still-growing population .



A primary cause is the quantity of sewage generated by cities and towns along polluted stretches .



Country’s waterways have also suffered badly in recent years, with vast quantities of municipal and industrial
waste discharged into them every day.



Relentless dumping of waste and release of untreated effluents is posing a serious threat to the over 50 rivers
in the country.




Ganga has been dammed, over-drained and sullied by sewage as well as industrial waste from the
numerous towns and cities which dot the river bank.

Even in the mountains, many rivers are said to be disappearing at most of the locations as hydropower projects
divert them into underground tunnels
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Overuse:

Further, the Indus and Teesta are among the eight mighty rivers of the world that run dry from overuse,
according to the National Geographic Society.



The biggest threats to the existence of rivers are big dams, canal diversions, hydropower projects and pollution.



Huge population in river banks

River rejuvenation programs and their failure:

With deteriorating quality of water in Ganga and Yamuna in 1985, the Ganga Action Plan (GAP) Phase I, followed
by GAP Phase II, starting in 1993.


Similarly, the Yamuna Action Plan (YAP) was also started in 1993 as a bilateral project with the Japanese
Government.



In 2009, the National Ganga River Basin Authority (NGRBA) with the Prime Minister as its Chairman, was
formed.



The total expenditure till March 2014 was Rs986.34 crore. In July, 2014, the Modi Government launched the
Namami Gange Project with more or less the same purpose as the GAP has served.



Government has focused on cleaning the Ganges but there has been little progress so far on a project which has
defeated successive administrations, despite substantial funding.



Declaration of the Ganga and the Yamuna as living entities signals a renewed effort to rescue our rivers.



Reasons for failure:

River water disputes like Mahadayi dispute are turned into a political issue.



There are different municipal agencies and government bodies, often working at cross purposes, who are
supposed to be working to save rivers.



Yamuna River Project has not addressed the issue of environmental flow which is crucial to save a river.


It does not tell the action plans for rejuvenation of the river and its riparian ecosystem that generate
ecological services including the storage of flood water, enhanced recharging of ground water, flood
regulation, treatment of sewage before and after discharging into river.



Straightening of rivers is entirely opposed to their ecological integrity and is environmentally destructive
and downright dangerous to the river banks and riverine population.



There is no understanding of river hydrology and floodplains, which form diverse habitats for flora and
fauna. Here lies the root of the problem,



Water in India is a state government subject and water laws are state-based. The state has the
constitutional power to make laws, to implement and regulate water supplies, irrigation and canals,
drainage and embankments, water storage and hydropower. This creates conflicts between centre and
state.



There is nothing in the constitution or law that shows an understanding of what a river is, what services it
provides or the conservation of rivers





There is no legal protection for rivers in India. This is the reason various legal and institutional
measures such as the Water Pollution Act, CPCB, the state pollution control boards, Ganga Action Plan,
Yamuna Action Plan and the National River Conservation Plan have yielded no results.



Successive governments have ignored river protection and a proposal for a river regulation zone has
been gathering dust for over a decade.



Government resolution (GR) mentions desilting, straightening and deepening of rivers. This is not
river rejuvenation.



Government is just focusing on pollution and trying to find an engineering solution while ignoring the
core issue, the ecological problem.

Open defecation in the rivers
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Way forward:

All state governments must make it mandatory to have rain water harvesting techniques in government as well
as private buildings and make roof water and surface harvesting mandatory.



Include embankments, embankment roads, and roads on either side of the river need to be developed as
greenways, with walkways, cycle paths and recreational centres to facilitate the link between citizens and the
river.



Rejuvenation of wetlands:



These wetlands can store millions of gallons of flood water and recharge ground water and also enhance
the river flow during lean period

Reforestation and protection of forested catchments:



Forested catchments reduce soil erosion and siltation of the river, they regulate stream flows and micro
climate. A protected catchment automatically means lesser silt in rivers

Vegetated and protected riparian banks. These protect the river banks, reduce erosion and maintain water
quality

Q) Examine the process related to granting environmental clearances in India and bring out
the shortcomings in the process? (250 words)
Financial express
Why this question
The recent office memorandum, as highlighted in the article, talked about introducing certain
changes in the process of granting environmental clearances. While the new idea of corporate
environment Responsibility is important in itself, the important thing to be discussed is the entire
process of EIA
Key demand of the question
The question expects that we detail out the entire process of EIA – both the operational as well as
the legal angles. Thereafter, we are required to examine the status of environmental clearances in
India and whether there are any shortcomings in the process which need to be eradicated.
Directive word
Examine – When you are asked to examine, you have to probe deeper into the topic, get into details,
and find out the causes or implications if any . Discuss the issues as highlighted above.
Structure of the answer
Introduction – Mention about the need for having a sound environmental clearance process to
ensure sustainable development.
Body


Detail out the entire process including the legal and operational angles.



Discuss the current situation in India with regards to the said process to understand how the
working of the process is.



Examine whether there are any shortcomings in the process which need to be reformed



Way forward

Conclusion – Mention that there is a need of paradigm shift in environmental management before
the water crosses the bridge.
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Background:

The environmental clearance process is required for many types of projects and covers aspects like screening,
scoping and evaluation of the upcoming project.



The main purpose is to assess impact of the planned project on the environment and people and to try to
abate/minimise the same.

Process related to granting environmental clearances in India :

Environmental clearance is granted by the ministry of environment, and the State Environment Impact
Assessment Authority (SEIAA), under the Environment Impact Assessment (EIA) notification of 2006.



This notification details the process for granting EC.


It includes the structure of the EIA report, process of appraisal, and the conditions and safeguards that a
company has to implement, including what the environment management plan should be.



The appraisal is carried out by the Expert Appraisal Committees (EACs), which largely comprise of ‘professionals
and experts’. The appraisal procedure clearly states, ‘in case the project or activity is recommended for grant of
EC, then the minutes shall clearly list out the specific environmental safeguards and conditions.



EIA Notification 2006 was issued under the sub-rule (3) of Rule 5 of the Environment (Protection) Rules, 1986. This
rule gives powers to the central government to impose certain restrictions and prohibitions on the location of
an industry, or the carrying out of processes and operations in an area, based on their potential environmental
impacts.

Shortcomings :

EC process in India involves a lot of paperwork with nothing to show on the ground.



Almost every project is cleared by EACs which consist of people not accountable to anyone



There is hardly any post-clearance monitoring. Hence, non-compliance of the safeguards and conditions is
rampant.



Projects are granted EC after they have already come up.



Primary goal of the EC process is to ensure that projects are located and constructed in such a manner that they
have the least possible impact on the environment. Unfortunately, the governments could not uphold this focus



The present clearance process with its sequential hurdles either forces a project proponent to give up the
venture, as was reportedly the case with major road projects of late, or burdens the project with time and cost
overruns.



The mindset underlying the clearance process seems to be two-fold. One, all projects deserve the same degree
of examination and the other being, following the “Precautionary Principle”, it is better to err on the safe side
and withhold clearance.



CAG:

It criticized delays at every step in projects getting environment clearances (ECs) and highlighted that the
ministry had not penalized even a single project for violation of EC conditions.

Way forward:

CAG recommendations:

The process of granting ECs by MoEFCC includes grant of ToRs for preparing EIA reports, public consultations
before they are considered for granting or rejecting environment clearance.



EC letters should clearly mention cost of activities under the Environmental Management Plan along with
the timelines for their implementation.



The capital and revenue expenditure amount to be spent on CSR cost should be distinctly specified in the EC
letter.



EC conditions should be more specific for the area to be developed under green belt and species to be
planted in consultation with forest/agriculture department along with post EC third party evaluation.
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While prescribing the conditions of environment clearance, the details about installation of monitoring
stations and frequency of monitoring of various environment parameters in respect of air, surface water,
ground water noise, etc. are clearly mentioned.



It also said that the conditions of environment clearance should be compatible with the nature and type of
project in order to avoid non-uniformity in similar kinds of projects.

The NCEPC, revived in a form reflecting the times, could be the body entrusted with the preparation of a
workable policy document on “Environment and Development”.


It could be fashioned on the model of the White House Council on Environmental Quality functioning in the
US directly under the President.



The Indian version could be under the Prime Minister advising him on matters referred to it by him or taken
up by it suo moto for enquiry.



The reason for locating the Committee directly under the Prime Minister is that environment being an allembracing term, the issues it would deal with would often be the concern of more than one ministry and
their examination has necessarily to be undertaken with a perspective larger than what any individual
department or ministry may have.



The revival of the NCEPC need not be at the cost of the MOEF:

While the former would act as a senior policy adviser to the Prime Minister, the latter could continue
to look after its present duties and responsibilities

Q) India’s efforts at addressing climate change and the wider issues of environmental
governance has been far from convincing. Critically examine. (250 words)
Reference
Why this question
As the impact of climate change becomes more apparent, and the Paris deal fails to make the dent
that was expected of it, how we are dealing with questions related to sustainability and climate
change becomes very important. Hence this question.
Key demand of the question
The question expects us to list out the various ways in which we have tried to address climate change
and improve our environmental management practices. Thereafter, we are required to bring out the
pros and cons of the way in which we deal with environmental governance. Post the critical analysis,
we need to present our own view on the assertion made in the question and suggest alternatives.
Directive word
Critically examine – When you are asked to examine, you have to probe deeper into the topic, get
into details, and find out the causes or implications if any . When ‘critically’ is suffixed or prefixed to
a directive, all you need to do is look at the good and bad of something and give a fair judgement.
Structure of the answer
Introduction – The opening to your answer must paint a brief picture of the challenges related to
climate change and sustainability that should give sleepless nights to our policy makers but is not.
Body


List the various steps taken for environmental governance – increase in coal cess, shift to
renewables, BSV standards etc



Analyze the pros and cons of the above steps taken and examine whether they have really helped
make the impact they were designed for



Highlight some of the critical steps that have not been taken and is urgently required such as the
move to dilute forest right etc
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Provide your view on how the performance of the government has been based on the arguments
made above



List some of the alternatives which can help improve environmental governance

Conclusion – Stress on the immense burden on our environment and the need to gear ourselves for
the upcoming challenges.
Background:

India has been facing mounting losses due to droughts and an increasing number of destructive extreme weather
events which have also been contributing to the staggering number of farmer suicides the country has witnessed.

Indian efforts:

The Paris Agreement :

India’s intended contributions earned international praise for its ambitious contributions including large
investments in renewable energy, afforestation and a plan to cut emission intensity of productive activity.



India has been lauded internationally for its forward thinking move in disincentivising coal. Coal cess and the
National Clean Energy Fund (NCEF) plays a big role in mitigating climate change in the country



Introduction of new emission norms in 2015 for thermal power plants:

Notification requiring all thermal power plants in the country to cut particulate matter emissions by about
40 per cent, sulphur and nitrogen oxides by about 48 per cent, and water consumption by nearly a third
within two years of the notification.



India has been lauded at several forums for taking the lead with an ambitious plan to increase renewable energy
capacities, not least for the International Solar Alliance (ISA) that India is leading with France.



An aggressive target was set to implement Bharat Stage VI emission norms from April 1, 2020, skipping Stage V
norms.



In 2017, a road map was being prepared so that only electric vehicles would be produced and sold in the country
by 2030.



In order to accelerate the transition to renewable sources of power, the government, under the National Solar
Mission, revised the target for setting up solar capacity from 20 GW to 100 GW by 2021-22.



The Centre has also assured the Supreme Court of India that the highly polluted Ganga will be cleaned up by
2018.



Compensatory afforestation purports to be a ‘win-win’ solution: a win for the environment because lost forests
are compensated for, and a win for business because these forests can be traded on international carbon
markets for their value as carbon sinks.



The overall objective and goal of the present draft forest policy is to safeguard the ecological and livelihood
security of people, of the present and future generations, based on sustainable management of the forests for
the flow of ecosystem services.



National Innovations on Climate Resilient Agriculture (NICRA), covers 151 villages in different regions of the
country that are vulnerable to climate change. NICRA has also been projected as an integral part of India’s INDCs
(Intended Nationally Determined Contributions) under the Paris climate agreement (2015), and to fulfil its
obligations under the UN Sustainable Development Goals for the agricultural sector.

Criticism:

While ambitious initiatives have created an image of environmental concern, policy implementation on the
ground looks nothing alike. In a bid to improve the ease of doing business, the government has diluted
requirements of Environmental Impact Assessments and public hearings before approval of projects.



Coal cess:

CAG reported a 106 per cent jump in cess in its 2017 audit report. But nobody knows where these funds
have been spent.
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With a plethora of ministries hosting poorly inter-linked climate-related programmes, there is little clarity
on where finance comes from and where it is being spent.

Even in projects that are actually sanctioned using the funds, there have been criticisms abound regarding the
difficulty to get projects approved


Apart from the Coal Cess, the status of utilisation of thousands of crores accrued from education cess, road
cess, infrastructure cess, Krishi Kalyan cess, Swachh Bharat cess etc. is still not known.



In 2017, the thermal power plant notification was almost nullified when the Central Pollution Control Board
issued letters to more than 400 thermal power plants allowing the plants to release pollutants and effluents
directly into the environment for up to five more years.



While the country is on-track with its wind power commitments, it is lagging behind in solar and biomass energy
capacities.



India ranks low in the Environmental Performance Index (EPI) 2018, slipping from rank 141 in 2016, to 177 in
2018.



The automobile industry has categorically stated that based on current estimates, full conversion to electric
vehicles is realistically possible only by 2047.



After setting electronics manufacturers a reasonable annual electronic waste collection target of 30% of the
products sold in the market, the figure has now been relaxed to 10%.



And late last year, the Comptroller and Auditor General, in a report, pulled up the government for not developing
an action plan and for its poor utilisation of allocated funds in the clean-up of the Ganga.



Compensatory afforestation:

Evidence establishes that CA plantations destroy natural forests, harm biodiversity, undermine the rights
and nutrition of local communities, and disguise rampant misuse of public funds.



Subverts forest rights act and PESA:



By allocating more than Rs50,000 crore, the Act enables the forest bureaucracy to entrench its control
over forests and subvert democratic forest governance established by the Forest Rights Act (FRA),
2006 and Panchayats (Extension to Schedule Areas) Act (PESA), 1996.



Yamuna River Project has not addressed the issue of environmental flow which is crucial to save a river.



It does not tell the action plans for rejuvenation of the river and its riparian ecosystem that generate
ecological services including the storage of flood water, enhanced recharging of ground water, flood
regulation, treatment of sewage before and after discharging into river

Draft policy has completely deleted the section on safeguards to be followed for diversion of forest land.


Before diversion of forest land there is no requirement of cost-benefit analysis, no examinations by
specialists, no requirement of alternatives and no mention of the fact that tropical moist evergreen forests
as well as forests in hilly States such as Arunachal Pradesh should be totally safeguarded.

Way forward:

Community projects:

By working together as a community, efforts to reduce impact on the environment are multiplied.



These community-led initiatives have successfully regenerated forests by adopting sustainable- use practices,
regeneration through traditional knowledge of forests and species, guarding and penalizing poachers, among
others.



Carbon offset projects can be fantastic community building events and help communities go green. Community
gardens can allow residents to grow some of their own food. Tree planting and green-scaping will make a
community more appealing, too.



Preserving open space in building and zoning plans, especially preserving mature trees and planting new ones
helps keep communities healthy.
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River rejuvenation:

All state governments must make it mandatory to have rain water harvesting techniques in government as
well as private buildings and make roof water and surface harvesting mandatory.



Include embankments, embankment roads, and roads on either side of the river need to be developed as
greenways, with walkways, cycle paths and recreational centres to facilitate the link between citizens and
the river.



Rejuvenation of wetlands:



Reforestation and protection of forested catchments:




These wetlands can store millions of gallons of flood water and recharge ground water and also
enhance the river flow during lean period

Forested catchments reduce soil erosion and siltation of the river they regulate stream flows and micro
climate. A protected catchment automatically means lesser silt in rivers

Vegetated and protected riparian banks. These protect the river banks, reduce erosion and maintain water
quality

Climate resilient agriculture:

Technology:

Government should increase the yield per hectare by using science and technology



Integrated farming has immense potential to make farmers climate smart through the cultivation of
different crops on the same land and using farm resources sustainably:



Climate smart agriculture involves integrated resource management for maximum productivity



Identifying cost-effective methane emission reduction practices in ruminants and in rice paddy

Q) Discuss the health and environmental hazards associated with fly-ash. Also discuss the
issues which impede its full-scale utilization in India. (250 words)
EPW
Why this question
India depends heavily on coal for power generation ( 3/4th of total electricity comes from coal) and
the dependence is bound to increase in future. This creates the problem of fly-ash generation and its
proper disposal, usage. The issue is related to GS 3 syllabus under the following headingConservation, environmental pollution and degradation, environmental impact assessment
Key demand of the question.
The question has two key demands; one, what are the health and environmental hazards associated
with fly-ash and second, what are the technical issues and regulatory issues which impede the proper
utilization of the fly-ash.
Directive word
Discuss- we have to write in detail about the key demands of the question. We have to discuss the
health and environmental hazards of fly-ash and technical, regulatory and other issues which
impede its full scale utilization.
Structure of the answer
Introduction– Mention the statistics about India’s coal usage, fly-ash generated, cement production
etc. You don’t have to remember exact figures but rank, estimated changes etc.
Body

Mention the environmental and health hazards of fly-ash.
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E.g All the heavy metals found in fly ash—nickel, cadmium, arsenic, chromium, lead, etc—are
toxic in nature. They leech into the surrounding soil and can enter food-chains, asthma and
respiratory ailments due to direct exposure, destruction of mangroves, drastic reduction in crop
yields, and the pollution of groundwater etc.


Discuss the technical and regulatory and other issues involved.
e.g BIS standards allow low level of fly-ash blending in PPC, proper documentation on collection
and disposal costs are usually not available, indexing the fly ash price to the price of cement
ultimately works by eroding the competitive advantage of PPC etc.

Conclusion- mention that it is most desirable to limit fly ash production through greater deployment
of renewable energy sources, using better coal and combustion techniques, etc, since cementrelated industries alone will not be able to absorb all the fly ash generated in the future.
Background:

Various estimates indicate that electricity generated from coal is expected to grow twofold to threefold by 2030.
However, burning coal results in the generation of fly ash, a residual waste product that is harmful for human
health and the environment.

Health and environmental hazards:



Health:

All the heavy metals found in fly ash nickel, cadmium, arsenic, chromium, lead, etc—are toxic in nature. Its
minute, poisonous particles accumulate in the respiratory tract, and cause gradual poisoning .



Around 20 million cases of asthma and respiratory ailments could be directly linked to exposure to fly ash

Environment:

For an equal amount of electricity generated, fly ash contains a hundred times more radiation than nuclear
waste secured via dry cask or water storage.



The breaching of ash dykes and consequent ash spills occur frequently in India, polluting a large number of
water bodies



The destruction of mangroves, drastic reduction in crop yields, and the pollution of groundwater in the Rann
of Kutch from the ash sludge of adjoining Coal power plants has been well documented.



Due to weathering action heavy metals or radioactivity content increases manifold when fly ash is left open
in fields

The issues which impede its full-scale utilization in India:

Technical and regulatory issues:

Indian fly ash is primarily of the calcareous or class C variety, implying that it possesses not only pozzolanic,
but also hydraulic (self-cementing) properties. In contrast, European fly ash is of a silicious or class F variety,
implying an absence of hydraulic properties.



BIS revised the maximum and minimum blending standards. While the BIS is in line with the American
standards on blended cement, the European and South African standards allow the blending of fly ash up to
55%.



While Indian class C fly ash may provide greater early strength development and a reduced initial setting
time, its major disadvantages are:


low lime reactivity



low glass content



high carbon content



varying fineness levels
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The National Council for Cement and Building Materials (NCCBM) conducted initial studies on increased fly
ash blending, and the results have been encouraging. However, it has been unable to conclude these
studies due to the lack of funds



Pricing and logistics:





The pricing of fly ash is increasingly becoming a contentious issue that is hampering its gainful
utilisation.



It has been repeatedly emphasised that there is opacity around the disposal process. No information is
available in public domain about the amount of stock of fly ash, the amount of generation at each
location and the amount of fly ash disposed of to various sectors

Political interference:



There is evidence of political interference in the process, leading to exorbitant prices being charged, to
the detriment of the producers and consumers of fly ash.

Perception:



Many government construction agencies and public sector undertakings have chosen clay bricks
despite the availability of fly ash bricks

Imperfections typical of quasi-markets, such as information asymmetry and high transaction costs, vested
interests, technical and technological limitations, and the lack of regulatory oversight and political will,
have impeded the flow of fly ash to its most value-adding use.

Way forward:

NCCBM must be allocated funds on a priority basis by the government to conduct research on improving the
quality of fly ash, grading fly ash generated by different technologies and types of coal, and feasible blending
ratios for the cement industry.



The BIS must update the blending standards, which have not been revised since 2000.



Improve transparency and reduce the costs of fly ash disposal by Coal power plants:

The average revenue requirement calculations of CPPs must account for avoided costs, additional revenues
generated, and utilisation of these revenues.



This will help remove the opacity around fly ash utilisation in CPPs, and allow for cost reductions to be passed
on to the consumer.



It will also pave the way for fly ash pricing mechanisms to be disclosed, scrutinised, and subject to regulatory
oversight.



Limit fly ash production through greater deployment of renewable energy sources, using better coal and
combustion techniques, etc, since cement-related industries alone will not be able to absorb all the fly ash
generated in the future



The key requirements for overcoming the barriers are greater regulatory oversight and price control, revision of
cement blending standards, research in improving fly ash quality, reducing cost of transportation, provisions
for overcoming information asymmetries, and overall sensitisation of key decision-makers on the matter.

TOPIC: Linkages between development and spread of extremism; Role of external state and non-state
actors in creating challenges to internal security.
Q) Under the present circumstances, a unilateral ceasefire in Jammu and Kashmir is not only
fraught with dangers, but also difficult to secure. Analyse. (250 words)
The hindu
Why this question
Militant recruitment and terrorist attacks in J & K have increased in recent years and so have the
incidents like stone pelting, student protests etc. The local representatives have called for a ceasefire
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in the wake of the Ramadan, but there are several issues involved. The question is related to GS 3
syllabus under the following headingLinkages between development and spread of extremism; Role of external state and non-state actors
in creating challenges to internal security.
Key demand of the question
The question wants us to deliberate upon the present situation in J&K and analyse why it will be
difficult or even a wrong to secure a ceasefire ( unilateral or bilateral).
Directive word
Examine- we have to bring out all the necessary facts/ arguments to see why securing a ceasefire
agreement in J&K would be dangerous and difficult.
Structure of the answer
Introduction– Mention the present proposal of the political parties in J&K to secure a ceasefire and
the previous time when such an agreement could be secured ( under AB Vajpayee).
Body–


Discuss the dangers involved in securing such agreement. ( e.g increase in attacks on, and
casualty of security forces, decrease in morale of security forces etc).



Discuss in points why it would be difficult to achieve. ( e.g To BJP, talks are not acceptable with
separatists, separatist camp dominated by hardliners, absence of parallel talks with Pakistan
etc).

Conclusion– Summarize your discussion in a concise manner and suggest some measures to
ameliorate the situation ( e.g peace building measures like relaxation in AFSPA, release of first time
offenders etc.).
Background:

The Indian government has finally instructed its forces to halt military operations in Kashmir and observe a
ceasefire during the month of Ramazan.

Unilateral ceasefire would not help:

Past experience:

During the first three months of the 2000 ceasefire, casualties amongst security forces rose sharply.



There might be continuing attacks on security forces under a unilateral ceasefire.



Time is not right for ceasefire:

There is little public pressure on the armed groups. The impetus for peace has been replaced by communal
stand-offs, anger and hatred.



More civilians, militants and security forces have died in the first five months of 2018 than in corresponding
periods for the previous decade.



In the Valley, alienation from India is as high as it was in the early 1990s, when insurgency took root.

Why ceasefire is imperative:



Curtail violence:

It is imperative to curtail the violence that people in Jammu and Kashmir suffer, and a ceasefire might
provide the best opportunity to de-escalate.



As the rising number of youth turning to arms attests, the last four years of counterinsurgency have not
succeeded in ending insurgency. So ceasefire might provide that opportunity.

From past experience it is visible that even though the counterinsurgency of the 1990s did not end insurgency,
it did pave the way for a peace process that made progress towards ending armed conflict .
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There will be immediate relief to the beleaguered residents of the State.



Can give way for further discussions:-





The ceasefire can only provide an opportunity for other steps to be taken, such as India-Pakistan talks,
dialogue with the Hurriyat and allied groups, and backchannel negotiations for a reciprocal ceasefire by
armed groups.



This initiative has the potential to end the deadlock and facilitate a larger engagement and dialogue, not
only between the governments of India and Pakistan but also among civil society groups which exist on both
sides of the Line of Control.



It is clearly evident that the Kashmir dispute can neither be settled through military means nor is war a viable
option. So ceasefire can lead to dialogues.

International pressure:

Ceasefire would put considerable international pressure on Pakistan’s civil-military leadership to restore the
2003 ceasefire along the International Boundary and the Line of Control.

Way forward:

The 2000’s ceasefire experience also showed that casualties among the security forces could have been
minimised had more urgent attention been paid to tightening defence of security installations and personnel.
This needs to looked into now.



Externally, wide-ranging peace talks between India and Pakistan, the Indian administration and ‘azaadi’ groups
is needed and internally, peace-building on the ground by multiple stakeholders involved is necessary.
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